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Introduction

R current interest in New Testament scholarship is the use of models and
information from sociological and anthropological studies in order to better
understand the world 0 f the Jesus mouement and the early Christian church.
This research Is commonly referred to as the "Third Quest for the Historical
Jesus." Recording to this classification. the First Quest was reuiewed and
analyzed by Rlbert Schweitzer (1961); the second. or "new" Quest beginning in
the mid-twentieth century was introduced as such by James Robinson (1979).
There is some ouerlap between the New Quest and the Third Quest. the latter
being nonetheless clearly Identifiable by the use 0 f manuscripts discouered
since the middle 0 f this century. and .the predominance of social science theory
and methodology.
The present thesis will eHamine some of the Third Quest material in an
attempt to identify the releuance of the images of Jesus. as presented. for
modern church and community leadership. The work is therefore not an effort
toward a new image of the historical Jesus. but a challenge to images already
created as to whe'th~r or not they prouide a uiable role model of leadership. I
will argue that such a model of leadership in the person of Jesus would. of
necessity. haue to haue been empowering of the community, and therefore
releuant to the community 0 f Galilean peasantry where Jesus liued and worked.
I f the Third Quest images of the Jesus 0 f history should present us with a model
of leadership that meets these standards, the implications for Church
leadership and for Christian praHis would be profound. The implications for
community leadership in general. and community deuelopment practitioners in
particular. are likewise potentially transformatiue.

r t was precisely the need for a Christian role model of community
leadership for my stUdents in the Deuelopment Diploma program, some 0 f whom
are local church pastors and others community workers. that prouided the
necessary impetus for the present stUdy. I haue always belieued, though
w~thout critical analysis. that any stUdy of Jesus' life on earth shOUld reflect
such a role model. Rs a reSUlt. I tried using the ~Jes..u.s" uideo In deuelopment
tr~ining cl~sses. as well as in Church and Deuelopment workshops with church
leadership in both Southern and Eastern Rfrica," during the years 19""9'1-1994.
I would introduce the uideo to the class or workshop. and instruct the
participants to specifically identify the manner in which Je~us eHercised his
leadership skills. bo.th with the_ disciples and with communities or groups.
Without eHception. this eHercise failed to produce any identifiable. Significant
characteristics 0 f Jesus' actiuities that were not thoroughly spiritualized and
other-worldly. The eHercise was actually counter-productiue; it seemed
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impossible for the participants to loolc behind the "Post-Easter Christ" (Borg,
1994a: 182-200) and his fully diuine identity, to perceiue the full humanity 0 f
the person Jesus. Therefore, any suggested leader"§tlIp",,,.$~~llls and practice
proued irreleuant to the participants.
..~
I was not prepared to giue up my qu~st for a leadership model, howeuer,
and I subsequently tried introducing scripture
tewts
.
-- (rather than the uideo) as
potential sources for leadership material. Interestingly, if the biblical material
was about Moses, Joshua, Nehemia, Dauid or Paul, participants were almost
always able to draw some conclusions about leadership methodology from the
tewt, depending upon their own church baclcground and the degree to which all
biblical tewts may haue been preuiously presented to them in a spiritualized
manner. I f the tewt was about Jesus, howeuer, and the only method 0 f
interpretation used was a critical ewamination of the tewt itself, the results
were only marginally improued from those obtained when the uideo was used, if
at all. Participants were generally unable to draw significant conclusio'(ls._aItQ~ut
the relaUo·n-s-hi.p__b,gtween their fa.ith and worlc from their understanding of
Jesus' life, as his acliuili!!.! were reflected in the tewt alone.
~.,--_ ..---..~

By this time the problem had talcen on more definition for me, and I began
to study New Testament baclcground material in order to assist participants to
engage in a "behind the tewt"l reading of the Jesus material. I t is interesting
that this method proued more fruitful than any I had used so far. I t seemed
that engaging the participant's imaginations with a uerbal description of the
enuironment where Jesus liued and worlced was a far more effectiue means for
unleashing their creatiue ability to uisualize Jesus as a real person, in a
concrete social and physical time and place, than was the use of a uideo which
presented euerything to them at once and failed to engage the imagination (or
right brainJ2 in the learning process. With the contewtual study method, they
were effectiuely moued out 0 f the passiue "rote learning" educational mode!
which serued to reinforce preuious perceptions, to begin actiuely interacting
with the material under discussion.
1 ConteHtualization of theology has produced some interesting and effectiue methods of
reading the bible with communities, rather than for, or to them. This method has been
described as one which eHamines the teHt itself, reading behind the teHt (sociohistorical
materiaJ), and reading in front of the teHt (application and releuance to the present
situation). See West 1993, 1991. For more general studies in community theology, see
Schreiter 1985, and Philpott 1993.
2 There are many resources auailable which describe the different functions of the right and
left hemispheres of the brain. The right hemisphere, often described in its relationship to the
feminine (anima) aspect of the psyche, is a powerfully effectiue tool for creatiue thinkino
and problem soluing. See, for eHample, Tony Buzan 1991 (J 974).
3 This educational method is described by Paolo Freire as the "banking" system of teaching,
against Which his entire educational philosophy is proposed (1989). The rote learning, or
"banking" method has been a prominent feature of the South African Bantu education system.
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Methodology of Research
I n order to arrlue at a model of leadership through the study of Third
Quest images, it has been necessary to challenge what I perceiued as a
tendency to broad and somewhat Indiscriminate use of secular, modernist
analyses from the social sciences as a means of interpreting traditional Jewish
culture and behauior: "One has to consider religious phenomena in terms of
religious ideas and doctrines, not only, or principally, in terms of disciplines
that haue arisen In connection with the stUdy of secular Institutions and
processes ••• rellgious symbolism ... giues us actual clues to the nature of realities
we cannot perceiue by means of the senses alone. I t Is not a question of
setting the Intellect to work a t reducing the religious symbol to sensory terms"
(Turner, 1975: 195).
The primary mode of research for this thesis· has therefore been an
anthropological reuiew of releuant Third Quest material on the historical Jesus.
Rs this material is rich in sociological and anthropological stUdies, my own input
will be compared with specific areas and/or models presented by proponents of
the uarious Images of Jesus to support their own claims. Where I t is found that
a deeper analysis which includes cross-cultural religious phenomena fails to
justify the "I mage" author's claims, additional literature or models are
introduced in the thesis to either challenge or support the "Jesus" literature.

I n Part One, chapter one, the deuelopment model outlined is consistent
with the current trends tow~rd participatory, people-centered deuelopment at
the microleuel; e.g. at the leuel of community action and transformation. In
addition to appropriate deuelopment literature on leadership and community
that is cited, releuant anecdotal material from my eHperience with field
workers and Church leaders in deuelopment work and stUdy in South Rfrica, and
in East African countries, is Included here and elsewhere in order to support or
challenge specific claims made by myself or others.

•

I n chapter two, the principles of people-centered deuelopment are
eHpanded to a deeper look: at the concepts of participation, motiuatlon, and
facilitation. The question 0 f spirituality in deuelopment is introduced here,
with euidence that the people of the so-called Third World haue begun to
request a deuelopment theory and practice that is more spiritual. The nature of
this spirituality Is eHplored In terms of "sacred" psychology, deuelopment
psychology, and religious practice. A concluding section outlines a potential
model for leadership in deuelopment and/or in the church, based upon the
principles of deuelopment and spirituality presented.
I n Part Two, chapter three, I will be drawing on seueral historical and
cultural studies in general, and 0 f first century Palestine in particular. The
anthropological model outlined by Mary Douglas'(1 993) in her stUdy 0 f Israel
from the book of Numbers will help some of these issues to fall into place more
readily, as it is no t unrelated to I srael a t the time 0 f Jesus. Th e social conteHt
of Israel In the first century Included a "uery compleH and uariable set of
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institutions, rituals, beliefs, stories, and rules" (Meeks, 1987:65).
This
compleHity was only partially the result of a hi$torical tradition that
highlighted figures such as Rbraham, Moses and the EHOdus, Joshua and the
conquest 0 f the Promised Land, Samuel and the .Judges, Dauid the Warrior King,
and the prophets Elijah and Elisha. Rs a traditional culture, Israel eHperienced
no separation of religion from any other actiuity of life; the God of Israel was a
God who acted In history and In the eueryday life of the present in a concrete,
identifiable manner.
R probable reflection of the lifestyle of the historical Jesus, to a great
eHtent as outlined by John Meler (1990, will follow this introduction 0 f first
century Galilee as the foundation upon which the uarious images 0 f Jesus will
be tried in chapter SiH for their potential to fi t the deuelopment model 0 f
leadership in a specific cultural and historical setting.
Chapter four introduces yet another anthropological model, from the
writings 0 f Uictor Turner (1987, 1978, 1975, 1969). I will be drawing eHtensiuely
from this work for clarification of the importance of Jesus' baptism as the
transforming euent 0 f his life. I t will be my argument that' Turner's definitions
of liminality and communitas are central to understanding the baptism 0 f Jesus,
as well as his transformed role as a result of that baptism.
The baptism eHperience will be reuiewed not only for its releuance as
ritual, but also in its most probable sociohistorical conteHt. The life of Jesus is
framed by "the reuolt 0 f 66-78 ...The aspects 0 f the 'colonial situation' 0 f
Roman imperial rule in Jewish Palestine that most concerned the people were
the fact and rate 0 f taHation and their relatiue freedom from outside
interference in pursuing their traditional social mouements of protest Within
the peasantry typical to states of social unrest, such as banditry,
millenarianism, messianic mouements (popular kingship in the case of Israel), .
and the rise 0 f charismatic prophets." John the Baptizer was one such prophet,
whose eschatological message clearly influenced Jesus to take a definitiue
decision for his own life work.
I n Part Three, chapter fiue, seueral popular Third Quest images will be
presented, focusing on the Wandering Charismatic theme as proposed by Gerd
Theissen, and the "Jewish Cynic Philosopher" image created by John Dominic
Crossan. Crossan adds the image of Jesus as one whG- brings about the
"brok::erless k::ingdom 0 f God, H necessitating a brief eHcursion into the theme 0 f
Mediterranean patron-client systems as supported by Bruce Malina and Ernest
uan Eck::. These models are not suitable for our Model 0 f Leadership, and
releuant scholars are called upon to prouide the supporting information for our
critique.
I n chapter siH we finally come to the image of Jesus that is most likely to
becom~ a role model for community deuelopment and/or church leadership,

according to the Model deueloped in chapter two. The image is based on the
WO~k:: of Jonathan Draper, who draws heauily on Richard Horsley's "Jesus" as a
SOCial reformer working to renew communities. Marcus Borg's "Spirit Man" is
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included in this chapter, though Draper only hints at such an aspect of desus,
and Horsley does not consider this aspect at all. Neuertheless, it is my belief
that this aspect Is consistent with Draper's Image, and does no ulolence to that
presented by Horsley. I will argue that the Image 0 f Jesus as presented by
Draper, with Horsley and Borg, Is most consistent with the stated leadership
requirement of empowering people and being releuant to the community.
The post-baptism, post-wilderness desus was a man whose status had
radically changed from that 0 f peasant carpenter, to that 0 f a "spirit-man" (to
borrow from Borg), with a prophetic, redemptiue and saluific mission to
accomplish within his own culture, the people 0 f I srael.
He had been
"appointed" or called through his uision to a life that may haue been beyond
euen that which he may haue intended at the time of his decision to be baptized
by dohn.
By the end 0 f his wilderness period 0 f trial he no doubt not only identified
his specific role in the redemption of Israel, but belieued that he had been
called to that role as God's response to the repentance euidenced by the results
of dohn's work. desus, as the appointed "spirit man," is the limen, or threshold,
for the interaction between "this world" and the coeHisting spirit world. He is
the Door to the Kingdom of God. Therefore, desus does not see himself as an
eschatological prophet (Borg, 1994a), nor does his message need to be
eschatological like that 0 f dohn. The Kingdom 0 f God as promised would be
God's redemptiue action in the present situation of Israel, bringing about the
restored egalitarian and just society of Israel's history.
Finally, in the concluding chapter, the implications of this analysis will be
eHplored as to their specific releuance to the Church and to Deuelopment,
particularly in the Southern Rfrican conteHt. The characteristics 0 f desus'
message, and the desus mouement, are uery consistent with those 0 f both
millenarian and/or messianic mouements as described by Horsley and Hanson
(t 985), Berger (t 977), B.H. Wilson (t 973), and Turner (1969: 111-113). I n fact, the
euidence for desus as a restored Jewish 'Ieader-prophetic messenger 0 f
redemption, who acted purposefully and decisiuely, is uery strong (Horsley
1989, 1987; Horsley C. Hanson 1985; Draper 1995, 1993). Further, this definition
would be consistent with the cUlture, and with the fear that Jesus inspired in
the hierarchical elite Which ultimately led to his assassination.
I f this is the image that can be used as a model 0 f leadership for the
church and for community deuelopment practitioners, there are enormous
implications for the former, and potential for a profound spirituality in the
latter. Should any marriage of the fulfilled implications and potential take
place in South Rfrica, that country could indeed present the world With a uiable
model of redemptiue community.
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Rs I reuiew the eHperiences 0 f my seuen years in South Rfrica, it seems
that there are far too many people to whom I owe so much In terms of the
enrichment of my life and the production of this thesis, to be able to thank
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course, none of the aboue people should be blamed for my use and
interpretation 0 f their wisdom and eHperience, to draw the conclusions stated
herein.
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development

in

the

part one:
twentieth century

~
DEFINING DEVELOPMENT

In this chapter, we will introduce a uery broad oueruiew of the history of
deuelopment theory and practice. The topics couered are intended to paue the
way for establishing connections between concepts of community and
deuelopment, and the Model of Leadership that we will establish in Chapter
Two. What follows is not intended to be an abbreuiated course in deuelopment
theory. Many uery important concepts and theories are only mentioned in
passing; others may be omitted altogether.
Deuelopment theory continues to be in a crisis of credibility (Long I} Long,
1992; Schuurman, 1993); ideas that proue wonderfully satisfying intellectually
fail to produce sustainable deuelopment, and the peoples 0 f the Third World are
clamoring for humane and inclusiue economic and political systems which
seriously challenge the principles 0 f the present established global economy.
The Whole idea of deuelopment is therefore also seriously challenged, including
its more recently popular term "empowerment," as being both paternalistic and
•
potentially counterproductiue because it places the entire burden of
responsibility for pouerty on the poor themselues, while ignoring the
oppressiue and wasteful lifestyles of the wealthy.
Neuertheless, the point of this chapter is to establish a foundation for
understanding deuelopment, from which we may ask Whether any model of
leadership can come out of what we haue learned in the past four decades.
While this does not preclude a macroleuel perspectiue, giuen the images of
Jesus which are the central focus 0 f this thesis our perspectiue will tend to rest
primarily a t the microleuel. Further, it is my contention that transformation at
the microleuel (in~iuidu~1 and c~nity. wea~y and poor, powerful and ,_/
powerless) is a necessary though insufficient prereqUisiTe for macro~uel
deueloPinent. ShOUld we discouer that macroleuel concepts can be derlued from
our findings, these will be discussed in the concluding chapter.
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Why DeuelDpment1
My own Interest In deuelopment began when, as a 42 year old returning
adult student, I embarked on my undergraduate course 0 f studies at uniuersity.
The cognitiue dissonance I struggled to resolue as a middle-aged uniuersity
student seemed, at that time, to be somehow related to the phenomena
ewperienced by traditional societies going through rapid social change in their
process of m~~n_wo.rJdof-le_chnology and ~c_o-D.o..mj_c_demands.
Though I soon learned that these problems of modernity were far too complew
to be analogous to my personal ewperience, my sense of sharing a problem in
common with the Third
orld has neuer quite left
me. Perhaps this ewplains my
. .
-----'"
belief that each society brings its own kind of "personality" to the
deuelopment process.
-~
RII of my subsequent studies in anthropology and in international
relations only confirmed my appreciation for the uniqueness 0 f each society, as
well as my conuictlon that this uniqueness is founded on cultural factors (as
opposed to racial, or genetic, factors). These studies were also uery helpful in
increasing my understanding 0 f both micro- and macro-leuel politicoeconomic
interactions, but were not particularly edifying in terms 0 f ewplaining why
billions 0 f dollars could be poured into "lesser deueloped countries" euery year,
and yet these countries continue to decline economically while multiplying
their manifestations of social unrest.
I became increasingly conuinced that (l) there is a wide gap between
what donors and agencies for deuelopment aid (who are not always the same
entity) belieue that they are accomplishing, and what the recipients perceiue to
be the purposes and achieuements of said agencies/donors; and (2) that the
general failure of deuelopment programs to accomplish their goals is largely
due to this perceptual gap. This seems to be particularly the case in Rfrica,
where the success rate of deuelopment agencies is depressingly low; and where
large armies of ewpatriates continue to be imported in order to administer
deuelopment programs.
This lack of success on the Rfrican continent generally. along with the
predominant presence 0 f ewpatrlates In deuelopment programs, suggests that
there continues to be a generalized failure to bring the grassroots element into
deuelopment plans. Indeed, the research on deuelopment and the reports of
agencies prouide ample euldence that the people who are supposedly being
deueloped are consistently perceiued by researchers and deuelopment agencies
alike as objects to be obserued, manipulated, or modified; as opposed to being
treated as human beings capable of creating their own deuelopment agendas.
Much 0 f this misconception arises from a lack 0 f understanding 0 f how
western deuelopment actually occurred. We tend to think of traditional and
modern as two entirely separate states of being; societies are generally
classified as being either one or the other, although some scholars do speak of
transitional societies, and others describe a continuum from one to the other. I
would contend that none 0 f these approaches accurately mirrors either the
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historic or the present process of modernlzation4 •
From comparatiue histories of change in national states, I t becomes
obuious that modernization does not preclude tradition--in fact, if a state Is to
remain coherent, it must include some ualues and behauior In recognition 0 f
selected traditional eHperiences.
Therefore, in comparatiue studies 0 f
successful deuelopment practice, we see action being uniquely related to the
traditional factors of culture and enulronment within a particular time frame
(Japan, and the "Four Tigers" for eHample).
RII this is to say that for at least the last thirty years, serious students
of deuelopment haue proulded ample euidence that the western uersion of
modernity cannot simply be superimposed on the rest 0 f the world. I n fact, it
did not euen happen the same way to each of the nations in the West, and it
certainly cannot now be reproduced in other nations 0 f a completely changed
world.
Neuertheless, the authors of deuelopment theory and those who apply it
persist in belieuing that giuen enough money and enough technology, euery
nation in the world can and should be just lilce North Rmerica or Europe.
Modernization and Industrialization are not synonymous, howeuer, and each
society assimilates new Icnowledge In its own way and in its own time,
becoming what only that society could become, while continuing to maintain its
basic identity.
Modernization and tradition, therefore, are equally important factors 0 f
deuelopment, and are equally slippery In terms 0 f definition. This leads us to
the eHtremely uncomfortable conclusion that deuelopment Itself may not be
something that is necessarily quantifiable or easily describable. Worse, the
linlcages between macro-and micro-Ieuel deuelopment are not clearly
identifiable, nor haue they been properly researched in terms of their
Importance to the deuelopment process. And of course, in the conteHt of this
thesis, one must also inquire as to the role 0 J religion--where does it fi t Into
these spheres, and into the linlcages between them?
One must then liue with a huge question marlc~roundingthe community
deuelopment concept, with its attending difficulties.
According to many
psychological studies, both organization and eHclusiueness are an anathema to
community. Yet one sees agencies demanding a high leuel of organization in
community deuelopment projects, and communities eHcluding all manner 0 f
"undesirable" elements from their actiuities.
I s there any ualue in the
communify deuelopment conc~RndTfSO:-what is the proper placement 0 f
4 I use the term "Modernization" here as being descriptiue of a global process of mouement

toward increasing urbanization, technological change, and political-economic integration into
t~e world system. I do not at this point imply any positiue or negatiue ualue judgment of
either that system, or of the traditional societies Who haue not yet participated in the
system.
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the grassroots in the macroleuel plan? Does deuelopment occur from the top
down, from the bottom up, or at some "mezzo"-Ieuel in between? Finally, what
are the aspects of community and of leadership that are founded in our
understanding of what It means to be a Christian?

Defining

DevelDpment

What, in fact, is deuelopment? This is not an easy question to answer. R
definition that would in some final way set the absolute meaning for all times,
all places, and all people is simply not possible, yet deuelopment has become onFof the most compelling concepts of our time. I t is a concept that actually
raises questions about the meaning_D,f.jife, as well as about who is to judge
what is a go~e, and by what standardS:-When I ask my students to describe
deuelopment in one word or phrase, theyinuariably tell me that it is (at least)
"change, growth, liberation, or progress." Deuelopment, howeuer, is much more
compleK than any of these terms suggest.
Most people would agree that deuelopment inuolues change. I t Is the
qualification and quantification of that "change" which giues us our problems
in both definition and practice. To begin the discussion, then, I would a t least
consider the question 0 f "Change: For Whom?" I t is important to the integrity
of this paper that we state that change, or_development, is NOT confined to the
poor, the oPll.ressed, oL1lle-m-ar-gin.a1ized peopl..es~o f society. I n the first place,
this would imply that there are some criteria 0 f deuelopment which the wealthy
and comfortable people of the world haue achieued, and which must be
duplicated by those who wish to be "deueloped." The proofs against this theory
are well known. The political and economic world has changed, and it Is not
possible to replicate the manner in which established Industrial societies
deueloped, euen if this would be culturally appropriate.
I n the second place, that perspectiue implies that sustainable
deuelopment for the "haue-nots" 0 f the world can be achieued while protecting
the lifestyle of the "haues." This theoretical position has also been rendered
untenable, both from the euidence 0 f an euer-increasing gap between the rich
and the poor (and euer-increasing numbers 0 f the demonstrably poor), and the
eUidence of unreclaimable enuironmental destruction.
The poor therefore cannot be the sole target 0 f change, if sustainable and
wholistic deuelopment is to take place. Those with a sufficiency of resources-as indiuiduals, and as creators and sustainers of the preuailing structures-must also change. I n fact, we can say that both the rich and the poor are in
need of some formes) of deuelopment, for deuelopment is not simply economic.
It is wholistic, inuoluing the entire person and the entire enuironment.
Forty years ago the definition of deuelopment was not euen an issue. It
was not until the end 0 f World War 11, when people began to seek effectiue
ways to rebuild the battered and war-torn nations of Europe and to assist those
nations just being liberated from colonialist regimes to become politically and
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economically uiable. that the concepts of "third world" and "deuelopment"
came to occupy the minds of academics and gouernments on a global scale. The
success of the Marshall Plan in the reconstruction of Europe Iink:ed two
phenomena firmly in the minds of deuelopment theorists: (1) The construction
of new nations should tak:e place in the same manner as the reconstruction of
Europe. based on economic theories deuised from the Industrial Reuolution; and
(2) The failure of deuelopment economics in the Third World focuses the problem
of pouerty on the Third World itself from the perspectiue of the First. rather
than on faulty deuelopment theory. inappropriate goals. or global systems
which eHclude the full participation of the Third World.
Western. or First World. nations had some uery good reasons to concern
themselues with the ideas of deuelopment. Some were genuinely concerned
about the ethical questions being raised by the unequal access to resources and
opportunity for people of two-thirds of the world. They were concerned about
helping those who haue been disaduantaged, because they were reminded 0 f
their own wealth and ease. in the midst of hunger and staruation and suffering.
Pangs of conscience were not the sole reason for the First World to be concerned
about Third World deuelopment. howeuer. There was also the uery practical
economic issue which people in some aspects of deuelopment work: still
recognize, that the Third World prouides resources, labor, and mark:ets for the
products of the First World industrialized nations. and thereby enables the First
World to sustain its own standards of Iiuing.
From the perspectiue 0 f the so-called Third World nations, the issues 0 f
deuelopment were and are most often described in terms of suruiual. There is
no longer any doubt that per capita food production in these countries, and
especially in Rfrica, has declined to the point that Rfrican nations which were
able to feed themselues from their own production in 1979 can no longer do so.
The people of these nations are not necessarily in the dark: about the major
eHternal causes 0 f their decreased ability to feed their children, or the inabili ty
of their country to compete in a world mark:et that has already cast them in the
role 0 f suppliers 0 f cheap labor and resources. These nations see injustice and
eHploitation as the primary causes of their status. The see the underlying
structures which created the foundations for their problems, and they realize
that these problems are getting worse. "The world's poor are showing less and
less inclination to starue quietly, and therefore third world issues and concerns
become the concerns of the entire world" (Ewert, 1987).
To restate the compelling question about deuelopment, then: "Why, after
more than four decades of deuelopment theory and practice, has the situation
for Third World nations deteriorated, rather than improued?" Again, there are
no easy answers to this question. R loosely-structured reuiew of the history of
deuelopment theory (See Figure 1) tak:es us through some 0 f the major changes
in perspectiue brought about through the failures and successes of the past 45
years, but does not eHplain either state.
One thing that does seem to be consistent is the increasing emphasis on
deuelopment as a social, or people-centered, phenomenon and not simply an
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economic one. We see the change In focus moue from allocation of resources to
gouernments In the early years, to allocation of resources. to NGOs (nongouernment organizations) and to communities (people) In the last decades.
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FIGURE 1
Outline of history of development thear; and practice
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Korfen's Generations of NBD Responses to Poverty
Deuelopment theorist Dauid Korten has studied deuelopment NGOs during
his thirty years' eHperlence In the Third World, and in his book Getting to the
21 st Century he outlines four generations of NGO responses to pouerty (1990):

The First &eneratlon:

Relief and Welfare

There is a long history of local and international actiuity to prouide relief
and assistance to uictims of natural disasters and wars.
Many agencies
(including churches) continue to describe their aid and relief actiuities as
deuelopment, but while we acknowledge that charity is definitely a
humanitarian response, It is not deuelopment (Ibid.• 115-18). The operatiue
phrase for this generation is "the people are needy, so we must giue them what
they lack."
There are situations in which the only appropriate response is charity, yet
It is often possible euen in these situations to allow the recipients to retain
their dignity, and euen to achieue their own goals. Deuelopment Diploma
students at Rfrican Enterprise haue determined that "Deuelopment responses
empower the recjpient, but charity responses empower the giuer." While this
statement is certainly subject to falsification, it is nonetheless a good measure
to bear in mind when eualuating the difference between an appropriate
humanitarian response, and an inappropriate one.
The Second Generation:

Community Deuelopment/Self Help

This response is based on the idea that local inertia keeps people from
making effectiue use 0 f local resources (lbid, 118-120). The solution is to
prouide a stimulus from outside the local community to actiuate their capacity
for effectiueness. This presupposition has predominated in the deueiopment
sector of South Rfrica. and can easily be identified when the NGO shows its
concern for a probable collapse When they pull out 0 f the project. Most
agencies in Southern Rfrica are firmly settled into an NGO-motiuated and
managed program of self help and/or Community Deuelopment projects
inuoluing community participation. This community participation, howeuer, is
in practice more consultatiue than managerial. (Participation will be discussed
at greater length In Chapter TWo.)
Rt the same time. some agencies can be identified as mouing out of
Generation Two and into Generation Three. The Church, howeuer, at its uery
best, continues to struggle to moue out of Generation One into Generation Two,
and by far the greatest efforts of the Church are confined to Generation One.
Indeed. most South Rfrican churches that define their actiuities as
"deuelopment" are inuolued in some form of education or skills training, the
need for Which hauing been defined by someone other than the target
community (James, 1990).
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This is not to say that Generation Two efforts should be abandoned, any
more than those of Generation One. I n First World nations, and euen some
former Second World countries, the education, training, and health seruices are
frequently considered part of the welfare system, or in other words, the rights
due to all citizens. I n the "lesser deueloped countries" whose gouernments can
III afford (or perhaps do not wish to subsidize) such a welfarist position,
churches and NGOs moue in with Generation Two Interuentions. Once again,
howeuer, the manner in which such programs are implemented may assist
deuelopment, or be counterproductiue.
Generation Three:

Sustainable Systems Deuelopment

The presupposition here is that inappropriate deuelopment policies and
structures force communities into conditions 0 f dependency. I f the structures
and policies are changed appropriately, the poor willhaue the opportunity to
ouercome their pouerty. "Third generation strategies focus on creating a policy
and institutional setting that facilitates just, sustainable and inclusiue local
deuelopment action" (Korten, 1998: 121). Agencies for deuelopment generally
moue into this response as they begin to recognize that small community
projects can only become sustainable if they are linked into a supportiue,
networked, deuelopment system.
"Third generation strategies may inuolue the NGO in working with major
national agencies to help them reorient their policies and work modes in ways
that strengthen broadly-based local control ouer resources" (Ibid, 128). The
eHisting systems in deueloping nations, and particularly in South Africa, haue
frequently been uery hostile to community initiatiue and any programs that
would decentralize the control of gouernment.
NGOs, particularly when
supported internationally, haue often been the only consistent aduocates 0 f
this necessary change and haue needed to accept strong leadership roles
campaigning for justice and equity within eHisting social structures.
At the community leuel, the Third Generation response finds the people of
the community initiating and managing their own deuelopment actiuities with
perhaps one or more NGOs responding to identified needs with funds and/or
eHpertise. Because 0 f the need to fi t into a structural system conduciue to
sustainability, the communities may find it necessary to moue into Fourth
Generation responses.
The Fourth Generation:

People's Mouements

Fourth Generation strategies go beyond Third Generation efforts to adapt
specific institutional or structural policies to facilitate the inclusion of local
projects and goals (a response Which has been identified by other authors, such
as Hope and Timmel 1984, as "liberal reformation"). People's mouements seek
to eliminate or completely restructure national and international institutions
which are demonstrably the root causes of pouerty and injustice.
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Unlike the first three generations, Fourth Generation responses do not
haue economic goals but are focused on the communication 0 f ideas and
Information through euery auallable channel in order to mobilize uoluntary
action by people in support of social transformation. People's mouements haue
reshaped our understanding of the enuironment and of human rights; they haue
brought about changes for women and peace initiatiues, and haue begun the
dismantling of apartheid, to name just a few accomplishments.
People's mouements cannot be initiated by deuelopment agencies, but
Uoluntary Organizations (UOs) and People's Organizations (POs) may serue a
people's mouement whose uision they share. They may then work to integrate
and mobilize self-managing networl<::s, ouer which they haue absolutely no
control.
The NGO in this generation must deuelop a high tolerance for partial data,
particularly in countries where the people's mouements are restrained by a
hostile gouernment.
The ability to gather feedback and distribute the
Information appropriately becomes euen more uital at such times.
I t must be stressed here that only POs and UOs are appropriate NGO
seruice agents to people's mouements. Should the mouement partner itself
with a donor-driuen NGO, we can eHpect that it has spent its force and become a
supporter of the status quo. Additionally, we must reiterate the point that
people's mouements are social in focus rather than economic; the surest way to
l<::iII a people's mouement is to smother it in money.
This tension between social and economic foci returns us to the history 0 f
deuelopment theory in Figure 1., and to the process along a continuum between
deuelopment as something that is done either to or for people, to deuelopment
defined as creation 0 f structures where people haue the freedom to participate
In the solution to their own problems. On the left side of the continuum, we
haue Generations One and TWO, where the needs of the poor define the actions
of resource agents. Mouing toward the right (obuiously not in political terms!)
we find that deuelopment initlatiues are more and more defined by the fact
that people are eHcluded from access to the resources necessary for them to
improue their quality 0 f life (See Figure 2), and must take action to correct th e
situation.

Need and EHcluslDn

I t might be helpful at this point to tal<::e a longer 1001<:: at the practice of
separating deuelopment theories into categories defined by the concepts 0 f
need and eHclusion. These categories are defined by people's presuppositions
as to how the problem of deuelopment itself is defined (Rogers, 1992:99-199),
and the unpleasant truth remains that most of us define deuelopment in terms
of our own uested Interests.
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FIGURE 2
Korten's Generations on a Continuum from Needs Theory to Exclusion Theory

By uested interests, I mean first of all that we tend to see problems in
terms of our ability to resolue them. I f I am an agricUlturist, then, I am likely
to define the problem of deuelopment in terms of capacity for food production;
if a member of the medical profession, I will see the problem in terms 0 f
standards 0 f health; if an academic, In terms 0 f education; and so on. Beyond
this, the tendency in the first four decades of deuelopment theory and practice
was to take a stance in terms 0 f resolution 0 f the problems 0 f pouerty based on
whether one defined the situation as being one where people lack needed
resources and opportunity, or where they are eHcluded from access to power
and resources.
Rlthough there are eHceptions, uested interests reueal
themselues here as the powerful will tend to protect their position by defining
deuelopment In terms of need, and the powerless in terms of eHclusion.

Needs Theories
I f we look again at Figure 1, we see',that between the period 0 f the
fifties and the beginning of the nineties, there are two columns 0 f deuelopment
responses. The first outlines what we refer to as "modernization" theories,
which essentially are the responses based on capitalistic political and economic
approaches to deuelopment.
The second column contains some 0 f the
"Structuralist" and radical theories, which historically haue .been primarily
reactions to the problems 0 f capitalistic politics and economic practices.
Generally, Modernization theories correspond to Korten's First and Second
Generations, While Structuralist and radical theories correspond to Generations
Three and Four. Figures 3 and 4 list some of these theories in the categories
where they are usually located (it should be noted that these lists do not
include all deuelopment theories).
Rside from the problems of injustice and enuironmental deuastation that
seem to be endemic to Modernization theories based on capitalist political and
economic systems, some analysts belieue that the ouerpowering number 0 f
deuelopment interuentions based on presupposition of the needs 0 f the poor
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haue had, and continue to haue, a psychological effect which can be
counterproductiue to empowerment. I uan IlIich eHpresses his concern about
the creation of a culture of -need:"
For the new generation, the needs that are common to men and women, yellow and
white - rather than common dignity or common redemption in Christ or some other
god - are the hallmark and manifestation of common humanity. With unscrupulous
beneuolence, needs are imputed to others. The new morality based on the imputation
of basic needs has been far more successful in winning uniuersal allegiance than its
historical predecessor, the Imputation of a catholic need for eternal saluation. Rs a
result, needs haue become the worldWide foundation of common social certainties
that relegate Inherited cultural and religious assumptions about human limitation to
the realm of so-called personal ualues that, at best, deserue tolerant respect. The
spread of needs that modem deuelopment has wrought will not be stemmed by the
end of the deuelopment discourse (IIlich, In Sachs 1992:89).

EHcluslon Theories
EHclusion theories inuolue a major change in perception on the part of
deuelopment theorists and practitioners. "Those who are the SUbjects 0 f
Deuelopment are no longer uiewed as 'depriued,' in need 0 f some form 0 f
outside assistance, but as oppressed, eHcluded from the sources of power. The
problem has
been totally redefined" (Rogers, 1992: 100-10 O. Deuelopment initiatiues are
no longer the tool 0 f power elites and gouernments, used to maintain a status
quo, but become the liberatiue, reuolutionary actions and goals of the
oppressed.

MODERNIZATION THEORIES
Marshal! Plan
Rostow's Linear Growth Theory
"Trickle-Down" Theory
Green Revolution
Technology Transfer
Job Creation
Self-Help
Alternate Technology
Basic Human Needs
Human Resource Development

FIGURE 3
Modernization theories, based on the
assumption of people's deprivation
ardNEEDS

STRUCTURALlSTIRADICAL
THEORIES
Dependency Theories
World Systems Theories
Socialist Theories
Center-Periphery Theory
Participation Theories

FIGURE 4
Structuralist/Radical Theories based on
the assumption of people's EXCLUSION
from resources and opportunities
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I n an interuiew conducted during my research on the Church and
Deuelopment In South Rfrica In 19a9, Sister Bernard 0 f the I nstitute for
ConteMtual Theology described this perspectlual change, adding her belief that
deuelopment Is not simply an actluity for the poor:
Let me quote you a very simple thing. I t's true when a man is hungry and he asks you
for a fish, you help him to catch the fish for himself, he'll be better and sufficient for
himself. But in this country, we can further that little slogan or quotation to saying
'What If the pool Is controlled1'... The right start for our people, if it means any
development, means start by undoing the chains of the poor...and then, from them,
development comes to you (James 1990: 137).

My own eMperlence with community workers in South Rfrica ouer the past
seuen years only confirms Sister Bernard's obseruations. I t is simply not
enough to prouide skills training for people Who are eMcluded from utilizing
those skills (whether by an apartheid system or by powerful leadership Who
become threatened by new Ideas); nor is it enough to facilitate the
deuelopment initlatiues 0 f a community whose security I s threatened by
gouernment sanctions and/or political uiolence. Where people are ewcluded
from opportunity and resources, howeuer this is accomplished, deuelopment
.becomes Impossible.

·The Chicken and the Egg:- LlberatlDn and DevelDpment
I haue always liked Julius Nyerere's metaphor for the relationship between
freedom and deuelopment, and the following paragraph is as good a definition
of deuelopment as we will see:
Freedom and development are as completely linked together as are chickens and eggs!
Without chickens you get no eggs; and without eggs you soon have no chickens.
Similarly, without freedom you get no development, and without development you
very soon lose your freedom...Development brings freedom, provided it is development
of people. But people cannot be developed; they can only develop themselves. For
while It is possible for an outsider to build a person's house, an outsider cannot give
the person pride and self-confidence in themselves as human beings. Those things
people have to create in themselves by their own actions. They develop thelT!selves
by increasing their own knowledge and ability and by their own full participation--as
equals-- in the life of the community they live in...they are not being developed if
they are herded like animals Into the new ventures.•.Development of people can, In
fact, only be effected by the people (Nyerere, 1973:58-60).

Perhaps we can push the chicken and egg metaphor just a little further
before it breaks down, in order to bring out a little more of the relationship
between liberation and deuelopment. We COUld, for ewample, label the egg
"liberation" and the chicken "deuelopment."
We can now illustrate the
Interdependency of liberation and deuelopment: I f we take away the chicken,
the total focus falls upon the egg. If it Is only an egg, howeuer, nothing will
happen and we will see neither liberation nor deuelopment. But if the egg has
been fertilized (i.e. carries within it the seeds of deuelopment), we will soon
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see a small chicken struggling to liberate itself from the restraints of its
limited Incubator.
We then haue only a chick, and no egg. Ouer time, though, perhaps
following a transitional period of rest and orientation, we may obserue the
process 0 f deuelopment as the chick grows into an adult chicken. Rnd if it Is
fertile, (i.e. If deuelopment carries within I t the potential for renewal) new
eggs will be produced which may result in euen more liberatiue actiulties, and
so the process continues, cycles, and multiplies.
The Important feature that I am attempting to tease out of this metaphor.
howeuer, is that It is not a question of which comes first, liberation or
deuelopment, noris it a question of keeping the two in some kind of balance or
tension. Neither can eHist without the other, and the seeds for each must be
Inherent In both despite the reality that each actiuity requires a completely
different mlndset. (For eHample, liberation is "fighting against" injustice and
oppression, while deuelopment Is "building for" an enuisioned situation 0 f
wholeness). Some people are able to moue from the mlndset of deuelopment to
that 0 f liberation and back again, being able to work within the demands 0 f
each situation as it arises. Others cannot, for any number 0 f psychological
and/or cognitiuely based reasons.
Rdmittedly, we haue already pushed our metaphor beyond reason, but I beg
your indulgence to entice yet one other insight from the construction. The
processes described aboue are an act 0 f creation. requiring interaction between
the masculine and the feminine.
Social liberation. and deuelopment. are
creatiue (and therefore spiritual) actiuities which require the combined efforts
of the (masculine) left hemisphere of the brain Which operates with logic and
conceptual actiuities, and the (feminine) right hemisphere which eHpresses our
creatiuity and intuition. This relationship can represent the spiritual and
mental actiuities which take place within indiuiduals and social groups during
their maturation and deuelopment, but it also represents the equality and
interdependent cooperation essential to the relationship between men and
women, with the uery special and necessary gifts each brings to the process 0 f
transformation.

R Reuolutlon In Deuelopment Theory and Practice
Rlan Rogers maintains that there are three major categories of eHclusion
theories, With uery real differences in the use of language between them.
Dependency theories, 0 f course. speak in terms 0 f dependency and self reliance,
While other theories speak of oppression and liberation. R third category
speaks 0 f marginalization. and 0 f participation (Rogers. 1992: 10 1). But just as
there are psychological problems for. the poor In terms of needs theories
Gustauo Esteua concludes that there are potentially negatiue psychological
effects that may deriue from the language of eHclusion theories 0 f
deuelopment:

.
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I n order for someone to conceiue the possibility of escaping from a particular
condition, it Is necessary first to feel that one has fallen into that condition. For
those who make up two-thirds of the wor1d's population today, to think of
deuelopment - of any kind of deuelopment - requires first the perception of
themselues as underdeueloped, with the Whole burden of connotations that this
canies...Today, for two-thirds of the peoples of the wor1d, underdeuelopment is a
threat that has already been canied out; a life eHperience of subordination and of
being led astray, of discrimination and subjugation. Gluen that precondition, the
simple fact of associating with deuelopment one's own intention tends to annul the
I t impedes thinking of one's own
Intention, to contradict It, to enslaue it.
objectiues..•it undermines confidence in oneself and one's own culture...1t clamors for
management from the top down...lt conuerts participation into a manipulatiue trick to
Inuolue people in struggles for getting what the powerful want to impose on
them...(Esteua, in Sachs 1992:7-8).
Neuertheless, Rogers percelues the real reuolution In deuelopment
thinking to be the process of empowerment and participation, Which reuerses
the negatiue thinking 0 f both needs and dependency theories, and identifies
people (somewhat) more positiuely as "marginalized potential participants"
(Rogers, 1992: 184). This understanding is shared by deuelopment practitioners,
and as we see in Figure 1, the nineties haue'seen a predominant focus on
participatory theories of deuelopment.
Creating an enuironment where people are able to participate in the
decisions and actiuities which concern their own liues, and their own
deuelopment, is belieued to be empowering of people, and to lead to
sustainable deuelopment. Just what this mayor may not mean for our search
for a Model of Leadership in deuelopment is the subject of the neHt chapter.
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DEVELOPMENT AS TRANSFORMA TION
.Continuing on from the preulous chapter, the pages to follow couer topics
such as participation, spirituality, and leadership as we work our way toward a
more wholistic understanding of deuelopment as transformation. Hopefully,
the reader will haue taken note from the last chapter that this work is not an
attempt to discredit the role of liberation as a prerequisite for transformation.
Rather, I will suggest that liberation Is more than sociopolitical (a horizontal,
or outward journey), but must Include Inner liberation, as well as liberation
within the uertical relationship to God. These "triple freedoms" underglrd the
transformation process, and are always In a dialectical interaction with it.
I t is precisely the inner journey of transformation that is so neglected in
deuelopment theory and practice, yet all the euidence from eHperience strongly
suggests that lacking this inner Journey, deuelopment based solely on economic
growth, or euen on economic and sociopolitical progress, cannot be sustainable.
Therefore, in our search for a Model of leadership that is empowering of people,
we must add to our prerequisites that the Model must include a spirituality that
is both religious and psychological In nature; in other words, a spirituality made
up of the three "liberations" cited aboue. Important to these Iiberations is the
concept of participation, because freedom is not a passiue eHercise.

PartIcIpation
"Participation" as a uital factor in the deuelopment process has been
recognized since as far back as the 1960's. Through the process 0 f trial and
error (mostly error), practitioners began to realize that if the community did
not "own" the process, the project was doomed to failure and this at a point in
time directly related to the withdrawal of eHternal inuoluement.
Once the concept of participation was popularized, howeuer, it was
discouered to haue uneHpected characteristics. Because it was "trendy,"
donors began to demand euidence of community participation before they
would release funds to a giuen project. Not surprisingly, this demand uery
quickly gaue rise to an ingenious uariety of questionable participatory
methodologies. For eHample, the agency would prouide the planning, the
administration, the fundraising, and the management of the project. The
community, In their turn, would prouide cheap (i.e. "free") labor. Recording to
the agency, the community was therefore "participating."
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I n another scenario, the community would be told that the agency would
fund their project, I f they (the community) raised matching funds from their
own resources. Rnother version of this scene shows the community being
eHpected to pay a nominal fee for use of project services. Either of these
situations would be described as "participation," despite the community's lack
of input into the decisions that were affecting their lives.
I n other words, the concept of participation has all too often become
another means for protecting vested interests on the part 0 f those who have
power. Rs Rahnema eloquently observes:
Participation acquires a moral aspect, according to the ethically defined nature of the
goals It pursues. I t is generally associated with moral or desirable goals and, as such,
giuen a positiue connotation. I t seldom comes to mind that the act of partaking may
apply to euil or malicious purposes...participation tends to be perceiued as a free
eHercise. This perception neither cDnfonns tD the meaning Df the word, nor the way in
which it is translated into practice. For, more often than not, peDple are asked or
dragged intD partaking in DperatiDns of nD interest to them, in the uery name of
participation. Neither the pyramids, nor the many contemporary mass demonstrations
in fauor of repressiue regimes, haue represented free acts of participation (Rahnema,
in Sachs 1992:116 l.

He continues, claiming that "with a few eHceptions due to the personal
qualities of the [facilitators], the new instrumentalities of participation
served to promote a l(jnd of 'fast food' or do-it-yourself development, made
out of the same old Ingredients" (Ibid., 124).
Despite the potential for abuse and misuse 0 f the concept, then, Rahnema
does not entirely rule out facilitated participation as a means by which
communities may empower themselves. He does, however, place responsibility
for success In this Instance not simply on the community, nor on the skills and
knowledge 0 f the facilitator, but on the person a I q u a lit le s 0 f the
facilitator. Perhaps I t would be in order to review our understanding 0 f
facilitation before we attempt to identify some of these personal qualities.
The primary goal of facilitation is to mobilize the community to
participate in their own developmental task. This participation, hopefully. will
help the people to develop a sense 0 f eHpectation, to capture a vision and a
sense of hope that things can be different; to get eHcited about their own
potential to do something about their own problems (Ewert, 1987). Facilitation
is accomplished by establishing trust within group relationships, by asking
people the kinds of questions that lead them to discover the solutions to their
problems for themselves, and by offering relevant information When
appropriate (as opposed to making decisions for the community, or its opposite
which is the failure to provide any input at all to the process). The process
begins with the facilitator carrying most of the responsibility for keeping
things going In the group, (ensuring full participation and consensus as much as
possible) and over time will taper off until the group has taken responsibility
for itself. Rt that point, it Is time for the facilitator to eHit, and go find
something else to do.
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"Facilitator." then. may also be described as "seruant leader", and
although it Is an effectiue means for empowering others. this is not a natural
way for a leader to act. I n fact. for some of us. when we first abandon the
traditional decision-making, authoritatiue, and powerful role 0 f the position,
along with the power of words (as In lecturing). the process feels more like
martyrdom than seruice. doy only comes with results. and euen then only if you
can take pleasure In watching people regain their self-esteem and take control
of their own liues.
Self-esteem. as practicing psychologists agree. Is basic to the issues of
both personal and community processes 0 f deuelopment; it Is also foundational
for any ability to maintain and to generate hope. I haue always found it
interesting that despite the emphasis on marketable skills and applied theory
in the Diploma Program at Rfrican Enterprise the response of students almost
always centered on the change In their self-image, and its relationship to hope.
e.g.: "Now I can face the world with great courage;" and "This has giuen me
back my dignity. "5
Students speaking at each of the first two graduation ceremonies were
unanimous In speaking of restored self-esteem; for regaining (or obtaining in
the first place) a realistic belief in their own ability to accomplish what they
set out to do. For these stUdents, self-esteem has been a prerequisite for
deuelopment. The chaplain of the program, Mbulelo Hina, writes:
No deuelopment can happen if the indiuiduals within the community haue a low selfesteem. I n fact they cannot do anything for themselues let alone doing something
for the community, it would be the death of whateuer initiatiue is done. So
deuelopment has a task of building up the indiuiduals' self-esteem within the
community...So working with the poor and the marginallzed is not taking their problem
away from them but it is working together with them...Taking into consideration their
fear to stand alone...the lfacilitatorl helps the •community to haue a sense that it can
do it and encourages the community to embark on an action that would accomplish
their goal (Hina, 1995: 14-15).

51 t should be noted here that nothing in this thesis constitutes an attempt to claim that the
training programs in Deuelopment at Rfrican Enterprise can be identified as Mdeuelopment."
They are uery clearly second generation interuentions, originally designed (with
representatiues from communities acting as consultants) in such a way as to promote
increased self-esteem among the students based on the acquisition of skills and knowledge,
interaction with other stUdents, networking among deuelopment agencies, and a classroom
enuironment where dialogue and interactiue learning were the core features of a curriCUlum
designed with a potential for practical application. I n this way, students were prepared to
return to their communities, where deuelopment did indeed often take place.
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Incidentally, one must not eHpect any credit or gratitude for empowering
people; after all, I f you were a good facilitator, they will haue done it for
themselues. This is why we may alternatiuely refer to facilitation as seruant
leadership, and it eHplalns Rahnema's emp,hasis on the personal qualities 0 f the
successful facilitator. To those qualities just identified (the ability to release
control to the community, and the ability to enable the community by raising
their self-esteem), I would certainly add a spiritual dimension, which I would
deem necessary to the deuelopment of seruant leadership, and to the rise of
hope in communities. For me, it is spirituality that prouides motiuation for the
Iclnd of leadership that is empowering of communities.

MDtlvatlDn
Hauing reached the conclusion that a good facilitator is able to empower
others, rather than accumulating power for him-or herself, it becomes
important to understand and eHamine the motiuations of the leader/facilitator
who is inuolued with the community. Motiuation in leadership that comes from
our own need to be needed, or euen solely from a well-deueloped sense 0 f social
obligation, is insufficient and tends to grow weary and cynical ouer time:
Most of us too easily assume that all we need to do is decide to bear the burdens of
others and we can do it. Then we try it for a time, and soon the joy of life has left,
and we are heauy with the sorrows of others. I t does not need to be so. we can learn
to uphold the burdens of others without being destroyed by them (Foster, 1989a: 172).

Motiuated through a desire for obedience to God, howeuer, a facilitator
acts not with intent to change the surroundings of the people, but with intent
to be faithful to God's direction (euen if it means changing one's own ideas):
_.we must see the difference between choosirtg to seme and choosing to be a semant.
When we choose to seme, we are still in charge. We decide whom we will seme and
when we will seme. Hnd If we are In charge, we will worry a great deal about anyone
stepping on us, that is, taking charge ouer us. But When we choose to be a seruant, we
giue up the right to be In charge. There is great freedom in this. I f we uoluntarily
choose [to be a seruant), then we cannot be manipulated (Ibid., 165).

This "giuing up the right to be In charge" describes the action 0 f the
facilitator, Who recognizes and accepts the necessity for the community to
malce the decisions about Its own future, rather than being told What must be
done. I t is the act of a true community seruant. Rn eHample of "seruing," on
the other hand, might be the elected political representatiue 0 f a community
Who, during his term 0 f "seruice," malces unilateral decisions for the community
while Iiuing on a handsome salary with a huge eHpense account, and Who does
not perceiue him or herself as being accountable for his/her actions. This
person sees their elected position as a position of power, where power resides
in the position and not With the electorate.
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Power Relationships
We cannot address the subject of leadership without facing up to the
problem of power. Equally, we cannot address any questions of deuelopment
without facing up to the same problem of power. The use or abuse of power is
at the root of our problems of deuelopment, and power is also a potential
obstacle to the realization of redemptiue community. This obstacle is obuious
when power is deliberately misused in order to attain selfish ends; it is obuious
and still abusiue when one's power to act to transform (or redeem) the situation
Is denied. The denied power becomes destructiue to some eHtent; it certainly
cannot be used to empower the community:
To the degree that we do not fully claim our own power to transfonn, we are more
likely to be possessed by this energy in Its shadow form and to use it, unconsciously,
for no good ends. Power will not be denied. This power is neuer neutral; it either heals
or hanns, although to uarlous degrees...Rlthough many of us are afraid to
acknowledge...the power we all haue because of the power we haue to hann, [this
power) prouides cl link with the numinous--especially the power of the diuine to saue,
redeem or forgiue. (Pearson, 1991 :207)
According to the New Testament, one who would be powerful, or "great,"
must be the "seruant of all," "humble," "least, uery last." (Mark 9:33-37;
Matthew 18: 1-5; Luke 9:46-48). In dohn 13: I-IS, after desus washed the feet
of his disciples, he emphasized that they were to do this for each other,
because he had giuen them an eHample. This is a powerful illustration of what
It means to be a seruant, or a s~lLaD~ I~~d~_r; the symbol of seruant leadership
is "not the crown, but the towel."
In some ways we would prefer to hear Jesus' call to deny father and mother, houses
and land, for the sake of the gospel than His word to wash feet. Radical self denial
giues the feeling of aduenture. I f we forsake all, we euen haue the chance of glorious
martyrdom. But in seruice we must eHperience the many little deaths of going beyond
ourselues. Seruice banishes us to the mundane, the ordinary, the triuial (Foster,
1989a: 159).
The seruant leader or facilitator empowers others (as opposed to making
them dependent). The two best described methods in use today for the
empowerment 0 f people are delegation, and facilitation. Delegation, which
demands the transference of the knowledge, skills, and authority to do the job,-<
has been the traditional organizational method for empowerment. Since the
widespread acceptance 0 f the pedagogy 0 f Paulo Freire, howeuer, the method
and terminology most frequently utilized is facilitation. The facilitation model
is presently being used in euery area 0 f life from deuelopment to modern
organizational management, and euen in health care models.
The failure of old management systems, and old deuelopment theories to
bring about Justice and equity in our world, our nations, or our communities has
highlighted the need for a ualue system and methodology Which will make room
for the two-thirds of the people of the world Who are eHcluded from power;
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from euen that amount of power that would allow them to mak:e decisions
about the things which affect their own liues. I t is not only the powerless who
are In need of deuelopment; those who haue power require an Inner
deuelopment (as do those who would achieue power ouer their own Hues) to
enable them to liue responsibly in a world where the injustices of the past can
no longer be tolerated. For those who would actiuely engage in correcting these
Injustices by working with and among the poor, sustainable motiuation can only
come from spiritual maturity.
I n the section to follow, we will look: at spirituality, and how I t not only
assists leaders to empower others in the outward journey 0 f transformation,
but matures and cares for the soul in the inward Journey. We might be justified,
then, to assume that I f the power relationships inuolued are redemptiue in
nature, participation In a facilitated deuelopment process does haue some
potential for community empowerment, especially I f the leader comes from
within the community. This partially eHplains Korten's Insistence, In his
description of Fourth Generation deuelopment, that I t is the agencies Which
may serue (participate In) people's mouements, and not the reuerse, as is more
often practiced. I n Fourth Generation deuelopment, people moue out on their
own, to tak:e control of their own Iiues.
To take control of one's own destiny and accept responsibility for one's life and the
choices it poses is central both to personal and societal deuelopment. I t is central
both to the inward journey of inner transformation, and the outward journey of
structural change that makes justice possible (Elliott, 1987:78).

Spirituality

and DeuelDpment

Sadly, I t is secular deuelopment theorists and Third World communities,
rather than church leaders, who haue begun to call for the inclusion of
spirituality In deuelopment theory and practice. Dauid Korten presents the
challenge:
•
Rccording to Charles Elliott, most structural theories of the determinants of pouerty
and Injustice fail to take an essential additional step. Unjust structures are the
creation of people and are products of the greed and egotism that are deeply
Imbedded in human nature. The human spirit must be strengthened to the point that
greed and egotism play a less dominant role...Thls Is perhaps the most central of
religious mission, and a far worthier challenge for religiously oriented uoluntary
deuelopment organizations than the distribution of charity to the uictims of the
failure 0 f spiritual teaching...The elimination of unjust structures depends on the
emergence of an alternatiue human consciousness (Korten 1990: 168).

Rnd from Rahnema, a critic of deuelopment theory:
As a rule, the necessity for a spiritual dimension, and for the reuiual of the sacred in
one's eueryday relationships with the world, seems to be re(Jiscouere(J as a basic
factor for the regeneration of people's space. Whereuer this spiritual dimension has
been present, It has, IMee(J, pro(Juce(J a staggering contagion of Intelligence an(J
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creatiuity, much more conduclue to people's collectiue 'efficiency' than any other
conuentional fonn of mass mobilization...and also in helping people to resist the
disruptiue effects of economization... 1t implies, aboue all, the recouery of one's inner
freedom (Rahnema, in Sachs 1992:127).
Of course, the ne Ht difficulty we run· into if we accept the truth 0 f
statements such as those aboue is to define just what we mean when we speak
of spirituality. Psychologist and theologian Thomas Moore writes:
The soul needs an Intense, full-bodied spiritual life as much as and In the same way
that the body needs food. That Is the teaching and Imagery of spiritual masters ouer
centuries. There Is no reason to question the wisdom of this idea (Moore, 1992:228).
For many Christian churches, howeuer, spirituality is something that is
confined to the religious sphere and is centered on God. They may eHtend that
spirituality to a moral code of behauior, but It Is confined to the relationship
with God and is more specifically a "uertical" journey than either the inward or
outward journey spoken of by Elliott, aboue. Moore eHplains the relationship
between religion and spirituality in a more wholistic sense:
I n the broadest sense, spirituality is an aspect of any attempt tD apprDach or attend
to the inuisible factDrs In life and tD transcend the persDnal, cDncrete, finite
particulars of this wDrld. ReligiDn stretches its gaze beyDnd this life tD the time of
creatiDn...that other time outside Dur Dwn reckDning, the 'time' Df myth. It alSD
concerns itself with afterlife and with the highest ualues in this life. This spiritual
pDint of uiew is necessary fDr the sDul, prDviding the breadth Df visiDn, the inspiratiDn,
and the sense of meaning it needs, [but) ...Spirituality is nDt always specifically
religiDus (Ibid., 232).
Moore goes on to pose a spirituality that challenges Western tendencies tD
Intellectualize and rationalize the world:
There are seriDus drawbacks tD the SDul In the abstractiDn Df eHperience. The
Intellectual attempt tD Iiue In a 'knDwn' wDrld deprives
Drdinary life Df Its uncDnsciDus
, .
elements, thDse things we encDunter euery day but knDw little abDut. Jung equates
the uncDnsciDUS with the sDul, and SD when we try tD Iiue fully cDnsciDusly in an
intellectually predictable world, protected from all mysteries and comfortable With
confonnity, we IDse Dur eueryday DPPDrtunlties fDr the sDulful life. The intellect
wants to knDw, the soul like to be surprised. Intellect, looking outward, wants
enlightenment and the pleasure of a burning enthusiasm. The soul, always drawn
Inward, seeks contemplation and the mDre shadowy, mysterious eHperience... (lbid.,
233-34)

we are not going to haue a soulful spirituality until we begin to think in the ways of
soul. I f we bring only the Intellect's modes of thDUght tD our search for a path or tD
spiritual practices, then from the very beginning we will be without SDUI. The bias
[against] spirit is so strong in modern culture that it will take a profDund reuolution in
the uery way we think tD giue our spiritual lives the depth and subtlety that are the
gifts of soul (Ibid., 246-47).
Does this spirituality haue any connection With community relationships,
or, beyond that, to our discussion 0 f deuelopment1 I belieue in both Instances
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the answer Is a resounding "yes." Insofar as spirituality, or an "inner life" is
related to the concept of others, of communality, it takes on qualities which
make us more completely human. For eHample, when people encounter one
another in Paolo Freire's "dialogue," and I-Thou relationship is implicit and
reciprocal. Not only Is it impossible to dialogue with an object--an "it"--but
according to Frelre it Is also Impossible to be an "I" unless "Thou" is
understood. I n other words, If" I" dehumanize another human by treating him
as an Object, "I" am dehumanized as well (this comes uery close to my own
understanding of the deeper meaning of the Rfrican term "ubuntu," but I would
not presume to try to eHplain the concept for others).
The words" I" and "Thou" must be spoken together, and I n fact Martin
Buber describes "I-Thou" as a single word. "The risk," he cautions, "the basic
word can only be spoken with one's Whole being; whoeuer commits himself may
not hold back part of himself; and the work does not permit me ••• to seek
relaHation in the It-world" (Buber, 1958:60).
Further, he states, "The
concentration and fusion into a whole being can neuer be accomplished by me,
can neuer be accomplished without me. I require a You to become; becoming I, I
say You. RII actual life is encounter" (Ibid., 62).
Freire describes the action of this encounter as both "creation," and
"dialogue:"
...it is an act of creation...Dialogue cannot eHist, howeuer, In the absence of a profound

loue for the world and for men...Rt the point of encounter there are neither utter
ignoramuses nor perfect sages; there are only men who are attempting, together, to
learn more than they now know (Freire, 1989:76-79).
The Importance 0 f creatiuity to deuelopment, or transformation, has been
essentially Ignored by deuelopment theorists as well as educational
Institutions. Freire and Buber suggest that this creatiuity is ineHtricably bound
to self-image and to the dialogue of community relationships, a point which is
upheld by the discipline of psychology:

we are lonely

only When we are confonning or hiding and not sharing What we know
with others. When we haue the courage to be Who we are--to see What we see, know
What we know, and act on that knowledge--we can find others like ourselues. And
then together we can begin creating new worlds. (Pearson, 1991 :281 ).
For theologian Friedrich Schleiermacher, the communal relationship Is also
Integral to both the inward Journey and the outward journey toward encounter,
and he relates this to the life of the early Christian church:
... there Is a behauior directed outward that proceeds essentially from Internal
actiuity and originates from it, but Without intending that change should be the
result. we find hints of this euen in the description of the absolute happiness of
Christians. For euerywhere in these descriptions, Christians are conceiued as part of
the ongoing community since their situation is neuer spoken of in Scripture eHcept as
one of a community. Mere coeHistence, howeuer, is not a community, for in community
belongs a circulation, a communication of life. There Is absolutely no internal behauior
of human beings that is not also, at the same time, an outward behauior, Which,
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strictly speaking, Is only a communication of what Is Intema/...Only under this
condition can a community persist. The situation of perfection should be a situation
of life; therefore, there must be within perfection an Internal actiulty. Rt the same
time It should also be a community. For that reason, there must be a manifestation of
the actlulty.
we can regard this behaulor as depending throughout, not on
Imperfection, but solely on the Idea of the communal life (Schlelermacher, 1989:72-3,
emphasis mine).

Community building Is therefore uery much concerned with the spiritual or
Inner life 0 f people as well as with their physical and materialliues; Indeed, the
two are inseparable. The soul of the community is only healthy insofar as the
souls of the people are fed, and allowed eHpression in the world around them.
To the SOUl, memory Is more Important than planning, art more compelling than reason,
and loue more fulfilling than understanding. We know we are well on the way toward
soul when we feel attachment to the world and the people around us and when we
Iiue as much from the heart as from the head (Moore, 1992:304-5).
Rs long as we leaue care of the soul out of our daily Iiues, we will suffer the loneliness
of Iiulng In a dead, COld, unrelated world. we can "Improue" ourselues to the maHlmum,
and yet we will still feel the alienation Inherent In a dlulded eHlstence. we will
continue to eHploit nature and our capacity to Inuent new things, but both will
continue to ouerpower us, If we do not approach them With enough depth and
Imagination (Ibid., 284).

Community, then, as the "outward journey," has a close and direct
connection to both the inward and upward (uertical) journey of the soul. nlso,
we see that the outward journey includes care of the physical enuironment, as
part of the eHternal eHpression of the inner life. I am claiming here, therefore,
that spirituality, leadership, community and deuelopment are terms Which haue
both conceptual and eHperlentiallinks In the journey towards transformation.
To further consolidate this claim, I would like to introduce another perspectiue,
that of deuelopment psychology.

Deuelopment Psychology and Spirituality
The stUdy of human growth and deuelopment lends to the people-centered
deuelopment process an understanding 0 f psychological tasks that must be
accomplished at uarious stages of life. ns the discipline comes to us from
Erickson, Piaget, and others it tends to be uery westernized, howeuer, leading
towards the deuelopment 0 f Ego, or self-actualization as a highly
indiuldualized achieuement. There is little, if anything, of the spiritual or
communal nature of humankind in that stUdy, but it is still useful to spiritual
psychology, within which we were working in the paragraphs aboue, in
identifying the reality of psychological tasking for deuelopment.
Spiritual psychology, also referred to as transpersonal psychOlogy and
"sacred" psychology, Is a form 0 f deuelopmental psychology leading toward
"indluiduation" (as opposed to "indiuidualization") and is based on the work of
C. G. Jung. This psychology works with concepts of archetypes in order to
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outline a deuelopmental psychology where the ultimate goal Is to bring what
you haue learned or gained through your own accomplishment back into the
community, for the transformation of all:
'
Most Importantly, the quest helps us learn that God Is within us. When we discouer
this truth, we do not 'disappear Into a neuer-neuer land of no return, our duty is to
return bearing the gifts of the grail within ourselues, that we might be a cup, a means
of regeneration and remembrance to euery Iiuing creature. we become the Grail that
others might drinlc, for to find the Grall Is to become 1t'...This means dying to one's
egotism and being reborn in loue for all humanl<lnd. The Inner Seel<er is the part of us
that Is willing to seel< not only for ourselues but for all humanity. (Pearson, 1991: 131).

According to this "sacred" psychology, macroleuel deuelopment Is
necessarily dependent on the spiritual, psychological deuelopment 0 f people
and communities at the microleuel. The relationship to God Is certainly not
ruled out by these psychologists (as It often is with other branches of modern
psychiatry and psychology). John Bradshaw writes, at the end of his work on
reclaiming the Inner child, Homecoming: "I belieue we came forth out 0 f the
depth 0 f being, and being calls us back. I belieue we came from God and we
belong to God..• Augustlne said It well: 'Thou has made us forThyself, 0 lord, and
our hearts are restless till they repose in Thee' That will be our true
homecoming" (Bradshaw, 1999:286).
The search for a spiritual "home" as the Impetus for spiritual growth and
deuelopment is a fascinating and compleH study, and one for which we certainly
cannot do any justice in one small section of this paper. What we can do,
howeuer, is acknowledge that spiritual deuelopment is not confined to the
religious sphere, and not euen to those religious who are actiue In social and
political concerns. The deuelopment 0 f the inner person requires courage and
commitment.
Rcknowledging this, there is a paradigm of conuersion, or
transformation, from Which we can work within this thesis to locate ourselues
In the three-fold journey of spiritual deuelopment.

,

In a PRCSR6 retreat held at Beth Shalam In Nouember, 1995. Father Chris
langeueld facilitated a workshop entitled "Transition: Memory and the
Retrieual 0 f Spirituality." A t that time, he related fiue "realms 0 f eHperience"
to conuersion (or transformation, if you prefer), which he defined as
"Rcceptance of responsibility for Self, for Ourselues as a Group, and for Definite
Realms 0 four EHperience." Conuersion, or transformation, then becomes .a
process Which includes religious conuersion, rather than being solely defined by
the concept of saluation from sin. The fiue realms of eHperience as outlined by
Chris are:
(1) Rffective (emotional) conversion. The mouement from emotional
disorder to Integrated wholeness. People need to come to terms with
rage, anger, fear, greed, etc. I t Is by achieuing emotional maturity that
people and communities are able to begin to Improue their self-esteem.

6 Pietermaritzburg Agency for Christian Social Awareness
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(2) Intellectual conversion. The mouement from inadequate frames of
cultural and intellectual reference to the adequate; letting go of the
"absolute" character of our cultural ideas. (i.e. patriarchy. cultural
differences, etc.), and gaining Increased tolerance for the ambiguities
of cultural plurality.
(3) Moral conversion. Mouing from less to more adequate ualue
systems, mouing away from responding primarily to Instincts and
refleH.
(4) Sociopolitical conversion. Rssuming one's own responsibility and
accountability both for and to the community. to communal life. and to
the physical enuironment which supports that life.
(5) Religious conversion.
Rssuming responsibility for my lack of
relationship with God. The spiritual journey Is ultimately the journey
toward God, and all the rest is dependent upon this.
These fiue areas 0 f conuersion outline foundations for a wholistic
spirituality; they are also prerequisites for indiuidual and social
transformation. They are the steps toward maturity of the soul. and therefore
of the person. For many Westerners. howeuer, they describe areas where
preoccupation with linear logic and rationalism (our own uariety of intellectual
conuersion) haue moued us to locating our "truth" beyond the reality of
eHperience, allowing us to justify our lack of responsibility to the physical
enuironment. and Increasing our ability to treat other human beings as objects.
or things - as "its" (reuealing immature or absent moral and sociopolitical
conuersion), euen if we haue achieued a religious conuersion. For these reasons.
peoples 0 f the Third World. for whom there is usually no separation 0 f the
spiritual and the physical. often perceiue Western thought and behauior to be
curiously underdeueloped.
While the Western world is beginning to seek to redress the euils of
dualistic philosophy and Its underlying assumptions for themselues,as
euldenced by the works cited here. the people of the Third World. hauing
suffered inadequate and iII-aduised deuelopment interuentions. are beginning
to demand a spiritual awakening in deuelopment practice and theory. For many.
this link with spirituality has a direct effect upon the sustainability 0 f any
deuelopment actiuity in the present, as well as for future generations. Two
uery powerful documents are auailable Which outline this perspectiue. the first
being a paper written and distributed by three organizations in deuelopment
practice (Rsian NGO Coalition. I RED Rsia, People-Centered Deuelopment Forum
1993), and the second a Declaration coming out 0 f Global Forum 92
(International NGO Forum of Global Forum '92. 1992). I n summary. they maintain
that:
...such a theory and practice [is) grounded in the premise that the [enuironmental and
economi,c) sustainability crisis is a direct consequence of deuelopment's contribution
to accelerating the historical processes by Which the human species has become
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Increasingly alienated from Its spiritual connection to nature and community. A
sustainable social practice must decentralize and distribute economic power in ways
that facilitate the restoration of this connection (Asian NGO Coalition et ai, Abstract,
1993:1 ).

This enuironmental and economic conuersion, they contend, must be
grounded in the cultures of the people:

we recognize the diuersltyof our religious traditions and cultures which conuerge at
the depths of our Asian Identity. Euerything that we do Is infused with spirituality. It
Is the web that connects uS...As we take from nature, we return something of
ourselues. we, therefore, commit ourselues to return to our consciousness of
reuerence for nature and being true to our Inner spirit...Our true identity must be
rediscouered In our ethnicity as a community-based people eHisting within our
respectiue habitat and biD-region. (Southeast Asian Contribution to the Earth Charter,
1991).

And finally, the marginalized cultures of the world recognize the spiritual
emptiness 0 f western ciuilization and its accomplishments, and haue long been
aware of what we are only now discouering: our own need of deuelopment.

Today, seven generations later, you turn to us as your own culture is
failing. The land you took from us, tricked us out of, is becoming too
poisoned to feed you. Your rivers and streams are dying. I wonder, why
do you turn to us now? Is it because through it all we never stopped
. praying? Never stopped beating our drums, dancing and singing songs to
the Creator? Rnd that somehow, somehow, you couldn't silence us?
- SIOUH ElDER, Rosebud reseruation (USA)
Johnson 1994: 1

Summary

•

So, from economic reconstruction, through sustainability, to spirituality,
we haue come a long way in our reuiew of the history of deuelopment theory in
search of a definition of deuelopment and an understanding of deuelopment as
transformation. Many theories haue been only touched upon, or euen omitted
from our discussion, which does not suggest that they lack releuance or
importance to deuelopment practice.
Beginning in Chapter One, we traced deuelopment theory from its
generation In the post-World War II era of newly-liberated countries in the socalled Third World, obseruing it In four generations of responses to pouerty.
These generations moued from charity, to community deuelopment, to
structural sustainability, and finally to the initiatiues 0 f people's mouements.
The implication here, of course, is that people'S mouements are the most
sustainable, appropriate definitions of deuelopment. This led us to some
discussion about the relationship between freedom and deuelopment, and the
u~derstanding that deuelopment is not a process which may be imposed, wmymlly, on communities or indiuiduals, nor is it possible to haue deuelopment
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where there is no freedom.
The focus on people's mouements led us to the discussion of participation,
with eHcursions into the concepts 0 f facilitation as seruant leadership, power
as central to deuelopment processes, and motiuation for leadership. I t has
been claimed herein that at the microleuel, people and communities must haue a
positiue self-image if they are to deuelop; such a self-image must come from
within the culture, which links It to spirituality. This spirituality is not simply
religious, but is also psychological in that it relates the Indiuidual to the
community and to his or her enuironment. Transformation, then, like Korten's
Generation Four, is not about economic phenomena but is about spiritual
Journeys: the inward, psychological journeys, the upward, religious journeys,
and the outward journeys to community.
From this we realize that deuelopment is not something that must be done
to or for the poor, but equally Important, it is not only about the poor. I t is
about all of us, and the deuelopmental tasks required of us in order to liue
together on this small planet in such a way that we do not fail to treat all other
human beings and our physical enuironment with dignity and respect; that
transformation is about the lifestyle and three-fold freedoms 0 f euery person
on earth. When deuelopment has been achieued at this microleuel, then
macroleuel deuelopment will hauealready begun to fall into place.
Hopefully, what has been presented, though abbreuiated, is sufficient to
allow us to define a model of leadership which conforms to these recent trends
In deuelopment, as well as to a potential role for a model of leadership In the
Third Quest material on the historical Jesus.

R Proposed Model for Leadership
Based on the discussions in Chapters One and Two, as summarized aboue,
our model for Christian leadership might look something like this:
(1) The leader would haue a well-integrated, wholistic spirituality and
maturity. I n other words, s/he would be a community builder, and an
aduocate of enuironmental stewardship. The leader would haue attended
to the three-fold journey, In order to return his or her power and skills for
the transformation of the community.

(2) The leader would be motiuated by his or her relationship to God, rather
than by eHpectations of power or recognition for seruice.
(3) The leader would understand, and act upon, the fact that economic
growth cannot be sustainable in the absence of sociopolitical and
enuironmental deuelopment and freedom.
(4) The leader would be a skilled facilitator who would empower the
community to take control of their own Iiues, and the decisions that
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affect them. S/he would Identify and train others from within the
community, preparing them for their ieadershlp positions.
(5) The leader would recognize the difference between welfarist or
seruice actiuitles which empower people, and those which disempower
them.
(6) The leader would see community (microleuel) deuelopment as a
necessary but Insufficient prerequisite to macroleuel deuelopment, and
would mediate between the two leuels. 7
(7) The leader would understand the relationships between liberation
and deuelopment, and facilitate the community action appropriate to
the giuen situation. He or she would also understand the need for Inner
freedom and freedom In the relationship with God to be In harmony with
the outward freedom of sociopolitical liberation.
We need to bear In mind that social models are ideals, while human beings
are not! So while we will eHpect to see some correspondence between this uery
general model and the Image of Jesus described in Chapter SiH, we would be
surprised indeed should it be a perfect match.
What we seek In the chapters that follow Is not to, create an Image of
Jesus which would be the perfect role model for deuelopment workers, but to
measure the Images created by others as to their releuance for the process of
community transformation.

7 This mediating actiuity is a mezzo-Ieuel role, which for anthropology, is the "middle layer"
of a society, located between the ualues and beliefs of the society and the tangible, or
material, eKpressions of those beliefs. I t is the leuel of institutions, or the carriers of the
ualue system. Institutions prouide and define the "proper and eKpected behauior oriented to
the fulfillment of the particular social need, such as the proulsion of food and other material
goods." Some Institutions are fundamental to euery society: The family, religion, education,
gouernment, and economic institutions, for eHample. When these institutions are weakened
or destroyed, as they haue been for the majority of cDmmunities in SDuth Rfrica, attempts to
prDuide deuelDpment prDJects Dr structures centered Dn the principles Df eCDnDmic growth
are the eQulualent Df the parable about building a hDuse Dn sand. There is nD fDundatiDn for
eCDnDmic growth if strDng and culturally releuant InstitutiDns are nDt in place. The Church is
a uitally impDrtant institutiDn. SDciDIDgist Peter Berger identifies the church specifically as a
"mediating institutiDn:" which, in additiDn tD its primary institutional role, stands between
the indiuidual in his priuate sphere and the large institutiDns Df the public sphere (Dr,
cDllectiuely, between the grassrDots and the bureaucracy.)
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part two:
setting the scene in first century palestine

~
BACKGROUND AND METHODS

The social conteHt of Israel In the first century, which can only be briefly
encountered here, included a "uery compleH and uariable set 0 f Institutions,
rituals, beliefs, stories, and rules" (Meek:s, 1986:65). This compleHity was only
partially the result 0 f a historical tradition that highlighted figures such as
Rbr~ham, Moses and the EHOdus, Joshua and the conquest of the Promised Land,
Samuel and the JUdges, Dauid the Warrior King, and the prophets Elijah and
Elisha. Rs a traditional cUlture, Israel eHperienced no separation 0 f religion
from any other actjuity of life; the God of Israel was a God who acted In history
and in the eueryday life of the present In a concrete, recognizable fashion. In
other words, the world 0 f spirit was Immediately present and interacted with
the physical world.
The phrase "Kingdom of God" could thus haue been the symbol which
codified and euoked Israel's story of the history of God's kingship ouer Israel
and the world. Borg describes this symbol as a "primordial tradition," a cultural
"root metaphor," which states that in addition to the paramount reality of the
perceiued, physical world there is another dimension of reality. I n other words,
"this world" coeHists with the "world 0 f spirit," which is the source, or ground,
of "this world" and Is euen more "real." More important, the spirit world is not
•
a belief system, but an element 0 f eHperience. Though some scholars will argue
against Borg's use of this description for the meaning of 'Kingdom of God" as
lacking any eschatology (Meier, 1994, for eHample), this understanding 0 f
coeHistlng planes 0 f reality do apply In the rural cultural setting where we
locate Jesus, and are uery releuant to any understanding of his ministry.
The Kingdom 0 f God as described by Jesus was thus a coeHisting reality
which was most real in the Spirit world, but which had founded, yet eHisted in
and consistently interacted with "this" world. This eHplanation allows Borg to
conclude that "the notion of another reality does not have its origin in premodern speculation (or anHiety), but it is grounded in the religious eHperience
of humank:ind.~.1tis not merely belieued in, but k:nown" (Borg 1994a:56.). Borg's
definition is therefore In full agreement with the understanding 0 f Iimlnality as
described by Turner, as we will see In Chapter Four. The traditional definition of
spirit world as "eHperienced reality" differs greatly from our secularized
modern western definition 0 f the spirit world as "belief system" (which Is, in
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addition. usually In disrepute); Turner rejects the latter. stating "Rnyone who
has known Rfrican ritual knows better" (Turner. 1987:25).
The co-eHisting layers 0 f "eHperienced reality" were part 0 f the social
enuironment of the people of first century Palestine. When we begin to
describe .Jesus' baptism in the chapter to follow. we must therefore proceed
with this understanding clearly In mind. First. howeuer. we may return to the
more comfortable (for the Western mind) world of paramount reality. where.
thanks to archaeological findings and anthropological studies in traditional
societies. we are able to Interpret the known history of this time period in
greater detail.
Prior to taking that step. howeuer. there are other
considerations. Therefore, just as we opened Part One of this thesis by asking
"Why Deuelopment. 1t we can begin Part Two by asking, In some way, "Why
.Jesus?"

Does the Historical Jesus Matter?
Marcus Borg poses the question thusly: "Does the historical stUdy of
.Jesus matter for Christians, and, if so, I n what ways?" (Borg, 1994: 183). Others
might ask "What can we really know about the historical .Jesus," or euen "I sn't
this all a lot of intellectual game-playing, that Is dangerous to people's
(Christian) faith?" To begin with the last question. to each part I would answer
"no, I t is not.'· To be sure, there may be a lot 0 f intellectualizing going oh. and
some of i t might be based upon inSUfficient information and/or scholarship, and
some results may euen take on the appearance of fantasy. Meier. howeuer,
links this intellectualizing to the historical-critical understanding 0 four
western culture: "From the Enlightenment onward, theology can operate in and
speak to that culture with credibility only if It absorbs into its methodology a
historical approach" (Meier. 1991: 198).
Rre these images "dangerous" to faith? Only, I belieue, in the same sense
that any new information or idea is dangeroU'S to the knowledge that one has
been giuen preuiously, where a "cognitlue dissonance" is effected which must
somehow be resolued. The real danger, as Peter Berger points out (Berger,
1980), is that one will take either of the easy options in such situations:
I n the pluralistic situation...the authority of all religious traditions tends to be
undermined. I n this situation there are three major options, or 'possibilities,' for those
who would maintain the tradition: They can reaffirm the authority of the tradition in
defiance of the challenges to it; they can try to secularize the tradition; they can try
to uncouer and retrieue the eHperiences embodied in the tradition... 1 call these three
options, respectiuely, those of deduction, reduction, and induction (Berger, 1980:HI).

Berger eHplains that modernity itself creates new situations Which make
choice an imperatiue, whether we like it or not. Howeuer, the multipHcity of
choices, and the uariety 0 f plausibility structures in pluralistic situations, turns
o~r freedom of choice i~to a nightmare of anHiety eHacerbated by cognitiue
dissonance. The deductlUe response Is to relieue this mental and emotional
tension by retreating to the authority of the past--thls is the first easy option.
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The second, or reductiue response, is to simply change authorities. The
"authority" of the modern or challenging thought is substituted for the
authority of tradition, which is now seen as unsophisticated or oppressiue. "I n
other words, modern consciousness and its alleged categories become the only
criteria of ualidity for religious reflection" (Ibid., p. 57 emphasis mine). These
"categories"
would inclUde
those
"scientific"
methodologies
that
anthropologist Uictor Turner complains about, saying that they downgrade
religion into functional categories.
Berger's Inductiue "heretical imperatiue," a concept that Paulo Freire
terms the "dynamic option" (Freire, 19a9), is the option that Inuestigates and
challenges the new Information, and where it is found to be reasonable and
consistent with elements of tradition as well as modern scholarship and
eHperience, finds the best paths for incorporating it into one's body 0 f
knowledge and into one's own lifestyle. Information encountered by this often
painful but soul-maturing option is thus rendered either useful or useless, but
is no longer dangerous to faith. I n many Instances, the new information may
actually confirm and strengthen faith, (especially for the historical-critical
western mind) when approached in this manner.
Now, mouing back to the question of "What can we really know about the
historical Jesus," as Meier points out this is uery little indeed:
Jesus Iiued for roughly thirty-fiue years in 1st-century Palestine. Each of those years
was filled with physical and psychological changes. Euen before he began his public
ministry, many of his words and deeds would haue been witnessed by his family and
friends, his neighbors and custDmers. In principle, these euents were auailable at the
time tD the interested inquirer. Then, for the last three years Dr SD Df his life, much Df
what Jesus said and did Dccurred in public Dr at least befDre his disciples, especially
those WhD traueled with him. Again, in principle, these euents were recDuerable at the
time tD a zealDus inquirer.
And yet the uast majority Df these deeds and WDrdS, the "reasDnably cDmplete" recDrd
Df the "real" Jesus is irreuDcably lost to us tDday. This is nD new insight of modem
agnostic schDlars•••The reader who wants tD knDw the real Jesus ShDUld close this book
right now, because the historical Jesus is neither the real Jesus nor the easy way to
him. (Meier, 1991 :22)

Neuertheless, Meier goes on to point out that this problem is not unique to
Jesus as a historical figure, and in fact it Is "surprising how much we can know
about Jesus" (Ibid., 24). Most of what we "know" are constructs of "most
probable" situations, to which we add known data about the Jesus Mouement
and its contemporaries; from this, we hope to glimpse a reflection 0 f the
historical Jesus. For Meier this is not a question of faith; the search for the
historical Jesus is carried out using empirical data from ancient documents, and
modern scientific methods of analysis.
Despite Meier's claim for empiricism as the sole method, howeuer, it is not
only
the
methods 0 f science that determine the nature of the reconstruction , or
.
Image. Rs many "Jesus" scholars note, the "face at the bottom of the well" is
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uery likely to be one's own (Draper, 1993); or, where it may be belieued that one
has discouered a philosopher's stone, it may turn out to be one's own "pet rock"
(Borg, 1994a:51l. The reason that Impels one to search is often reflected in
what is "found;" this is true of all scientific research.
Which leads us finally back to the first question, "Does the Historical Jesus
Matter?" Hauing faced this question in my own spiritual journey some time
ago, it is easy now to say" of course it matters." My first struggles for
understanding were not so simple. How much easier my quest would haue been
had I known of the concepts of the "pre-Easter" and "post-Easter" Christ in
contemporary scholarship I I had to deuelop them for myself, because my own
eHperience precluded ambiualence regarding my self-definition as Christian.
For some time, I had determined on an intellectualleuel that euen if Jesus
had neuer eHisted, or had not liued as I belieued him to haue liued, that it
simply didn't matter; it did not change my relationship with God. I t did,
howeuer, call into question whether or not I could say I was "Christian," if I did
not belieue in the reality of a man called Jesus. I finally concluded that
whether or not Jesus eHisted, or what he ultimately did or did not do, there was
a Christ 0 f the Christian faith, and he was, somehow, the source 0 f my personal
faith.
This was somewhat more satisfying, and made me feel less hypocritical.
But it gaue me no role model, no person against whom I could measure my
standards for liuing, and my actions in the world. I t left me with a spiritualized
Christianity, which was "out there" somewhere, to be accessed by my own
spirit, but which was seemingly unrelated to the world in which I liued and
operated. This spiritual plane was also primarily eschatological; the best I
could do in this life was try to liue a perfect spiritual life, Which in practice
bore little or no relationship to the hard realities I eHperienced.
I t was the Third Quest historical Jesus that finally prouided a role model
for me, as well as for some 0 f my fellow. stUdents in the Leadership and
Deuelopment classes at the Uniuersity, for my diploma stUdents in deuelopment
at Rfrican Enterprise, and for Church leaders in an East Rfrican workshop on
Church and Deuelopment. The historical Jesus, as these separate groups
concluded, prouides the role model, and the connections between this world and
the world of spirit; he is the threshold, connecting two coeHisting planes of
reality that eliminate the dualistic approach to Christianity which has so
separated the spiritual and the physical worlds.
So, While I agree with Meier that the historical Jesus is important and
euen somewhat possible to discouer, I disagree With his need to bracket faithknowledge for the sake 0 f "scientific" method. More and more, especially with
the insights gained from quantum physics, we are hauing to accept the fact
that our so-called hard sciences and their methodology do not guarantee us
unchanging truth. What science thought to be proofs and laws are being
challenged one after the other, and science now finds itself in a similar position
to that of the 19th century church, trying to maintain credibility.
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The point is that scientific method alone lacks a most Important uariable
when It eHcludes faith-knowledge from the Quest for the historical Jesus. Rs
Meier himself admits, this Is the energy which fuels not only the quest for a
historical Jesus, but the effort to liue today as we understand him to haue
liued.
For all this, I concur with many of Meier's conclusions, but more
particularly with Borg's claim that the historical Jesus matters:
Historical scholarship about Jesus can help to keep aliue the liberating mem0r"Y. of
Jesus as one who POluocatiuely and courageously protested against sys~ms of
dome.~·HGa.tiQ!l and domination, who pointed beyond himself to the sacred mystery in
which we Iiue and moueand haue our being, and who brought into eHistence an
alternatiue community with an alternatiue and e
"an uision of human life in
history...Finally, it seems to me that the Christian doctrine of mcam IOn· lies that
the historical Jesus is important. The claim goes back to the New Testament itself:
Jesus was God's Word...become fiesh...minimally, It seems to mean this: from the point
of uiew of his eartiest followers and for Christians in the centuries since, Jesus was an
epiphany or manifestation of God. The product of the historical stUdy of Jesus--a
historically reconstructed image of Jesus--is, of course, not itself that epiphany. But
to the eKtent that it prouides a glimpse of Jesus, it prouides a glimpse of the
epiphany of God that he was (Borg, 1994a: 196).
This glimpse of the epiphany that was the historical Jesus, reflected to us
by Third Quest scholarship, owes a great debt to improued anthropological and
historical research in the past few decades, as well as to the increasing
interdisciplinary work being done by theologians and sociologists of religion.

Uslnll RnthropolDIl'cal Models
I n the past, anthropologists 0 f religion tended to found their research on
the work 0 f Durkheim and to essentially ignore the work 0 f Mane and Weber. Rs
a result, there was an anthropological stress on Durkheim's society seen as "a
structure of social ties informed by moral consensus" rather than on groups of
unbounded political, economic and ideological relationships which relate to
different leuels of social reality, and which connect with other groups of
economic, political and Ideological relationships.
Religion, therefore, was
Interpreted In terms of Its functions to serue such whole societies, as a
reflection of social patterns, lacking Ideological interests. I n addition, "many
anthropologists haue failed to see religious beliefs as in any way sanctioning
sectional or class interests or that religion may be a form of alienation. Their
attitude toward religion has therefore generally been neutral and apologetic"
(Morris, 1987: 140).
Third Quest studies 0 f the historical Jesus haue generally adapted the
mor.e recent mouement away from Durkheimian functionalism, while assuming
positions somewhere between MarH and Weber, but with useful modifications
and qualifications from modern scholarship.
MarH's thought, defined as
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historical materialism, implies that capitalism is a religion, and Its economic
concepts (ualue, labor, property, etc.) are religious concepts. I t must not
follow, howeuer, that the economic base is the cause 0 f religion (or uice-uersa);
for MarK it is the carrier for cultural concepts such as religion. Religion is also
seen as being closely related to ideology--MarK's original and most critical
concept--but to define the MarKist understanding of ideology merely as a
cultural idea is to miss his point and intent. Morris belieues that for MarK
religion was "the most basic form 0 f alienation, and, historically, the first form
of ideology" (Ibid., 42). MarK broadened the scope of ideology, howeuer,
situating religion within the concept as merely one manifestation of it, a
position that in MarKian terms ultimately implies a necessity for eKploration of
the Interrelationships between religion and the material conditions 0 f life. This
implication is uitally Important to our present study.
Weber, on the other hand, tried to combine elements from three major
currents 0 f thought outside MarKism: Positiuism (Comte, Ryer, Hegel), the
German idealist tradition (Dilthey, Simmel--the Heidelberg school), and the
"recouery 0 f the unconscious" (Nietzsche, Bergson, Freud). Weber's emphasis
was on social action, rather than social structure, with the fundamental unit of
analysis being the indiuidual, or interest groups. He appeared to disregard
functional analysis, talc::lng on what has been described as a "mechanistic"
approach, but this is, I belieue, a mistalc::en interpretation--as is the suggestion
that he was a systems analyst. Weber was clearly a historical sociologist, and
the foundations of social action were, for him, located in the historical
situation. Emphasizing the meaning of social action, he describes his method of
inquiry as Uerstehen, "comprehending social action through an empathetic
understanding of another person's ualues or culture" (Ibid., 60). He is primarily
concerned with the eKplanation 0 f social facts, which must be understood both
objectiuely and subjectiuely:
Rs Weber put It, interpretations that are 'meaningfully adequate' must be
complemented by a consideration of their 'causal adequacy.' For Weber this was seen
essentially in historical rather than in mechani~tic terms and inuolued determining the
role of uarious antecedent factors underlying a particular social phenomenon or euent.
Such a causal analysis could only be hypothetical, he felt, inuoluing an Imaginatiue
attempt to locate the specinc factor that would haue a decisiue influence in a giuen
sequence of euents...Weber's mode of analysis is therefore concerned not with
function but with meaning and cause (Ibid., 61 emphasis mine).

I t has been suggested that Weber aduocated the positiuist notion of a
"ualue-free" science, a position that some Third Quest scholars haue attempted
to emulate. Howeuer, lilc::e the present-day sociologist of religion, Peter Berger,
Weber "neither thought tha t ualue jUdgments should be withdrawn from
scientific discussion, nor belieued that in fact they could be, for in the last
analysis all scientific analysis rests, he argued, on certain subjectiue ideals"
(Ibid.) "Rn attitude of moral indifference has no connection with 'scientific
obJectiuity'" (Weber, 1949:60, cited in Morris, 1987:61). Honesty in scientific
research therefore demands that scholars be straightforward about their own
releuant ualues and biases, so as to allow readers to understand (insofar as this
is possible) the particular "uested interests" of the research.
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I n keeping with this demand for honesty, I would haue to state that my
own sociological or anthropological bias is founded In Weberian concern for
meaning and cause; I t Is primarily phenomenological In nature, and seek::s to
empathize with the culture and Its ualues. My ualue system Includes a MarKist
belief in the Iink::ages between religion and the material life 0 f the society (not
eKcluding its power structures), and the necessity to work for a more humanly
mature management of our economic and power systems. Theologically, I claim
the Christian faith, but unlik::e MarK I see not only its potential for alienation,
but its profound potential for transformation, as well.
Lik::e Third Quest
scholars, therefore, my search for the understanding of social phenomena
borrows not only from other auenues 0 f sociological thought, but euen from
other disciplines. I t is quite possibly the generic nature of a certain breed of
deuelopment theorists and practitioners to operate in this fashion, howeuer, in
their unending attempt to find interdisciplinary answers to the holistic
deuelopmental problems of our age.
Giuen the interdisciplinary nature of this thesis, and a consequently high
potential for the generation of chaos, I haue chosen to attempt some
organization and restriction of input by creating an anthropological framework
for the study based on the specific school of thought described as symbolic
anthropology. The symbolist approach to religion, as represented by such
writers as Turner and Douglas, does reflect a particular interpretation 0 f the
work of Durkheim, particularly within the sociology of knowledge. I t is the
sociology 0 f knowledge Which allows us the freedom to moue between
Durkheim, Weber, and MarH to work in phenomenology; more particularly, it
allows us to work within the meaning of social phenomena.
For symbolists, there is no point in discussing the apparent irrationality 0 f
religious beliefs (as most anthropologists would do), rather, they argue that
these beliefs should be interpreted symbolically. I n fact, some might say that
there are two k::inds of truth, that of empirical eHperience, and that of religion,
myth, and poetry as symbolism. We westerners often tend to concretize our
material truth, our intellectual rationality, to the point 0 f materializing our
uery consciousness; we see no reality beyond that 0 f our literal eHperience. We
lose the symbolic nature, and to lose the symbolic is to lose sight 0 f the
spiritual, to forget our inner natures. Ritualls the means by Which the symbolic
returns us to that Which is spiritual in our reality.
I n addition, ritual
performance and its symbolism are transformatiue:
Rituals help group members experience a sense of intimacy and connectedness. I f the
same ritual actions are repeated ouer time, they prouide a sense of connectedness
with history. I f they change to meet the needs of the time, they help people /iue in
the now and bond in a more spontaneous, creatiue way...Rituals help bond people
together•..and lend group support toindiuidual and group goals and transformations.
(Pearson, 1991 :283).

For our purposes in this thesis, the works of two symbolic anthropologists
haue been chosen to proulde us with models within which to work, rather than
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. one, because each presents a different perspectiue on society: Douglas giues us
a typology which draws heauily on the historical conteHt, while Turner allows us
to see all the drama of the phenomenon, including its spiritual nature. I n each
case, I will be using models and studies drawn from the anthropologist's later
life work, as these seem to fit both my own inclinations toward
phenomenology, as well as those inclinations in a number of Third Quest
scholars. Rccordingly, in the chapter to follow we will eHamine Jesus' baptism
in light of Ulctor Turner's model 0 f ritual performance; in the Immediate chapter
we will set the scene for understanding the social conteHt 0 f I srael by looking
at Mary Douglas' cultural typology for her study of defilement in the book of
Numbers.

Mary Douglas' Model of Israel In the Second Temple Period
Rdmittedly, Douglas' study 0 f the Book 0 f Numbers considerably predates
our interest in first century Palestine. I don't belieue it is irreleuant, howeuer,
first because its placement a t the beginning 0 f the period 0 f the Second
Jerusalem temple (and the end 0 f Babylonian eHile) prouides an important
historical background setting for the phenomena under study, which come at
the end of that same period. Briefly, Douglas is looking at the time of Ezra and
Nehemiah, of the return of the eHiles from Babylon and the writing of the early
books 0 f the Hebrew Bible (Old Testament). This is also the period when we see
an eHacerbation of the separation of the Judaic Great Tradition of the elites
Who returned from captiuity, and the li ttle tradition 0 f the peasant farmers
who remained, continuing their customs and beliefs unadulterated by foreign
eHperiences.
Second, the cultural typology itself Is applicable to most cultures and most
time periods; it is Douglas' specific use of the typology in interpreting the
setting of the book of Numbers which ties it to that time period. We might
safely take the typology and Douglas' interpretation, and compare and contrast
her findings with those 0 f the latter part 0 f the Secon4 Temple period, without
uiolating the model itself.
The model is a simple typology, which Douglas eHplains is defined along
two dimensions: "one based on the concern with the outside boundary, the
other on the articulation 0 f the social structure ... [they] enclose a social field
of possible stable enuironments, 0 f which four are usually identified" (Douglas,
1993:44). The typology is a model of social mobilization.
The left hand side of the diagram shows a non-communal cultural bias
which is unable to demand altruistic contributions to the collectiue good from
its members; an appeal for mobilization of the community so inclined would
haue to appeal to Indiuldual self interests. "Such an appeal can be uery
effectiue in producing wealth, political concentration, and armies" (Ibid., 48).
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Douglas' Cultural Typology (Douglas 1993:45)

Douglas claims the culture 0 f the Iso/ate Is the most interesting; here,
the person Is so constrained within the structure that has been established by
others that they haue little or no room for their own choices. They are alone in
crowds, "no one needs theiraduice orofters them any." Some people choose to
be isolates', and auoid being drawn Into other people's worries or interests. In
our modern, western societies there are probably more opportunities for people
to liue as Isolates than at any other time. We will not be concerned In this
stUdy with Isolates, but will merely talce note 0 f their eHistence as one option
In the cultural typology.
IndiVidualists, the other culture on the left side of the diagram, are also
uery distinctlue. Group membership is uRimportant to this competitiue,
entrepreneurial culture, and the "indiuidual is eHpected to negotiate his own
status unconstrained by group allegiance or prescriptiue rules" (Ibid., 45).
Human interactions take the form 0 f eHpanding personal networlcs, and in terms
of religion, people call upon God in their own name--the religion will be a
personal one.

On the right hand side of the diagram we find the cultures that will
concern us in this chapter: The Hierarchical, and the Enclave. These are both
collectiuist CUltures, where community claims haue priority ouer those 0 f
Indiuidual members; emphasis Is on the "gOOd for the many." Norms are selfoperating; eueryone understands what is acceptable, and what is not. Seuere
sanctions are undertaken against those uiolating such a culture's norms and
ualues. Community boundaries are therefore also self-maintaining, for the
most part, as members will be quiclc to accuse anyone stepping out 0 f line. This
is particularly true in the hierarchical culture, which is uery stable. Here, we
find a community With strong boundaries, a well-articulated and self-repeating
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social structure with subdiuisions, or social stratification. I t is a system of
positions, whose members make their claims upon God to safeguard those
positions within the whole structure.
The heart 0 f hierarchy, says Douglas, Is a "distinctiue pattern 0 f
accountability..• 1n early Christian political philosophy the dominant idea was 0 f
an encompassing, rationally Integrated whole ...Hierarchy has its own
recognizable and compleH project of bringing space, time and all the materials
of lIuing within the same pattern that gouerns the relations between persons,
and making that pattern conform to the laws of the cosmos" (Ibid., 64-5).
Douglas uses the term "enclave" for the final cultural bias she describes,
preferring it ouer the similar terms "sect" or "faction" because both 0 f these
words haue modern connotations which alter the meaning for this typology, yet
neither fully describes the particular type of culture in question. (It is
important, howeuer, that those additional meanings 0 f the term "enclaue" not
be forgotten.) The enclaue Is usually a dissenting minority Which maintains a
strong boundary, but unlike the hierarchy it tends to be egalitarian. There is a
weakly articulated social structure, and the religion (being that 0 f a dissident
minority) tends to be sectarian in nature. I n the enclaue, again differing from
hierarchy, the source of social pollution Is the euil of the outside world.
The question of eHclusion Is uery interesting for deuelopment
practitioners to understand, as Douglas describes this phenomenon in the three
types of releuant cultures:
Each of the three cultures practices Its own distinctiue power of eHclusion, and what
each does is abhorrent to the alternatiue cultures. Our [western] ciuilization is
conuinced of the uirtues of indiuidualism, and of the euils of hierarchy and sect, while
the latter are equally conuinced of the opposite. The processes of indiuidualism
downgrade the economically unsuccessful, and cannot but create derelicts and
beggars. Members of an Indiuidualist culture are not aware of their own eHclusionary
behaulor. The condition of the unintentionally eHcluded, for eHample beggars sleeping
on the streets, shocks uisitors from other cu~tures. Neither hierarchy nor enclaue
eHcludes in this unconscious, unintentional way. Hierarchy Is essentially based on
grading, so it must tolerate the idea of a recognized bottom leuel and make prouision
for it. The uery eHplicitness of hierarchical grading shocks the sensibilities of
enclauist and Indiuidualist alike. Enclauists haue reasons to auoid grading their
members altogether: their habit is out casting rather than downgrading: their
eHclusions all work: on the outer boundary, the difference between belonging and not
belonging. Their uirulent hatred of the outsider is shocking to the other cultures (Ibid.,
46-7).

This question 0 f eHclusion is usually based on the accusation 0 f
defilement, as we haue noted aboue. For both hierarchy and enclaue in Douglas'
stUdy of Numbers, defilement is used as a reason for eHclusion, but for each the
cause of defilement is different.
For the enclaue, defilement or pollution comes from the eUils of the
outside world.
I n a hierarchy, defilement is elaborately differentiated
between persons and places; throughout the entire system personal claims are
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structured into highly symbolic forms which emphasize the claims 0 f the whole
system. Therefore, in the hierarchy personal defilement becomes a collectiue
loss.
We will see a considerable difference between the two cultures, then, in
their response to achieuing purification. For the egalitarian, loosely-structured
enclauists, the emphasis Is on the internal personal relation of the indiuidual
worshipper to God; the pure heart and its intention. The unique ualue of
indiuldual members is stressed, so discrimination within the group is not
permissible. Defilement is therefore more likely to lead to being outcast, than
to a ritual performance for correction 0 f the situation. I t is the hierarchy that
will adapt such strategies as ritual purification, in addition to their manner of
structuring society so that euen political opposition has its own place, and is
allowed for.
Douglas claims that formatiue Judaism deueloped not in hierarchy, but in
an enclaue, and that the characteristics 0 f the enclaue culture thread through
subsequent cultural changes and modifications. These changes are not unusual,
but rather they are the necessary response of any society for its suruiual. Most
communities deuelop this mhced cultural approach to the problems of
.organization and maintenance, and "contradictory principles can suruiue quite
well in the same community so long as they are relatiuely segregated in the
community's total space. Rn enclauist political scene... can tolerate hierarchical
families in its midst, so long as the family does not enforce its mode of
organizing on politics" (Ibid., 51).
Douglas' analysis of the early Second Temple period, therefore, finds a
hierarchical priestly class which included the returning eHiles and which was
responsible for the manner in which the bible of that period was written. This
hierarchy was surrounded by a lay enclauist culture, primarily made up of the
peasantry that had been left behind. She does not eHclude Indiuidualist
political figures from her description, but maintains that the hierarchy, being
supported by Persian rUlers, had a distinct power aduantage ouer the
enclauists, euen though the traditions 0 f the religion required inclusion 0 f
enclauist priorities in their writings.
She therefore Interprets the actions and writings of Nehemiah in light of
the Ineuitable question 0 f land; she sees all 0 f . his· posturing and
rationalizations in light 0 f his statements that the land formerly owned by the
present returnees and presently occupied and worked by the "people 0 f the
land" must be returned to the eHiles Without compensation to the present
owners (pp.235-238J. Typical of the hierarchical culture, Nehemiah brings in the
whole Question of purity and i~s outwar~ ~ession In performance; those who
do not conform tothe new purity laws, inCluding return of the land in a Jubilee
as he describes it, will not share in the benefits of the new dispensation.
Giuen the backing 0 f the Persian empire, as well as the powerful threat 0 f
eHclusion from the benefits 0 f the new dispensation, I t is not surprising that at
the end 0 f the Second Temple period in the first century we see a uery similar
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cultural situation, with the power of the hierarchy and the political
indiuidualists (or opportunists) now firmly entrenched, and the enclauist
factions within the peasantry truly representatiue of cultural dissidents.

Israel In sDclohlstDrlc conteHt
First, to loolc a t Palestine generally, we find a compleH set 0 f interactions
at a number of social and political leuels. The entire region was under the
imperial control of Rome, gouerned by Rome's clients and appointees to the
region. Following the death of Herod in 4 BCE, rule of the region was diuided
among his three sons. Galilee and Perea went to Herod Rntipas; the northern
transJordan districts to Philip; JUdea, Samaria, and Idumea to Rrchelaus. The
Jerusalem temple, far from being the spiritual "church" 0 f the Jews as modern
Christians imagine it to haue been, was the center of·Palestinian economic and
ciuic rule, led by priests appointed by the Herodians, and their retainers (much
to the distress of the majority peasantry). "The Herodian Judean elite amassed
their wealth in the traditional way: they creamed taHes and acquired lands as
gifts from the rulers or through foreclosure on debt" (Meelcs, 1986:99).
This resulted in a triple taHation system (Roman, Herodian, and Temple)
being imposed on the peasant society which formed the greater majority of the
population. Rs in euery preindustrial society, the elite class in the urban areas
were sustained and fed by the agricultural rural pea~~try, and while there did
indeed exist an ouerarching system of symbols and institutions, there was a
diuision of that system into two sub cul:1u!!! s: R uery hierarchical, urban,
structured culture, and the ~-&:.i.an., loosely-structured rural world 0 fthe
peasants (Douglas, 1993). We must not malce the mistake 0 f introducing a
middle class into Palestinian urban structure, or to belieue that this structure
inuited upward mobility. There was no middle class in preindustrial societies,
not euen in cities. Rrtisans and traders, or businessmen, were still members of
the lower class and marginal to both the ruling elite and the rural peasantry.
Only the ruling elite occupied the upper class strata, and this was an ascribed
rather than an acquired status (lenski, 1984; SjJl'berg, 1960).
While
the hierarchical elites were primarily descendants 0 f the
Babylonian eXiles who codified the "Great Tradition" of Judaism, the peasantry
had remained in Palestine, working their land, and continuing to practice what
Scott (1990) refers to as the "little Tradition," or popular understanding of the
ualues, rUles, stories, rituals and norms of the culture.
Rlthough the rural peasantry of Palestine were uery traditional, the
cities were uery cosmopolitan due to the Mediterranean region's great capacity
for sea and land trauel and trade; neuertheless, the cities were dependent on
the production of rural agriculture and the rents of land produced thereby.
Military conquest had also had its effect: Persian arts, music, and culture had
certainly imposed their influence on Jerusalem elites, and the experience of
exile profoundly influenced the "Great Tradition" in the Second Temple era.
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Roman militarism, as well as culture, was certainly effecting social
change throughout Palestine in the first century. The influence 0 f the "Golden
Rge" of Greece had not failed to affect urban Palestine (Horsley and Hanson,
1985: 12-13), and Greek: was the lingua franca in urban settings rather than
Hebrew, or the rural Rramaic as spok:en in Galilee. While powerful elites were
able to coeHist with Roman rule to their own benefit, the peasantry suffered
oppression under both. This oppression was eHtremely debilitating to the
physical Iiues and psychological personhood 0 f the peasantry, whose reactions
ranged from typically enclauist sects and millenarian mouements, to social
banditry.
Galilee itself was a special case in Palestine at this time, with its own
special history different from that of Judaea in the south,and each prouince
had its own special relationship to J~rusalem. I t is in Galilee particularly, the
area 0 f the former Northern Kingdom, that we see euidence 0 f the pre-eHilic
tradition, now become the "little" tradition, and a strong focus on the
liberatiue traditions of Moses and Elijah.
Galileans therefore tended to be more fleHible in their interpretation of
scriptural tradition than were the Judean and Jerusalem elite descendants of
Babylonian eHile, who eHpanded and codified the purity laws. Their distance
from Jerusalem allowed the Galilean peasants a certain amount of
independence, as administration was largely a matter of collection of taHes in
the triple system described aboue.
The actual gouernment 0 f the area was still carried out in the traditional
manner, by uillage and town elders and heads of families. "This meant that
local initiatiue was possible in a way it may not haue been in Jerusalem and
Judaea" (Draper, 1993). Neuertheless, the Galilean peasants were not free to
assemble at will, act at will, or speak: their minds as they might wish. "Their
actiuity, mouement-.sr and language [were] patrg)!~.~~~ rUlin"g-,.e,liJ,e, for
whom not only acts which challenge the system are a ffiRfaT; but euen
appearances are important in the maintenance of control" (Draper, 1995)~
This system of power and control is central to understanding any peasant
society, and particularly that 0 f first century Galilee, where we thus must place
the peasant Jesus in a conteHt of contested power relations. The life of Jesus
is therefore framed by "the eHtensiue peasant insurrections of 4 BeE and the
massiue Jewish reuolt of 1i~ ... The aspects of the 'colonial sjtuation' of
Roman imperial rule in Jewish Palestine that most concerned the people were
the fact and rate 0 f taHation and their relatiue freedom from outside
interference in pursuing their traditional socio-religious way of life" (Meek:s,
1987:35). This was more than a question of national or group freedom; it was, in
addition, a question 0 f purification asunderstood by the enclauist tradition 0 f
the society.
".-
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In trDdudng .Jesus
Rlthough we lack specific biographical details, there is still quite a lot
that we can say In answer to the question, "Who was desus1" The Gospels, of
course, refer to him as a catP...e.o,;ter_-fr.o,m Nazareth, for eMample.
This
information alone allows us to Infer that desus was a marg,l:pallzed member of
Palestinian society. Carpenters were not the skilled professionals we think of
today. They were members of the lower class, usually landless, and they held no
eleuated position, being euen marginal to tile society of the peasantry.
We know that desus was a Galilean, from the small town 0 f Nazareth, and
therefore more likely to be a part of the rural peasantry than an urban artisan.
This much is confirmed by the records of the stories and eMamples he uses, all of
which haue rural and agricultural settings; also, his words haue often been left
in their original (rural) Rramaic euen in the Greek transcriptions 0 f his teachings
in the Gospels; others make more sense when translated back into the closest
approMimation of Rramaic.
Rs a Galilean rural peasant, desus would haue b.een a part of the·
egalitarian foundational enclaue culture of Judaism that tended to consider God
a friend at some times, and a punishing ruler at others. He would haue belieued
in a personal God, who had chosen Israel as his people (Douglas, 1993).
He would haue belieued that a spirit world coeMisted with the eueryday
world 0 f Palestine, and as a Jew he would belieue that indiuiduals must choose
to bring the spirit world 0 f Yahweh into their paramount reality through the
eMercise of couenantal justice. He would haue suffered with the peasants of
Galilee in their triple oppression'of taM burdens, and with all of Israel in the
daily oppression of Roman imperial rule and the presence in Israel of Roman
military legions.
Jesus uery likely participated in the traditions and practices of Galilean
Judaism, learning the hymns and prayers, and .the stories 0 f how the world was
created, about Joseph, Moses and the [Modus, about the Wilderness and the
Promised Land, etc. He would haue celebrated the festiuals, including those ~
pilgrimage feast days meant to be spent in Jerusalem.
I

There is considerable debate concerning the possibility that Jesus may
haue been illiterate. On the other hand, he could uery likely haue attended a
synagogue school in Nazareth, learning the basic skills of reading and possibly
writing.
Rt some point, as a young adUlt, he would haue somehow begun a religious
quest Which resulted in his baptism by John. It is this Jesus, the marginal
Jewish peasant, Who led a small group of disciples in a public ministry Which
lasted, probably, between one and three years. He was crucified for his efforts,
and some therefore classify his efforts as a failure.
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A simple description of the Jesus movement, and Its leader, Is not
necessarily much different from that of similar prophets and their followers,
Including their similar fates, In t,.hat same region and time period; yet Jesus
became the founder of one of the l!!-gdd~s_gJ:e_aj..reUglo.ns-/-a religion that some
say endures despite the activities and beliefs of Its followers.
What was Jesus really trying to accomplish in his ministry1 What manner
of man was he1 These are the questions that both fascinate and Inspire the
Third Quest scholars who provide the images 0 f Jesus we will be observing In the
pages to follow.
I n Chapter Four we will eHamine the phenomenon of Jesus' baptism,
locating I tat the beginning 0 f his ministry to the people 0 f I srael. Most
scholars do begin the quest for the historical Jesus at this point, because of the
questionable nature 0 f the Infancy narratives, and the lack: 0 f information from
the so-called "hidden years. tt
Our reason for beginning at this point, however, is twofold: first, it is
from the time of Jesus' baptism that we have information regarding his
leadership. Second, we begin at this point not simply because it mark:s a
chronological beginning, but because, as we will argue, it may have actually
been a significant transitional point in the life of the carpenter from Nazareth.
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~
JOHN THE BAPTISTAND THE BAPTISM OF JESUS
AS RITUAL PERFORMANCE

I n the preuious chapter, we eHplored what is a likely social enuironment
for the ministry of Jesus. We can know more about who Jesus was through what
he did and said, as reflected in the Gospels (and to a lesser eHtent in other
literature), as well as from looking a t the sociopolitical actiu1ties and effects
of the Jesus Mouement itself. We can also learn something about the kind of
person he was by looking at the decisions that he made (Nolan, 1976: 11). One of
those decisions was to be baptized by John.
I n this chapter, it would perhaps be useful to place our information of
Jesus' baptism into one coherent anthropological model 0 f ritual, the model
from the work of UictorTurner. I t will be my argument that Turner's definition
of liminalify and communitas, particularly as they apply to structure and antistructure in society, are central to understanding the baptism of Jesus as well
as his transformed role as a result 0 f that baptism. We will then reuiew
releuant aspects of the works of McUann and uan Eck on this SUbject, as each of
them has used Turner's model of ritual as part of their own eHplanation and
conclusions regarding the role 0 f Jesus' baptism with respect to his ministry.
Returning to Turner, then, I will highlight additional facto ..s in his writings
which I belieue to haue been neglected by McUann and uan Eck, and which may
make a great deal of difference to their conclusions.
Finally, in my own reconstruction 0 f John's baptism in general, and the
specific baptism of Jesus. I conclude that John's baptismal practice was not, in
fact, a rite of passage as implied by McUann and uan Eck, and that the baptism
of John comes closer to fitting Turner's category of pilgrimage ritual, if it is
indeed ritual performance a t all (by Turner's definition). The unique nature 0 f
Jesus' uisions at the time of his baptism and during the Wilderness eHperience
suggest cross-cultural prerequisites for initiation into the life of a traditional
healer/diuiner, and this fact will be briefly eHplored in light of some of the
Third Quest· material.

Turner and RItual
Rnthropologist Uictor Turner describes ritual as "the performance of a
compleH sequence of symbolic acts. Ritual is a transformatiue performance
reuealing major classifications, categories. and contradictions 0 f cultural
processes" (Turner, 1987:75). I t is social drama. He contrasts ritual with
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ceremony. stating that "by definition. ritual is associated with social
transitions while ceremony is IInk:ed with social states" (Ibid.• 158). The
symbols of ritual are "not only a set of cognitlue classifications for ordering
the...uniuerse. They are also. and perhaps as importantly. a set 0 f euocatiue
deuicesfor rousing. channeling. and domesticating powerful emotions. such as
hate. fear. affection. and grief. They are also informed with purposiueness. and
haue a 'conatiue' aspect. I n brief. the whole person, not just the .... mind.. is
eHistentially inuolued in the life or death Issues with which [ritual] is
concerned. JJ
The symbols are neither arbitrary nor incongruous. "Euery symbolic item
is related to some empirical item 0 f eHperience" (1969:42-3). Thus the symbolic
world of ritual is unique for euery cultural group. and Turner insists that any
analysis of ritual and its symbols be defined in terms of the specific culture and
its self-definitions.
.
R common error made by those using the ritual model is to attribute the
identification of the basic elements of the ritual process to Turner, and to limit
themselues to interpretation of uarious ritual phenomena uia a somewhat
superficial analysis that utilizes those basic elements. along with some
description of the releuant symbols. I n this way. they are using the structure
first identified by uan Gennep (1989); all too frequently. they fail to go beyond
Identification of the phases of separation. limen. and aggregation to work:
within Turner's unique contributions to our understanding 0 f ritual process.
Turner summarizes uan Gennep's phases 0 f the rituals. described as rites 0 f
passage, as follows:
Uan Gennep has shDwn that all rites Df passage Dr "transitiDn" are marked by three
phases: separatlDn, margin (Dr limen, signifying "threshDld" in Latin), and aggregatiDn.
The first phase (Df separatiDn) cDmprises symbDlic behauiDr signifying the detachment
Df the Indiuidual Dr grDup either frDm an earlier fiMed pDint In the sDcial structure,
frDm a set Df cultural cDnditiDns (a "state"), Dr frDm bDth. During the interuening
"liminal" periDd, the characteristics of the ~ritual subject (the "passenger") are
ambiguous; he passes thrDugh a cultural realm that has few or nDne of the attributes
of the past Dr coming state. I n the third phase (reaggregatiDn or reincDrpDratiDn), the
passage Is consummated. The ritual subject, indiuldual or corporate, Is in a relatiuely
stable state Dnce more and, by uirtue Df this, has rights and DbligatiDns uis-a-uis
others Df a clearly defined and "structural" type: he is eMpected tD behaue in
accordance with certain customary norms and ethical standards binding on incumbents
of social position in a system of such positiDns (Turner, 1969:94-5).

Turner's eHperiences of liuing in traditional communities and
participating in their rites of passage, while at the same time analyzing those
phenomena using uan Gennep's descriptiue phases. adds a depth and richness
that cannot be duplicated by anyone· using the same material to analyze
descriptions of rituals in which they haue not participated. Turner describes his
own dissatisfaction with an attempt to use comparatiue material out of
conteHt: "This method did not enable me to handle the compleHity. asymmetry.
and antinomy that characterize real social processes. of which ritual
performance may be said to constitute phases or stages. I found that ritual
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action tended thereby to be reduced to a mere species
(l 975: 186).

0

f social action"

He is especially wary of descriptions of liminality and communitas by
authors using cross-cultural material out of conteHt, when they haue neuer
encountered the communities inuolued in the descriptions. This, of course, does
not hinder him from using historical description, and euen scripture, as part of
his own work (1975, 1978, 1987); nonetheless, he makes euery effort to
conteHtualize the material and to base his comparatiue analysis on the results
of his own eHperiences.
I t is precisely the concepts of liminality and communitas where Turner
belieues both eHperience and conteHt to be prerequisites for real
understanding. The liminal, or "threshold," stage of ritual is a dangerous place.
Here, things are often not as they seem; one cannot remain unchanged hauing
entered this state. Indeed, it is in the liminal state that one encounters an
awareness, if not the actual presence, of the supernatural. Those who approach
this "threshold" of the supernatural are by definition "threshold" people. They
are ambiguous for that period 0 f liminal time; they are undefined, neither one
thing nor another. "Liminality is frequently likened to death, to being in the
womb, to inuisibility, to darkness, to biseHuality, to the wilderness, and to an
eclipse of the sun or moon" (1969:95).
I t is the humbling egalitarianism and the shared eHperience of the
initiates or participants in the liminal state that creates what Turner labels
communitas, a state that he distinguishes from communalism, and from
solidarity in the Durkeimian sense (1969: 132). Communitas is likened to Martin
Buber's I and Thou (Buber, 1958), where human beings confront each other
directly and totally, as equal sUbjects and not as objects. Along with such open
and uulnerable confrontation, Turner eHplains, there arises a model 0 f society
where humans would consistently liue in such unstructured, homogeneous
spontaneity. Communitas cannot be sustained, howeuer, and like charisma
must soon be routinized into "norm-gouern'ed relationships between social
personae" (1969: 132).
Turner further identifies three kinds of communitas: (0 eHistential, or
spontaneous, as described aboue; (2)normatiue, where the need for
mobilization 0 f resources and social control "routinizes" eHistential
communitas; and (3) ideological communitas which relates to utopian models of
society based on eHistential communitas. Both normatiue and ideological
communitas are already within a structural system, the latter being a particular
attempt to outwardly define the inward eHperience of eHistential communitas.
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One might say that the liminal--or "Iiminoid"8 in compleH societies
(Turner, 19S7)--eHperience of communitas, as a primordial eHpression of what it
means to be fundamentally human, meets the threshold of the supernatural,
with its potential for transformation. Such a moment is intense, it is thick:
with meaning and potential, I t is magical and therefore dangerous. Threshold
people, therefore, are themselues dangerous and pollutant; they constitute a
threat to the status quo.
Rs noted by Crossan (1991) and Douglas (1 993),the definition 0 f magic
may be correlated with or may oppose the definition of religion, depending upon
one's perspectiue. Therefore, we should not be surprised that ritual elders are
often the religious leaders and/or the traditional healers or shamans of the
community. Turner locates some cultural manifestations of communitas link:ed
to religion in symbols and systems other than ritual liminality, such as the
enuironment which prouok:es the genesis of religious mouements. He states
such mouements "arise in times 0 f radical social transition, when society itself
seems to be mouing from one fiHed state to another, whether the terminus ad
quem is belieued to be on earth or in heauen" 11969: 133).
Specifically, he refers to millenarian mouements that arise among
marginalized populations, particularly where "formerly tribal societies are
brought under the alien lordship" 0 f more compleH societies (1969: 111). He
points out that these mouements eHhibit many of the attributes of liminal
communitas, such as minimization of seH and status distinctions, unselfishness,
suspension 0 f k:inship rights and obligations, simplicity 0 f speech and manners,
acceptance of pain and suffering, and holding all things (property, wealth) in
common (Ibid.). Turner eHplains that such societies are in transition, and
belieues that this may be the reason so much 0 f the millenarian symbolism and
mythology is borrowed from traditional rites of passage. The similarity of
Turner's obseruations to the conditions preuailing in Galilee in the first century
is inescapable.
Similarly, persons who are marginalized and/or members of the lower
strata of society sometimes may become liminal people, such as prophets and
healers, symbolizing the euolutionary "life-force" ualues 0 f communitas
(1969: 128). Rs Meier and others haue noted, the Jesus 0 f history certainly was a
Turner's definition of "liminoid," as shown in his model of the mouement from "liminal" in
traditional societies to "liminoid" in compleK societies (1987:9) is consistent With Peter
Berger's concept of "multiple realities:" "The capacity to moue from what Schutz calls the
'paramount reality' of eueryday life in other spheres of meaning may be assumed to be
anthropologically giuen. What happens under modem conditions, howeuer, is that this giuen
capacity is uastly intensified. Plurality becomes a basic theme of life. With this pluralization,
the creation of any ouerarching symbolic uniuerse becomes increasingly more difficult
(Berger, et ai, 1973:112). While Turner describes theater and performance as one eHpression 0 f
th~ l!minOid (1987), Berger, in discussion and lectures on the Sociology of Knowledge and
ReligIOn, also uses the eHample of attending theater or a mouie to describe the difference
between paramount reality (eueryday life) and an alternatiue reality (that of the mouie or
play, including the separation of the theater itself from the world of eueryday eHistence.
8
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marginalized member of the lower strata of society, and he indeed became a
prophet and healer. I t is our contention here that he also became a liminal, or
threshold, person. Turner goes on to say that euen small or marglnalized
nations may become liminal representatiues and upholders 0 f religious and
moral ualues, such as the Hebrews .of the ancient Near East (1969: 189), who
prouide the conteHt of this paper.
Further discussion 0 f Turner's lifelong discoueries concerning the
importance of ritual and communitas can be brought Into the discussion as the
need arises, as we noiu turn to the specific studies on the baptism of Jesus,
each of which claim to haue based their conclusions, to some eHtent, on Uictor
Turner's work.

Ritual of Baptism In McUann
I n "Baptism, Miracles, and Boundary Jumping in Mark" (1991 a), McUann
has two themes: Mark as a document, and the intended audience 0 f Mark. He
concludes that Mark Is an initiation book, intended for people (baptizandi)
about to be inducted into Mark's community. Identifying the baptism of Jesus
as a status transformation ritual, he then structures the entire book 0 f Mark
around actiuities that are interpreted through the moments 0 f separation,
liminality-communitas, and aggregation.
the miracle stories, based on
situations inuoluing the sea in some manner, are therefore "baptismal" in their
nature and intent.
McUann draws more on Wedderburn (1987) in this paper than on the work
of Turner (though Turner is cited), which allows him to conclude that those who
receiue baptism "repudiate their preuious allegiances and the status quo, and
thus make themselues marginal, indeed, eHpendable" (McUann, 1991 a: 151). This
marginality is described as the result of the ritual, rather than the condition of
Iiminality to be found within the ritual as eHplained by Turner. Therefore,
McUann concludes that the baptism 0 f Jesus resulted, following aggregation, in
his becoming a marginal, eHpendable person; this, he eHplains, is the model of
Christian baptism (Ibid., 152).
In "Rituals ofstatus Transformation in LUke-Rcts" (1991b), McUann uses
Turner's terminology much more eHtensiuely. He then identifies Jesus, as well
as John the Baptist, as Prophets. Looking a t Luke rather than Mark, MCUann
sees John as the model of prophet (as well as ritual elder in baptism) for Jesus,
who then becomes the model 0 f the prophetic role for the apostles. Rlthough
John preaches repentance for sin to the multitudes Who come to him for
baptism, he does not haue the same relationship to Jesus. John is only ritual
elder in baptism for the multitude, effecting their transformation from sinners
to righteous. Jesus Is eHcluded from the sinning multitudes, as John acts as
ritual elder for Jesus' initiation into the role of prophet, following the model of
Moses. Jesus is therefore not simply "another person undergoing a purification
rite" (1991 b:344-45).
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I n considering the manner In which Jesus ewperlenced liminalitycommunitas, McUann claims that Jesus' status Is unclear, i.e. liminal, upon his
arriual for baptism: his liminal, or low status Is reflected in his role as disciple
of John. McUann assumes that Jesus ewperiences communitas with John and
with other initiates for baptism (Ibid., 351). Jesus also ewperiences Iiminalitycommunitas In his Wilderness ewperience 0 f temptation by the deuil.
Specifically, McUann claims that communitas Is ewperlenced In Jesus' response
to the tests In his unreserued and total faithfulness to God., which constitutes
his solidarity with God, Moses, EIiJah, and John the Baptist (Ibid., 352-53). The
Wilderness ewperience is the narratiue defense of the legitimacy 0 f Jesus' new
role as prophet. The meaning of holiness, faithfulness, and singleheartedness
were taught to him by John the Baptist (Ibid., 357).
Jesus was neuer aggregated back: Into Jewish society, because his role as
prophet made him a "limit break:er," or boundary jumper. He remained always In
a liminal state (Ibid., 358).
McUann concludes that "ritual analysis
sharpens... general insight by attending to the change of. status that Jesus
achieued at the Jordan and in the wilderness" (Ibid., 359).
From McUann, then, we haue descriptions of the ritual Baptism of Jesus
that Include descriptions of Iiminality and communtas which do not correlate
entirely with Turner's definitions and ewplanations, and which include some
uncorroborated assumptions about the contewt of relationships. Because
McUann mak:es no effort to help us understand the cultural/social setting of
Jesus baptism, the reader finds precisely what Turner fears: What should be a
description 0 f complew interaction 0 f social symbols and entities becomes
merely a socio-literary deuice for restructuring the giuen material.
Further, McUann does not faithfully reproduce Turner's understanding 0 f
communitas, and has Jesus enjoying this uery human, social phenomenon With
God and With those who haue long since died. Finally, we also haue two
potentially conflicting definitions of the roles from Which, and into which,
Jesus was transformed, that, combined, identify his new role as that 0 f a
"marginal, ewpendable, but legitimate Prophet, like Moses."
Ernestuan Eck: is somewhat more consistent with Turner's descriptions of
Iiminality and communitas, and offers his own conclusions regarding Jesus' new
role.

Ritual

Df

Baptism In van Eck

I n his Introduction, uan Eck: outlines the information that almost all
scholars of Jesus' baptism are agreed on the following points: (0 The baptism
is the beginning of Jesus' ministry; (2) Rt the baptism Jesus becomes the Son 0 f
God; (3) R~ the baptism Jesus is equipped for his ministry as the Son of God; and
(4) Jesus IS the "bringer 0 f the eschatological ewpected sal.uation" (uan Eck,
1995: 1-2). Uan Eck:'s stated purpose is to show that Jesus' baptism can be
understood as a rite of status transformation (status reuersal), In Which Jesus
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becomes Broker to the Patron God, for the Patron's clients "including the socalled eHpemlables of society" (Ibid., 2).
Uan Eck's resources include Wedderburn, McUann, Bruce Malina, John
Domlnlc Crossan, Ulctor Turner, and Marcus Borg. His anthropological models for
the proof of his hypothesis are a mlHture of ritual/ceremony models from
Wedderburn, McUann, Malina and Turner, and the patron-client model of God's
relationship with Israel primarily Identified by Malina and picked up by Crossan.
Rt the end of the paper, uan Eck claims to haue prouen the case for the opening
points regarding most Markan scholars' understanding 0 f Jesus' baptism, and
made them more eHplicit. "Jesus is the Son of God, in that he is the new broker
of God, the Patron. Rlso, Jesus' baptism...inaugurates the eschatological endtime, the present and auallable Inclusiue kingdom 0 f God" (Ibid., 28). Taking up
Borg on the noetic, knowing, spirit nature 0 f Jesus, he ends his paper by asking
"C'ould Jesus' baptism, therefore, be understood as a' momentary seeing into
another layer 0 f reality, an eHperience that sparked... his unconuentional
ministry as social prophet and subuersiue sage?" (Ibid., 21). Uan Eck is not
certain.
Uan Eck's articulation 0 f the phases 0 f ritual is set within a cultural
description 0 f Palestinian society that has been gleaned from some 0 f the Third
Quest scholarship. To some eHtent, it is therefore a richer and more compleH
social analysis of Jesus' baptism than that of McUann. One must wonder how he
could then conclude that the question of Jesus' (liminal) eHperience of multiple
reality remains problematic. I would suggest that his eclectic use 0 f portions
of seueral anthropological models is partially responsible for this lack of
clarity, and further, that the use of the patron-client model itself is not only
inappropriate for the conteHt, but has moued him 'euen farther away from
understanding the spiritual nature 0 f ritual in traditional cultures. We will look
further at this model in Chapter Fiue.

"One has to consider religious phenomena in terms of religious ideas and
doctrines, not only, or principally, in terms of disciplines that haue arisen in
connection with the stUdy 0 f secular institutions and processes...Religious
symbolism... giues us actual clues to the nature of realities we cannot perceiue
by means of the senses alone. It Is not a question of setting the intellect to
work a t reducing the religious symbol to sensory terms" (Turner 1975: 195,
emphasis mine). The symbols of which Turner speaks, of course, would in this
instance be those of Judaism in the first century, and not western theology in
th e near 21 st. We may now return to the ouerulew 0 f first century Palestine, in
order to locate one John the Baptizer.

John the Baptizer
Recording to Horsley and Hanson, until the period of the monarchy in
I srael, prophets had functions within the society which inuolued-"politicalmilitary leadership, and message; the latter included prophecy £the word from
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Yahweh), as well as communicating Yahweh's redemptiue action of protecting
I srael against foreign inuasion and dOl1!10,ation (Horsley G Hanson, 1985: 138-48).
With the institution of monarchy, these functions were split: The king became
the political-military leader and the p[QP.h,!!t was the m~jsenger. Scholarship
has tended to maintain that'following the Babylonian conquest of Israel, the
line of prophets ended. There Is considerable eUidence, howeuer, that the
prophet tradition continued, with an emphasis on liberation, and on redemption.
There are records of a line of such prophets arising from the peasantry, and
described as rustics, clad in hairy mantles (Ibid., 147-48).
I n the first century, prophets fulfilled one of two potential functions in
society, depending upon whether they were isolates, or leaders 0 f popular
mouements (Webb, 1991 :342). For the latter, the "memory of ancient prophetic
mouements of liberation informed new prophetic mouements, and traditional
oracular prophecy was reuiued among the people" (Ibid., 160). These prophets,
being filled with the Spirit, thought that they were helping to bring_about the
transformatiJUl of the society of Israel; that in the transformed society there
would be justice under the rulership of God (Ibid., 161).
...they faced opposition and suffered death at the hands of the Romans, and were
sometimes opposed by the JerusalelJ:'!.. aristocracy as well...the entire orientation of the
strategy and ideology of these prophetic mouements indicates that their primary goal
was deliuerance. The large response by the people to these prophets indicates the
widespread sense of oppression and dissatisfaction among the peasantry, thus leading
to felt needs for deliuerar:lce...[Another] common element among these prophetic
mouements is that theirbasic tactic for achieuing deliuerance was to gather--iheir
groups together and lead them in a symbolic euent at which point they euidently
belieued God would interuene to perform the eHpected deliuerance...the symbolic
euents employed important images and themes from the past history of the people
(Ibid., 342-43).

John the Baptizer is just such a prophet. He appears, hairy mantle and all,
in the wilderness--the "symbolic place of 'purification and renewal." The
imagery used in his warning that eschatological judgment was at hand is that of
the agricultural peasantry.
JUdgment "is now not only ineuitable, but
imminent, because Israel has not been faithfUl" to keep couenantal justice.
Repentance, and baptism in the Jordan (also powerfully symbolic) were the
means by which the people could suruiue God's jUdgment, prouided that
repentance bore the fruits 0 f socioeconomic justice (Ibid., 177-78). Giuen the
symbolism of "Jordan" and "Wilderness," one has a sense 0 f Passouer
connotations in John's whole ministry: I f the baptism is performed (Le. the
blood is on the doorpost), then the people (the house) will be spared from God's
judgment (the Rngel of Death).
Rlthough John obuiously had disciples and followers, there ,is little
euidence that he actually intended to found either a sect or a mass mouement,
howeuer. Recording to Gospel writers he was only a messenger to prepare the
way for Jesus (Matthew 3: 11; Mark: 1:2-4; Luk:e 3: 16-17; John 3:28-32). He was
completely within the tradition of a line of messenger-prophets in Israel,
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arising from the peasantry, and releuant to the social situation in which they
Iiued.
The Nature Df JDhn's BaptIsm
Was John's baptism intended as an act of conuersion with forgiueness of
sins, or was I t simply an alternatiue to the temple purity rites? We cannot
bypass this question I f we are to attempt to define the kind of ritual
performance that may," or may not, be representatiue of Jesus' baptism.
Recording to Webb, the Interpretation of John's baptism as recorded by
Josephus in Rnt. 18.116-119 claims "John's baptism is acceptable to God when
used 'not for seeking pardon 0 f certain sins but for purification 0 f the
body .•.[because]
the soul had already been cleansed
before
by
righteousness' ••.[This probably refers back] to an earlier description of John's
demand to practice uirtue, justice, and piety" (Webb, 1991 :35). Webb accepts
this teHt and its implications as being a reliable source (Ibid., 167-68).
There would appear to be some difference in understanding the nature of
John's baptism between the Interpretation 0 f Josephus and the recorded
accounts 0 f the Gospel writers. Matthew says "Confessing their sins, they were
baptized" (Mt. 3:6, N lUg), and John is reported to say" I baptize you With water
for repentance" (Mt. 3:11, NIU). Mark, a probable earlier source, says "Rnd so
John came, baptizing in the desert region and preaching a baptism 0 f
repentance for the forgiueness of sins" (Mk. 1:4 NIU). I n Luke we read that
John preached a "baptism 0 f repentance for the forgiueness 0 f sins" (Luke 3:3
NI U). I f we accept the Markan material as an original, or a t least earlier, source
we see that Matthew and Luke haue utilized the same material; we haue one
tradition here, and not three.
Interestingly the fourth gospel does not specify the nature of John's
baptism. There is, on the other hand, a sto,ry about a debate that arose
between some 0 f John's disciples and some other(s) Jew(s) because Jesus'
disciples were baptizing. Recording to John, this argument concerned" the
matter of ceremonial washing" (John 3:22-36 NIU). So while the synoptic
writers appear to Interpret John's baptism in light of later Christian tradition,
the author 0 f John's gospel infers the more traditional understanding 0 f the
baptism as a purification ceremony.
Giuen this" tension between the
interpretations, we need to dig a bit more into the historical understanding of
purification rites and baptism as practlced in the first century.
Long before the first century, conuerts to JUdaism were required to
baptize themselues as a sign of entering the couenant. Some of the later
prophets enuisaged that Jewish eHiles returning home would cross the Jordan
and be baptized with its water, cleansing them from their sins prior. to the
establishment of the kingdom of God (Ezekiel 36:25). I n the early Christian
church, baptism was often called illumination and came to be regarded as the
9 New International Uersion of the Bible.
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renunciation of the world, the flesh, and the deuil, as well as Initiation into the
community of the New Couenant. The rite was gradually embellished; the
Didache describes a uery simple seruice, but by the third century this had
become uery elaborate. The Rpostolic Tradition 0 f Hippolytus describes a
preparatory fast and uigil, confession 0 f sins, renunciation 0 f the deuil,
washing with water followed by laying on 0 f hands and/or anointing with the
Oil of Thanlesgiuing. Following this, initiates dress and return to the main
assembly where they are confirmed by the bishop and may now pray with the
faithful, receiuing the leiss of peace. There is a celebration of the Eucharist
with bread and wine, and mille and honey (Yarnold 1971 :265-78). The stages of
ritual and the meaningful symbols are uery clearly defined in this later
ceremony, but we do not haue this clarity with regard to the baptism performed
by John.
Robert Webb offers a study of ablutions in Jewish literature. including
the Qumran scrolls, to arriue at some conclusions concerning the most probable
mode of administration of John's baptism. "First of all," he claims, "there are
two agents by which a person is made unclean: physical contagion and moral
contagion. This does not. howeuer, imply two types 0 f uncleanness Secondly,
there are two primary agents which malee a person clean: water and blood
[sacrifice]. I n some cases, sacrifice has the supplemental role 0 f prouiding
atonement" (Webb 1991 :97).
When eschatological cleansing is eHpected, as in the case 0 f John's
ministry, the use 0 f the ablution language was historically metaphorical and
only Yahweh performed the ablution. "The cleansing may inuolue causing
certain sins to cease, but the emphasis is the remoual of the defilement caused
by the sin" (Ibid., 184-5). We must leeep in mind here that Old Testament Jews
made no distinction between body and soul; it was the person, in his or her
entirety. that was cleansed. The Hellenized dualistic separation of body and
soul appears later, in both Christian literature and in Josephus. where we see
the cleansing of the soul by Yahweh as a separate act.
Webb concludes that during this later period, the ablutory practices of
the Jews remained consistent with those of the Old Testament literature. with
some eHtended practices referring to handwashing prior to prayer and eating.
for eHample. Some groups. like the Essenes, toole up regUlar or daily ritual
bathing, sometimes more than once a day. as a means of purification. Howeuer,
Webb cannot rule out the euidence of repentance baptism from the synoptic
gospels. Some teHts, many with uncertain dating. indicate that in certain
groups baptism (or immersion), possibly during the era 0 f John and Jesus, may
haue been associated with repentance and the forgiueness 0 f sin, as well as
conuersion. Immersion in riuers, including the Jordan, is common with such
groups.
... the primary function of the ablutions in the Second Temple period is the same as
that in the or: restoration from a state of uncleanness to a state of cleanness.
Howeuer. their function appears to haue eHpanded...the function of immersions in
particular appears to be also eHpanding as an eHpression of repentance and
conuersion, and perhaps in symbolizing cleansing from sin.
I n this sense. the
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metaphorical use of ablution language In the UT to eHpress cleansing from sin is being
linked to the actual use of ablutions as cleansing from [defilement, or) uncleanness
(Ibid., 132).

So far, we haue not been able to show conclusiuely that John's baptism
was only an alternatiue purification rite. On the other hand, we cannot say
with complete certainty that it was the forerunner to Christian repentance and
conuersion that the synoptic writers suggest, either. Elements 0 f John's
baptism do appear to be dlstinctluely unique compared to the most commonly
practlced immersions of his day, howeuer.

Elements Df JDhn's Baptism
John baptized In the Jordan, probably on the eastern side,in Perea, where
he was arrested and eHecuted by Rntipas because of his public criticism of that
ruler. People from Jerusalem and Judea who came to John to be baptized,
therefore, had to go through the wilderness, cross the Jordan, and then re-cross
the Jordan in order to return.
Rs we haue already implied, the euidence suggests that the baptism
eHperlenced by these people was by immersion. The sources use the Greek: word
baptlzo, which was not commonly used to describe a ritual ablution, or
cleansing. I t was unusual, in that the baptism was performed by a person other
than the one undergoing the process; I t was performed by John himself, or
possibly by one 0 f his disciples. Webb suggests that since the cleansing was not
self-administered, it was something people could not do for themselues, and
probably pointed to some symbolic significance of the nature of John's specific
baptism.
Webb also points out euidence implying the significance 0 f riuer baptism.
"I n the OT, 'liuing' water was required .In cases 0 f the most seuere
uncleanness... Second Temple literature did not find many eHplicit references to
running water, especially riuers, but there were three (T. Leui 2.382; Sib. Or.
4.165-67; and Rpoc. Mos. 29.11-13), and In all three cases they were associated
with repentance and confession as well as a desire for forgiueness" (Webb,
1991: 181). I n addition, the phrase baptisma metanoias in Mark 1:4 is usually
interpreted as referring to baptism that eHpresses repentance.
The confession of sins which accompanied the baptismal act formed part of this
eHpression of repentance. For John baptism was not an option: the eHpresslon of
repentance required baptism, and the efficacy of the baptism required repentance.
These two are ineHtricably linked (Ibid., 189).

Finally, this baptism as repentance, implying forgiueness of the
confessed sin, indicated that the usual means of receiuing this forgiveness as
off~red by the temple was no longer ualid. John's baptism was clearly a protest
against the temple establishment and their perceiued abuses. I t was intended
a t least as a means 0 f unifying a repentant and cleansed remnant community 0 f
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the true Israel.

Jesus and His Baptism
We do not know for certain the length of time that John and Jesus were
associated In any way. nor do we know the depth and strength of that
relationship. If i t is true that they were cousins, then I t is uery likely that they
knew each other well. I t does not necessarily follow that Jesus was a longterm or deuoted disciple of John. or that he learned euerything about being a
prophet. and the meaning 0 f holiness. faithfulness. and singleheartedness from
John. as claimed by McUann.
Scholars are agreed on only two elements of the baptism by John of Jesus
as being historical descriptions: the baptism Itself. and the uislon eHperlenced
by Jesus when he came out of the water. We do know that Jesus heard the
message of John concerning the immanent destruction of Israel. and the need
for repentance and baptism. This call would haue registered in the heart of the
peasant, Jesus. who daily eHperienced the chaos and pain 0 f the social
enuironment of Israel: who, like other peasants, resented both the eHistence
of a Roman/Herodian-appointed priestly hierarchy in the Jerusalem temple. as
well as their rigidly structured purity laws.
Contrary to McUann, we also do know the status of Je·sus as he came
forward as Initiate for baptism: He was a Jewish rural peasant carpenter. He
was already a person 0 f marginal status in the society, and therefore, contrary
to both McUann and uan Eck, his baptism did not render him a marginal person as
a status change. Rt the uery least, it changed his state from that 0 f being
Impure, as part of Israel's impurity, to that of being purified. Rt most, he may
haue completed a ritual status transformation to that of prophet, through his
eHperience of baptism and his wilderness solitude.

Was Jesus' Baptism Ritual Performance?
When analyzing ritual, we haue already noted Turner's insistence that the
ritual be interpreted through the symbols and meaning giuen to the ritual by
that specific culture, as well as by cross-cultural models. From the description
of John's baptism in general and his baptism of Jesus in particular, we haue
practically no concrete euidence of the process itself, but only of its outcome
as far as Jesus is concerned.
There is also no eUidence that the baptism performed by John was a rite
of passage. which. by definition. is a "once-for-all-time" status
transformation ritual entered into at specific life transition. by specific
Initiates, because I t is required by their culture that they do so. "Rituals reueal
ualues
at their deepest leuel... men eHpress in ritual what moues them most , and
.
since the form of eHpression is conventionalized and obligatory, it is the ualues
of the group that are reuealed" (Turner 1969:6 emphasis mine). The baptism of
John was not obligatory. I t had to be uoluntary; the ethos of the enclaue
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culture of the peasantry required this uoluntary choice for God at this time, as
did John's requirement for repentance.
Recording to Turner, rituals entered into uoluntarily are, at best, Iiminoid
or quasi-liminal situations (Turner 1987:393). The intensity 0 f liminal and
communitas eHperiences would therefore be less"' than in an obligatory.
tradition-bound, compleH ritual. He specifically mentions pilgrimage in this
conteHt, stating that It was "one of the first forms of symbolic religious action
to assign an important role to uoluntary action." The earliest pilgrimages may
haue Inuolued a more Intense liminality and/or communitas than those that
became institutionalized at a later period, but not necessarily. One of the first
eHamples of pilgrimage cited by Turner is that of the Jews traueling to
Jerusalem for uarious celebrations.
The Icey concept In pilgrimage ritual Is penitenc'e, and so we might, with
some degree of confidence, Identify baptism as performed by John in the
wilderness specifically as pilgrimage ritual.
We can only do this with
reseruations, howeuer, because the details 0 f the ritual process itself are not
auailable to us. Rlso, there are other potential eHplanations.
RII ritual is to some degree transformational, by Turner's definition; he
distinguishes these from ceremony, which has to do with a state 0 f being.
Turner's definition of ceremony thus differs from the model used by McUann
(McUann 1991 :334-35) and subsequently assumed byUan Eclc. This difference
substantially alters the manner in which we Interpret ritual, I f we are to
consistently use Turner's model. Most of the euidence for the role of baptism in
I srael comes from our understanding 0 f purification rites, which show that it is
a potentially repeatable process signifying the change from a state of impurity
to the state of purity.
Rlthough some "ritualizing"18 was undoubtedly part 0 f the process, there
is no Indication that one's social and personal positioll was changed by Jewish
purity rites, which were uniuersally applicable to Jew's at euery stage of adult
life. There is, on the other hand, some indication that some form 0 f baptism
may haue at times been a means of initiating people into sects; howeuer, we
haue no euidence that the followers of John constituted a sect. This would
imply that the baptism was not an initiation, but possibly a purification rite.
Nonetheless we haue, with reseruations, ruled out John's baptism as a
purification ablution but retained the possibility that John's baptism was a
specific alternatiue to the purification processes controlled by the (corrupt)
priests of the temple.

10
RII humans and animals ritualize aspects of behauior. Ritualizing is the patterning of
behauior intD repeatable CDnstructs Df actiuity, resulting in the feeling that something has
thereby been properly accDmplished (such as the way Dne makes a bed, Dr sets the table or
organizes the desk for wor1<). This patterning of behauior does nDt reflect the phases of t~ue
ritual.
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I f John's baptism was Indeed ritual, then. as opposed to purification
ceremony, the most likely type of ritual would be within Turner's pilgrimage
category. The lack of detail about the content of the process and symbols of the
potential ritual makes other possibilities less likely, but we can consider at
least one such alternatiue possibility. that 0 f affliction ritual, Which is
undertaken for a person or persons in crisis.
Rffliction situations would undoubtedly apply to many indiuiduals and
families who may haue sought John's baptism. We do know that Israel itself
was afflicted by the oppression of foreign rule from Without, and couenantally
corrupt leadership from within. Giuen the cultural standards 0 f the people 0 f
the "little tradition," that is, the peasants. each person being baptized in an
affliction ritual would be acting not just for themselues. but for the whole of
Israel (or at least. the whole of the purified remnant).
.
Turner's description 0 f affliction ritual includes three main phases: (1)
performance of a ritual of penitence; (2) a period of partial seclusion which
might include interdictions on certain foods; and (3) a compleH and elaborate
reaggregation ceremony (Turner 1915:249). While we can make some comparison
with John's baptism and phase one. we can only surmise the potential for phase
two. We haue absolutely nothing to confirm any reaggregation phase, though
many scholars (including McUann) imply that a t this point the people enjoyed
John's preaching and instruction. and/or a celebratory feast. Rlthough this is
impossible to proue. it is not unreasonable and the possibility allows us to
continue this eHploration.
What is interesting about affliction ritual is that in some societies a
person may become a diuiner or religious leader by satisfactorily completing
specific reqUirements in either the first phase. or the first two phases. of this
ritual. The third phase is then quite different. and specific to the role of the
new "holy man." So it is possible that elements occurring in the penitence
phase 0 f either a pilgrimage or affliction ritual could qualify an initiate for
further and more specific rituals of status transformation resulting in a new
and legitimate status of religious leadership.
We see from the record that indeed. a second phase of seclusion was
eHecuted, with a possible second uision or trance eHperience in Which Jesus.
tempted by Satan, eHhibited his faithfulness to God alone. This Wilderness
eHperience definitely correlates with cross-cultural descriptions of initiates
for the role of cultural "holy man" going into the desert. or some secluded
place, to eHperience trancing states wherein the future role would be defined.
That we haue no record of the details of ritual reaggregation for Jesus is not
important. particularly in the euent 0 f Jesus' new role as healer and prophet;
we do haue the records of the legitimation of the new status. which confirms
our cultural interpretation of the process.
Whether or not Jesus' baptism was intended asa status transformation
ritual. he definitely entered into and completed whateuer culturally defined
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processes that were necessary to change him from a carpenter to some type of
"spirit man" (Borg, 1994b:29-38) and to legitimate that role I n his own mind,
and In the minds and hearts of his followers.
From cross-cultural models, we can offer the suggestion that Jesus did
then eMperience Iimlnality at his baptism, eMpressed by the record of his ulsion
of being identified, possibly euen ordained or anointed, by the Uoice fromHeauen. This "first phase" uislon could haue constituted sufficient euidence
for his potential as a holy man, or prophet, for him to moue into a second phase,
with potential for an ultimate status transformation Into the role 0 f healer,
diuiner, or other form of religious leader.
The most releuant communitas we can see reflected in this situation is
that described by Turner as the condition of the deuelopment of euery culture:
When structure becomes too strong, communitas will become strong, and uiceuersa. The tension between the two, structure and anti-structure, must be
present in euery culture (Turner, 1969). The unique situation in Israel was that
the oppressiue structure of the priestly hierarchy's "Great Tradition" had to be
met by the anti-structure of the enclaue "little tradition," which would be
eHpressed uerbally In terms of ideological communitas. This eMperience of
ideological communitas would haue caused Jesus to consider John's baptism for
his own sake, which he would identify as identical with the needs of Israel.

ConclusIons
Our conclusions in this chapter will only need to be partially different
from those of McUann, where we haue disagreed primarily in terms of the
details resulting from his process. I f we dispense with his adjectiues "marginal
and eMpendable," which he has not sufficiently substantiated in terms of their
being a transformed status of Jesus, we are left with the new role of Jesus as
Prophet (which does not uiolate contemporary scholarship on the subject), and
with McUann's claim that Jesus became a Iimingl person. While I do belieue the
euidence supports the claim that Jesus was indeed a liminal or threshold person,
orprophet (but not limited to that manifestation of "prophet" that is confined
to "messenger"), I will disagree most strongly with the conclusions of uan Eck
which support Malina and Crossan in the chapters to follow. I find no cultural
justification for describing Jesus as a Cynic, wandering, ·philosopher (an isolate,
in Douglas' terminology), or to describe him as the Broker for a Patron God; nor
can I connect either of these with the concept of the Jewish holy man.
We are left, then, With a post-baptismal Jesus described as McUann's
liminal prophet, while uan Eck's "Could it be ... 1" is by implication 0 four
discussion 0 f Jesus' probable initiation as a holy man, certainly true. The postbaptism, post-Wilderness Jesus was a man Whose status had Indeed radically
changed from that of peasant carpenter, to that of a "spirit-man" (to borrow
from Borg), with a prophetic, redemptiue and saluific mission to accomplish
within his own culture, the people of Israel. He had been "appointed" or called
through his uision to a life that may haue been beyond euen that which he may
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haue intended at the time of his decision to be baptized by John.
While we can rule out John's baptism as a "rite of passage," we cannot
say conclusluely whether It was definitely intended as another form of
transformation ritual or as an alternatiue to the temple purification rite. If
the former, the information suggests that the ritual was compatible with
Turner's definition 0 f pilgrimage ritual. I n any case, Jesus was transformed
both spiritually and In status as a result of the uision ewperienced at the time
of his baptism, and his wilderness seclusion.
.
By the end of his wilderness period of trial, he no doubt not only
Identified his specific role in the redemption of Israel, but belieued that he had
been called to that role as God's response to the repentance euidenced by the
results 0 f John's work. We would not be out 0 f line with the culture of the day
to suggest that in the manner of participants in affliction rituals, Jesus uery
likely saw himself and the other participants in John's baptism as standing for
the whole of Israel (though this Is not to suggest that we can conclude that
Jesus' baptism was Intended to be an affliction ritual).
Jesus, as the appointed "spirit man," is the limen, or threshold, for the
Interaction between "this world" and the co-ewistlng spirit world. He is the
Door to the Kingdom 0 f God. Therefore, Jesus does not see himself as an
eschatological prophet (Borg, 1994a), nor does his message need to be
eschatological like that of John. The Kingdom of God as promised would be
God's redemptiue action in the present situation of Israel, bringing about their
restored enclauist foundations of the couenantal, egalitarian and just society.
I n our search for a leadership model from the Images that are presented
in the newt chapter, therefore, we will look for euidence of Jesus as a healer, a
prophet, a "spirit man," and a restorer of freedom and justice for his own
people, based on Jewish ualues and ewpectations.
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third

part three:
quest images

@
VARIATIONS ON THEMES

The images 0 f Jesus presented in this thesis do not, by any means, couer
all the possibilities that haue been put forward in the last quarter century.
There is Jesus as a Galilean rabbi (Chilton, 1984), as.a Hillellte or proto-Pharisee
(Falk, 1985), and as an eschatological prophet (Sanders, 1985) to name but a few
that are omitted. Probably the most glaring specifically Third Quest omission is
the image being presented by John Meier (1994, 1991) which, although
demanding of respectful attention for its scholarly and lengthy approach, is as
yet incomplete with only two uolumes of the work auailable at the time of this
writing. Neuertheless, I belieue the images presented in these two chapters
are fairly typical of the Third Quest material, and sufficiently uaried to prouide
a wide choice of images to compare against the Model for Leadership.
I n this chapter, we will reuiew Gerd Theissen's image 0 f Jesus as a
lU~cle.r1ng_.._t.ha[tsmatic, and John Dominic Crossan's image 0 f Jesus as a
combination 0 f Jewish Cynic Philosopher and Founder 0 f the Brokerless
Kingdom. I refer to these images as "uariations on a theme" because 0 f their
basis in the idea of Jesus as a uagabond and wanderer; euen though Crossan
imaginatiuely "dressesup" the wandering Jesus asasophisticated Cynic, he is
still the itinerant beggar that we haue seen i\1 Theissen. One would not eHpect
the entrepreneurial image of Patronage to fall into the itinerant uagabond
category, but since Crossan clearly places the two images together, we will
additionally eHplore the possibilities in that light, as well as taking the Broker
image of Jesus as presented by Bruce Malina and by uan Eck (as seen in the
preuious c"hapter) as a category in its own right, a uariation on Crossan's
Brokerless Kingdom theme.

itinerant Vagabond

Theissen:

Themes

Jesus as Wandering Charismatic

In 1977, Gerd Theissen pUblished Soziologie der Jesus-bewegung, Which in
1978 was translated into English and pUblished in London under the name The
First Followers 0 f Jesus (SCM), and in America under the ti tl e Sociology 0 f early
Palestinian Christianity (Fortress).
The author eHplains tha t through a
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sociological analysis of what he refers to as the "Jesus Mouement H the
foundations may be laid towards an understanding 0 f the historical Jesus, His
stated Intention Is to provide a straightforward functional analysis of the
Jesus movement, the functional effects of society on that movement, and its
functional effects on the society of first century Palestine.
Thelssen describes three social roles within the Jesus mouement: The
Wandering Charismatlcs (disciples, prophets and apostles), Sympathizers In local
communities (probable locations of early churches post-resurrection), and the
"Bearer of Revelation" who is Jesus, and who is also referred to by Thelssen as
the Son of Man. He begins his descriptive chapters by stating that "Jesus did
not primarily found local communities, but called into being a mouement of
wandering charismatics" (Thelssen, 1978:8).
Grounded in Judaism, these homeless apostles, prophets and disciples are
the embodiment of what would later become a Christianity that was
independent of Judalsm, though how this transition tak:es place is not entirely
clear. Thelssen's use of the term "charismatic" Is "grounded in a call over which
[the charismatic) had no control" (Ibid.).
Theissen eHplains that these
wandering charismatics were still the decisiue authorities for the church a t the
time of the Didache, which he places in the first half of the second century.
They were therefore decidedly not marginal to the Jesus mouement, and passed
down the traditional norms such as homelessness, lack: 0 f family, lack: 0 f
possessions, and lack: 0 f protection (a staff). Theissen says that their situation
was analogous to that of the Greek: Cynics, who were also vagabonds (14-15).
These vagabond charismatics, he eHplains, were supported and upheld by
small, informal communities of sympathizers. Rfter eHplaining that in reality
we k:now practically nothing about these communities, he implies that
neuertheless, they had to haue eHisted. The sympathizers were not as radical
as the wandering charismatlcs, being more tied to socioeconomic factors that
k:ept them both at home, and more inclined to protect their situations (however
tenuous that situation might be). We see thrQugh Theissen's eyes a nation of
people who were dispossessed, anomic, and quite ready to become vagabond
prophets I f they were called to fill that role; otherWise, some might simply
support such prophets with food and shelter when they were in the region,
possibly enuying them their freedom from community ties and family
responsibilities.
The inspiration for this mouement of charismatics and sympathizers was,
of course, Jesus. Theissen introduces this role, that of the "bearer of
reuelation," by defining three titles giuen to Jesus: Son of God, MessW, and
Son of Man. "Son of God," he eHplains, stresses inuoluement in the diuine
world. "Messiah" refers to the eHpectations 0 f a k:ing who would free Israel
and return her to a former glory. Theissen prefers the term "Son 0 f Man," as it
is th"e .one used .bY Jesus to refer to himself. Theissen states specifically that
th e tl tI e MeSSiah sees Jesus from an eHternal perspective which needs to be
corrected: Jesus was not the national messianic k:ing. The title Son of God
adopts a transcendental perspective. By contrast,the title Son of Man
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eHpresses the internal perspectiue 0 f the Jesus mouement and Is particularly
closely connected with It" (Ibid., 24-25).
Theissen concludes that the title Son of Man formed the focal point for
the Jesus Mouement, yet the eHpectations of that mouement were that Jesus
was Independent of it. Rt the same time, "His situation corresponded to their
situation. Here belief and practice formed an indissoluble whole..•[which] was
deliberate" (Ibid., 38). Consequently, Theissen claims, his analysis cannot
answer the question of who the Son of Man Is, but merely the significance of
that title and role for the Jesus Mouement.
From his functional analysis 0 f the society and its problems, Theissen
concludes that the Jesus mouement was one result of the sociological crisis
that eHisted in first century Palestine, but that the social, economic, and
political enuironment fall to eHplain the particular form that the Jesus
mouement toole. This form, he concludes, serued a functional role for the
society in terms of the need to handle aggression:
To sum up: a small group of outsiders eHperimented with a ulslon of loue and
reconciliation in a society which had been put out of joint, suffering from an eHcess of
tensions, pressures and forms of aggression, in order to renew this society from
within. The men inuolued were not lacking In aggressiueness themselues, nor were
they untouched by the tensions of their time. There is much to suggest the
opposite....R good deal of aggression was dluerted, transferred, projected, transformed
and symbolized. I t was this way of dealing with aggression that made room for the
new uision of loue and reconciliation at whose cent er stood the new commandment to
loue one's enemy. The origin of the 'uision' itself remains a riddle (Ibid., 110).

Theissen sums up the effects 0 f the Jesus Mouement on Palestinian
Jewish society with the statement that "Rs a renewal mouement within
JUdaism, the Jesus Mouement was a failure" (Ibid., 112). He suggests that this
is due to the fact that the Jesus Mouement came into being during a
comparatiuely peaceful period, without major conflicts, and that the acute
tensions arose after the death of Jesus. He further states that "if a society
feels threatened and uncertain, it usually resorts to traditional patterns 0 f
behauior; the most sacred treasures 0 f the nation are ostensibly reuered,
dissociation from anything alien is intensified..• "(lbid.). This crisis tendency,
occurring after the death 0 f Jesus according to Theissen, decreased the chances
of suruiual for the Jesus Mouement, particularly because of their acceptance of
aliens.
I f we are therefore to use Theissen's analysis to create an image of
Jesus, we would thus find him to be a figure of little SUbstance: a founder of a
failed mouement, uagabond, beggar, rootless, yet a bearer of a reuelation from
God that upheld a uision of a world where aggressions are turned on their heads
to become eHpressions 0 f mutual loue and support. UneHplainably, this same
reuelation causes the prophet and his followers to denounce family and all
responsibility to community.
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Rlthough arising from the community 0 f the poor and as a direct response
to that pouerty, Jesus and the Jesus mouement are outsiders, apolitical, and
unconcerned with Issues of economy and power. This Jesus sounds more like a
member of the drop-out mouements of the 68s in Rmerica than a model of
leadership for building communities; but before we critique Theissen's image,
we might check our impressions of his Jesus with a "scholarly nouel" he has
written, entitled The Shadow of the Galilean: the Quest of the Historical Jesus
in Narrative Form (1987).
Here Theissen allows his Imagination to create an enuironment where,
again, we merely glimpse a "shadow" of Jesus, but do not meet him directly. In
this work, we discouer that Jesus was a uery p~~.t,JJl~!LJlg!t~loleR',
wandering charismatic whose followers left euerything behind and abandoned
their families and family responsibilities in order to follow him. He was
therefore mistrusted by the families so affected, and their friends as well. He
came from peasant stock, auoided cities, and began his ministry as a disciple of
John the Baptist.
Jesus did not want to found a christian community; he wanted to renew Israel.
Anyone who refers his words only to the church fails to see that they were addressed
to the whole of Jewish and Palestinian society...He eHpected a miraculous change in
this society: the poor, the children, the meek and the foreigners would come into their
own in it. That would be the kingdom of God. I t is not a purely spiritual entity.
People can eat and drink in it (Ibid., 95).

Quite possibly the most significant question posed by Theissen is: "I s
there any ualue in a picture of Jesus which leaues uneHplained why John the
Baptist and Jesus were eHecuted by the ruling class?" (Ibid., 127). Theissen,
seueral years down the road and now aware of the many critiques of his
Sociology, makes his claims for Jesus as a significantly political figure more
eHplicit in the "nouel," eHplaining that Jesus did come into conflict With ruling
circles, a Roman procurator was responsible for his death, and the Jewish
aristocracy persecuted his followers. Ye t ~e still enuisions the wandering
charismatic, radical prophet who founded a mouement of wandering uagabond
beggars, preaching a gospel of loue to Jew and Gentile alike.
Critique of

the Image of Jesus as Wandering Charismatic

I t is a commonly held belief among theologians and laypersons alike
concerning the ministry of Jesus is that he and the (twelue) disciples were a
community 0 f wandering charismatics, and that new conuerts left their homes
and their communities to follow them. The itinerant nature of the mouement,
led by these unattached wanderers, continued at least into the second century,
according to this line 0 f thought. Such an understanding 0 f ministry would
certainly ualidate the modern uerticalist's separation 0 f church and community,
if, indeed, it were sociologically as well as historically sound.
The euidence in theological stUdies, deueloped from the improued social
science research methods and findings from archaeological discoueries such as
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those from Qumran, suggests that this specific presentation may not be ualid.
Interestingly, howeuer, many Third Quest scholars cling to the "wandering
uagabond" Image to a greater or lesser eHtent, while challenging Theissen
primarily on his sociological analysis and apolitical presentation 0 f the Jesus
Mouement. There are at least two scholars who do prouide such a challenge.
Richard Horsley, for eHample, states unequiuocally that "Jesus was not
healing indlu,lduals In order to lead them off Into some uaguely concelued
'discipleship' o~to some utopian community In a new location, like Qumran,
but was in effect sending them back to their own homes."
There is no indication whateuer that Jesus in any way recruited or euen specially
welcomed particular-grou~p_e.l;!_ple...to fonn a significant part of some following or
mouement distinct from the rest of Galilean society. Rather, he seems to haue directed
his announcement of the presence of the kingdom of God to the common people in
general, with special emphasis on its auailability to the sick~flJl~~fering, the hungry
and the mournful, for which "the po
may well be a general inclusiue tenn. The healing
stories, howeuer indirectly, Indicate in fact the Jesus, far from fanning any special
following or mouement out of the cripples or beggars responding to him in faith,
restored them to regular social interaction in their own communities.
Preaching the
kingdom of God to the poor and healing the sick clearly had something to do with the
renewal of people's Iiues in their own communities. (Ibid. p. 227-8 emphasis mine).

0""

"Jesus preached the presence and auailability of the kingdom of God for
the people generally," Horsley further asserts, "seeking the renewal of Israel
as a whole _Iteople, not the establishment 0 f a separate coni'fuunity or the
separation of a 'remnant' (lbidp. 211). He reminds us that Mark 10:28-29, often
used to substantiate the separatist perspectiue, should be kept in conteHt by
reading it with uerse 39. I t then "promises full restoration to a new 'home' and
the broader 'family' of a renewedCOmmun~_!y--;an(J-wnh lands!--hardly the
homeless wandering of the supposedly itinerant char~s~atics" (Ibid. p. 229).
This redemptiue community rejected tne oppressiue social hierarchy of
the time, as we noted aboue. I t was also to be an egalitarian community, where
some 0 f the people (men) did not usurp the right ouer others (women) in
leadership and decisionmaking. I n addition, the "new nonpatriarchal familial
community was to be solidly rooted in lands, the prerequisite for any
traditional agrarian or peasant society" (Ibid., p. 239). In summary,
...the uiuid uerbal element of one 'Ieauing' home, etc., should not mislead us Into
imagining that all or most of those who responded to Jesus' message of the kingdom
literally left their uillage homes and settled in some utopian community elsewhere.
This, apparently, is precisely what the 'followers' of Jesus did not do. Rather, as Is
suggested in this and related sayings, they were guided by Jesus to anticipate, and
indeed to fonn, renewed local couenantal communities conceiued of in nonpatriarchal
[and nonhierarchalI family tenns. (Ibid., p. 240).
Jonathan Draper (1993) concurs with Horsley's analysis 0 f Jesus and
red~mptiue (regeneratiue) community. He affirms the lack: of ualidity of
Theissen's "wandering charismatics" theory, quoting from Worsley (1968:Hjj):
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" •.• charisma is not a factor of a unique indiuidual butof the COJllrrauni!y which
accepts til"e--cha"rfsmatfc__ lea,dJ!r, it is a 'function of recognition.'''
Draper
continues: "Thuslirfounder""of a religious mouement is not conceiuable without
the concrete community who accept her/his claims" (1993:7).
I haue to concur with critics who find Theissen's sociological analysis
unacceptable. Despite his claim to a functionalist approach, the work is
essentially ahistorical and atheoretical; there is no framework or specific social
theory to prouide organizational guidelines against rambling and indiscriminate
use of potentially contradictory ideas and abstractions.
Further, being
functionalist, there is no room in his conclusions for the data about
intercommunity conflict that he brings into his analysis of the social situation
that resulted in the Jesus Mouement.
Richard Horsley has eHtensiuely critiQued .Theissen's structuralfunctionalist approach, complaining that "Uagueness and abstraction plague
Theissen's presentation repeatedly ... He proceeds as if Palestinian Jewish
society could be analyzed as a self-contained whole. Yet not only was that
society torn by sharp conflicts, but Roman.Jmperial rule and Hellenistic culture
intruded a t nearly euery crucial point...He neuer prouides a... social definition
of religion and neuer focuses on what 'religion' might haue been concretely in
first-century Palestinian Jewish society" (Horsley, 1989a:38). He continues:
...despite the title 'Analysis of Roles,' he does not really discuss the social role of his
'wandering charismatics,' but focuses instead on their Ii~-styl~_or radical 'ethos.' He
does not euen pursue his own consciously chosen terms 'charismatic' and
'itinerant.'...the concept of 'charisma/charismatic' denotes an unusual type of authority
and one that emerges in distinctiue social circumstances. Similarly, 'wandering' is not
an ordinary 'life-style' as suggested by Theissen's own presentation... 1t would seem
appropriate to eHplore the preaching and healing of the 'wandering charismatics' as an
integral part of their 'role' (Ibid., 31).

Horsley goes on to challenge Theissen's understanding 0 f the mouement's
•
attitude toward possessions, saying that his description is narrowly attached
to indiuiduaIJ:tig!ple.~ and ignores the communal manner in Which wealth and
possessions were understood in the mouement as a Whole. Further, Theissen's
"cause by cause" analysis of the uprootedness in Palestine fails to draw a
picture for us which illustrates the interconnectedness and cumulatiue effect
of these causes. The isolation of socio-economic, political and cultural factors
that Theissen justifies is also challenged by Horsley, because "in an
undifferentiated traditional society, what modern sociologists assume-@..S
separable categories may not be euen analytically separable" (Ibid., 34).
Further, Theissen miHes his" cause" and "phenomenon" factors, for eHample
using an "economic" eHplanation for the "ecological" phenomenon.
"A t the worst," Horsley states, "Theissen's procedure separates the
inseparable--that is, it becomes seriously reductionist" (Ibid.). As to the use 0 f
functional sociology (which had long since been essentially discredited by
sociologists them se lues), he concludes:
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The substantiue criticisms of structural-functional sociology are principally that it so
emphasizes whole social systems in equilibrium that It cannot deal adequately with
history, social change, and the ,seriousnes~~t. Consequently, say its critics, it
has a conseruatiue bias in fauor of the status quo and serues to support the
established order through Its emphasis on what is normatiue for the social system... 1t
goes without saying that these problems would be serious for attempts to apply
functionalism to biblical history and literature...Rdoption of the conseruatiue
functionalist sociological approach to the Jesus mouement...threatens to subuert the
liberating potential of the Jesus mouement, the Gospels, and critical biblical studies
(Ibid., 35-39).

Returning to our earlier mention of Theissen's failure to substantiate his
claim for the "charisma/charismatics" role in the Jesus Mouement, there is
more to be said that specifically concerns us in terms of our understanding of
leadership. For eH ample, we are not referred to Weber on the SUbject of
charisma, yet Theissen's three roles clearly come from that source (and in my
opinion are either misused or misunderstood in Theissen):
The corporate group which is subject to charismatic authority is based on an
emotional form of communal relationship... 1t is not chosen on the basis of social
priuilege nor from the point of uiew of domestic or personal dependency. I t is rather
chosen in terms of the charismatic qualities of its members. The prophet has his
disclples...[who] tend to liue primarily in a communistic relationship with their leader
on means which haue been prouided by uoluntary gift (Weber, 1964:360-61).
I f his prophecy is successful, the [charismatic] prophet succeeds in winning permanent
helpers. These may be apostles...disciples...comrades...or followers. I n all cases they are
personal deuotees of the prophet, in contrast to priests and soothsayers who are
organized into guilds or official hierarchies...in addition to these permanent helpers.
who are actiue co-workers with the prophet in his mission and who generally also
possess some special charismatic qualifications, there is a circle of followers
comprising those Who support him with lodging. money. and seruices and who eHpect
to obtain their saluation through his mission.
These may. on occasion. group
themselues into a congregation for a particular temporary actiuity or on a continuous
•
basis (Ibid., 60).

Recording to Weber, then. the "permanent" and chosen deuotees of the
charismatic leader are not separated indiuiduals who go out on their own as
"other wandering charismatics," but they Iiue in close community With the
"bearer 0 f reuelation." He also specifically differs from the notion 0 f hierarchy
implied by Theissen in his understanding that there are separate rules 0 f
behauior at th e uarious leuels 0 f leadership, from apostles down through
bishops, priests, and communities (Thelssen 1978: 17-23). Further, we find that
Weber specifically states that such a charismatic community cannot continue
ouer prolonged periods of time; they must ineuitably submit to the need for
organization (Gerth and Mills, 1946:295-298). This would correspond With
Turner's definition 0 f "normatiue communitas, where the need for mobilization
of resources and social control "routinizes" eHistential communitas;" for it is
surely the Iiminality of communitas that is eHperienced in the initial stages of
the charismatic leader and his followers:
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'Charismatic authDrlty'••.[refers) tD a rule Duer men...to which the gDuemed submit
because Df their belief In the eHtraDrdinary quality Df the specific person...The
legitimacy Df charismatic rule thus rests upDn the belief In magical pDwers, reuelatiDns
and hero wDrship. The sDurce Df these beliefs Is the 'prouing' Df the charismatic
quality thrDugh miracles, through uictorles and other successes...Charlsmatic rule is nDt
managed accDrding tD general nDrms, either tradltlDnal Dr ratiDnal, but, in principle,
accDrdlng tD cDncrete reuelatlDns and insplratiDns, and in this sense, charismatic
authDrity Is "irratlDnal" (Ibid., 296).

This authority Is threatened any time that the charismatic leader appears
to fail in his powers. The system is also threatened upon the death of the
prophet, or leader, when the question of succession arises, and it is at this
point when the group and its leadership must organize, must haue rules 0 f
succession and social order (Ibid., 297). Thus the "routinization of charisma,"
as has been pointed out by Jonathan Draper, is a key factor which Theissen has
completely failed to substantiate in his claims for radical itinerancy 0 f the
Jesus Mouement (Draper, undated).
Where Theissen would haue us see an (impossible to sustain) ongoing and
uninterrupted mouement characterized by the leadership 0 f wandering
charismatic prophets, Draper eHamines the sociological theory 0 f charisma as
well as a form critical analysis 0 f the Didache to supply us with a more credible
eHplanation 0 f the euents in question. He Introduces a description 0 f Weber's
typology 0 f the "religious uirtuosi" (leaders who bridge the gap between the
unusual eHperience of the charismatic mouement and the systemization and
rationalization of the methods for attaining religious sanctification--Ibid., 4)
and asks why Theissen's later wandering charismatics are defined as uirtuosi,
while those who Iiued and ministered earlier are not eHplained in the same way.
Distinguishing between apostle and prophet, ("the apostle has a
deriuatiue charisma, while the prophet claims a direct charisma" Ibid., 6),
Draper eHplains that in the routinization of charisma, the "apostle is properly a
feature 0 f the succession crisis accompan~ing the disappearance 0 f the
reuolutionary charismatic leader" (Ibid.). Jesus set up this succession himself,
Draper writes, using the Jewish legal office 0 f shaliach, the practice 0 f
designating proHies to act in one's behalf. In Jewish law, "R man's sha/iach is
as himself:"
The principle in Jewish law is that 'the apostle is as the Dne WhD sent him', he is a
plenipotentiary. He is ineHtricable [sic) linked to the person and authority of the one
Who sends him. I n other words, he has charisma as a representatilJe of the
charismatic leader, not as something inherent in himself...The apostle Is initially linked
to the resurrected Christ, who is depicted handing ouer his authority to the
disciples... 1t is most clearly eHpressed in John's Gospel, Where the handing on of the
charisma is linked with the Holy Spirit, as In LUke, "Jesus said tD them again, 'Peace be
with you. Rs the Father sent me, euen so I send you.' Rnd when he had said this, he
breathed on them, and said to them, 'Receiue the Holy Spirit'..." (lbid, 7)

Thus the problem of succession Is solued through the designation of
authority by Jesus himself, in terms of the apostles and their leadership. The
prophets, howeuer, Whether founders 0 f mouements or renewers 0 f tradition,
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are not figures of the early stages of routinization of charisma, as theirs Is a
leadership based on dluine commandment and reuealed to them as indiuiduals.
So the prophets of the Christian church, Including the description In the Dldache,
reflected a re-emergence and not a continuation, and were a response to
another specific period of social crisis and unrest (lbid, 9).
I n summary, then, while Theissen must certainly be giuen credit for a bold
and generatlue discussion on the sociological role 0 f Jesus and the Jesus
mouement, his methodology and use of social analysis are terribly problematic.
I find it eHtremely Interesting, howeuer, that in uariations on this theme it is
the phenomenon of Jesus as charismatic leader that has been abandoned, which,
despite Theissen's mangling of Weber's descriptions of charisma and Its
routinization, social science scholars tend to accept with little question. Much
of the Third Quest biblical scholarship, on the other hand, has chosen to rather
Iceep the uery questionable wandering uagabond image and build on it, instead.
There is, in fact, little or no euidence to support this identification, and
Theissen's argument Is essentially an Imaginatiue "argument from silence" on
the subject, which has subsequently been piclced up and elaborated by John
Dominic Crossan (among others).

Crossan's Historical Jesus: Cynic and Founder
Kingdom

0

f Brolcerless

John Dominic Crossan's imaginatiue, yet intricately methodological The
Historical Jesus: The Life of a Mediterranean Jewish Peasant begins with an
introductory "Ouerture" that captiuates the reader at once:
He comes as yet unknown into a hamlet of lower Galilee. He is watched by the cold,
hard eyes of peasants Iiuing long enough at sUbsistence level to know eHactly Where
the line is drawn between pouerty and destitution. He looks like a beggar, yet his
eyes lack the proper cringe, his uoice the proper Whine, his walk the proper shuffle. He
speaks about the rule of God, and they listen as much from curiosity as anything else..
They know all about rule and power, about kingdom and empire, but they know it in
terms of taH and debt, malnutrition and sickness, agrarian oppression and demonic
possession. What, they really want to know, can this kingdom of God do for a lame
child, a blind parent, a demented soul screaming its tortured isolation among the
graves that mark: the edges of the uillage? ..To those first followers from the peasant
uillages...who asked how to repay his eHorcisms and cures, he gaue a simple answer,
simple, that is, to understand but hard as death itself to undertake. You are healed
healers, he said, so take the Kingdom to others, for I am not a patron and you are not
its brokers. I t is, was, and always will be auailable to any who want it. Dress as I do,
like a beggar, but do not beg. Bring a miracle and request a table. Those you heal must
accept you into their homes (Crossan 1991 :Hi-Hii).

From this intrigUing, b ut unSUbstantiated, photograph 0 f the historical
Jesus at worlc, Crossan brings the reader to a description of his "triple triad"
methodology, eHplaining the process by Which the aboue picture was
formUlated.
The first triad inuolues a macrocosmic· leuel based on
anthropological analysis, a mesocosmic leuel using Hellenistic or Greco-Roman
history, and a microcosmic leuel using "Jesus" literature, which is itself brolcen
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down into three layers of "retention,deuelopment, and creation."
The second triad inuolues three steps focusing on the teHtual problems of
the Jesus material, in which Crossan compiles a complete inuentory of all major
sources and teHts (admittedly controuersial in itself), the stratification of each
source in a chronological sequence (again, controuersial), and presentation of
the stratified data in terms 0 f multiplicity 0 f independent attestation (which,
considering the controuersial first and second steps, is indeed problematic). In
the final triad, Crossan presents a sequence of strata, a hierarchy of
attestation, and a bracketing of singularity (Ibid., HHuii-HHii).
I n other words, the data Crossan uses to support his understanding of the
historical Jesus is determined to be more or less probable based on the
determinations from the third triad. Each compleH that he introduces as a
data-based resource, such as "Kingdom and Children," is followed by two
numbers in brackets--in this instance, (114). These tell us first the stratum
(how close to the time of Jesus the material is considered to originate), and
second, the numbers of independent attestation. For the eHample giuen, then
the low number one for stratification and the high number 0 f 4 for attestation
giues this particular compleH uery high credibility for Crossan, but it must be
kept in mind that both his methodology and its presuppositions actually
present us with some problems of credibility.
This will cause us to haue to keep some reseruations about his
conclusions, regardless 0 f the anthropological or historical reasoning behind
them. Although Crossan is careful to present and argue his anthropological and
historical models, he is insistent that this material stands or falls on the
handling of the literary leuel of the teHtual material itself, so the methodology
described in the second and third triads would seemingly haue primary
importance for Crossan's interpretation and descriptions.

Jesus as

a Jewish Cynic Philosopher

The key to understanding Crossan's Images of the historical Jesus is
found in the beginning of Chapter 4 (1991). Here, introducing Brian Wilson's
(1973) seuen-fold typology 0 f religious mouements 0 f protest, Crossan clearly
identifies the Jesus mouement with the Introuersionists, Who "belieue that
'God calls us to abandon' the world. I t is so irredeemably euil that one must
withdraw completely, either alone or with and into 'a separated community
preoccupied with its own holiness and its means of insulation from the Wider
society'" (Ibid., 73). He then goes into a wide description of Greco-Roman
Cynicism from the life of Diogenes (488 to 328 BC E) into the second century CE.
The appeal of Cynicism was that of nature against culture; of antistructure against structure. I t was not simply an ideology, but wasa way of
life. They wore a standard uniform of cloak, wallet and staff; they were
itinerant, barefooted indigents who slept on the ground or in public baths, and
were usually found in the marketplace. "We are dealing, of course, with
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deliberately antisocial symbolism, and the point, say, 0 f an anUcultural dress
was not that it be uniform for all Cynics but that it be anticonuentional for all
Cynics ... that all Cynics looked sufficiently different from what was normal by
contemporary social standards to be recognized as programatically diuergent"
(Ibid., 81-83).
For a more succinct uersion 0 f Crossan's argument 0 f Jesus as a Jewi sh
uersion of the Cynics, we may turn to his 1994 summary 0 fthe 1991 book,
entitled Jesus, R Revolutionary Biography. Here, in Chapter 5 (l 82-122) Crossan
compares the Cynics with the sending out of the disciples, especially in terms
of "Knapsack and Staff," concluding:

we haue, in the final analysis, no way of knowing for sure what Jesus knew about
Cynicism, or whether he knew about it at all...But the differences as well as
similarities between the Jesus and the Cynic preachers are instructiue euen if not
deriuatiue...but he is rural, they are urban; he is organizing a communal mouement,
they are following an indiuidual philosophy...Maybe Jesus is what peasant Jewish
Cynicism looked like (Crossan, 1994:122).
This conclusion is softened somewhat from the 1991 declaration: "The
historical Jesus was, then, a peasant Jewish cynic... His strategy•.. was the
combination of free healing and common eating, a religious and economic
egalitarianism that negated alik:e and at once the hierarchical and patronal
normalcies of Jewish religion and Roman power (Crossan, 1991 :422).

Criticism of the Cynic Model
This uery popular image of Jesus as a Jewish uersion of the wandering
Cynic philosophers uiolates euery understanding of conteHtuality that I can
identify. The Greek: Cynics were urban, intellectual dropouts with a "back to
nature" ideological eHpression of communitas. They do hold their antistructural bias in common with the foundatio~s of the ideological communitas
eHpressed by Rousseau, Rmerican flower children 0 f the 1960s, MarH, the Black:
Consciousness mouements 0 f Rmerica and South Rfrica, and community
deuelopment practitioners, not to mention uarious mouements and their
leaders in First Century Palestine, including Jesus. I n Turner's terminology, it is
this anti-structural motiuation which prouides a degree of common eHpression
to all of these uery different ideologies, and not anything unique to the Cynic
philosophers.
The basic principles of the necessary tension between structure and antistructure as uoiced in ideological communitas are essential components 0 f
euery time period, and euery culture. They differ only in detail and in conteHt:
The Cynics eHpressed their anti-structural philosophy against a free and highly
structured, compleH society. They were tolerated because they were nonthreatening to the status QUo, and because euery person in the society could
relate, in some deep layer of their psyche, to some degree of longing for an
eHistential communitas eHperience.
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I do not rule out the possibility 0 f cultural contamination, but the case
for the Hellenization of Galilee is far from prouen, and in the specific instance
of Jesus, does not in any way fi t either his social enuironment, or his actiuities.
Jesus had no need to borrow from another culture that which was so amply
supplied by his own, particularly when the specifics of his own enuironment
supplied far more powerful symbolism for liberation and redemption. Besides,
why would a rural peasant need or want to lead a "baclc to nature" mouement?
The peasants of Israel sought liberation from the oppression of a highly
structured purity system inueighed by an illegitimate priestly hierarchy,
supported by a compleH and structured foreign imperial rule. They wished to
return to the foundations of their enclauist religious cUlture, with its
egalitarian and just couenantal practices. This was definitely not a "nature us.
culture" protest, but was clearly a protest against their situation 0 f
oppression. They definitely threatened the power structures of their society.
The problem, here, is that Crossan sees the Jesus mouement as an
introuersionist withdrawal from society, in Wilson's typology. I f we remain
within the groups whose emphasis is on response to the world, as Crossan has
indicated, then I belieue that, giuen what the Third Quest scholarship has
presented thus far, the more Iilcely location 0 f the Jesus mouement could be the
Reformists whom Crossan describes as "uery close to secular improuement
programs eHcept that it presumes 'supernaturally-giuen insights about the
ways in which social organization should be amended'"
The other two categories are, of course, possibilities and should not be
ruled out, especially if talcen in combination. There are the Reuolutionists, who
'belieue that 'God will ouerturn' the world. I n this case, 'only the destruction of
the world, of the natural, but more specifically of the social, order, will
suffice.' Tt:tis presumes diuine and imminent action, with our without human
participation." This category might appeal to those for whom Jesus' message is
clearly eschatological, but it is not totally consistent with his message or
lifestyle.
Finally, there are the lltopians, who "belieue that 'God calls us to
reconstruct' the world. This presumes 'some diuinely giuen principles' 0 f
reconstruction, is much more radical than the reformist alternatiue, but, unlilce
the reuolutionist option, insists much more on the role human beings must talce
in the process" (t 991 :73). This category cannot be ruled out a t all, but none 0 f
the Images we are eHamining in this chapter prouide enough data to support
this position.
I n summary, the Jesus who eHperienced John's baptism could not haue
become any form 0 f Greelc Cynic philosopher; he was firmly embedded in the
symbolism 0 f his own culture and its critical situation. He was neither a dropout from a compleH urban society, nor did he attempt to create a community of
drop-outs who were Withdrawn from the world; he was committed to changing
the situation ofhis society. He could not haue been that paradoH presented by
Crossan, described as a "peasant JewiSh Cynic sage."
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Jesus

and the -Brokerless Kingdom-

[rossan claims that the conjunction of "Magic and Meal" (the miracles
and healing work 0 f Jesus, combined with his egalitarian approach to shared
meals at table) was the heart of Jesus' program, and that this conjunction
pointed directly to the intersection of patron/client, honor/shame heart of
ancient Mediterranean society. "I f that is incorrect," he states courageously,
"this book will haue to be redone" (1991:384). The bridge that brings these two
intersections, or conjunctions, together is, according to [rossan, the radical
Itinerant nature of the Jesus mouement.
"Itinerant radicalism means that one's itinerancy oreuen uagrancy is a
programmatic part of one's radical message"Ubid., 346) [rossan insists. He
proposes that the itinerancy 0 f the Jesus mouement is therefore radical
because it is a symbol of unbrokered egalitarianism. Why didn't Jesus settle in
one place, and let those who wanted to hear him, and those who sought healing,
come to him? I n that case, his family and disciples would become "brokers" for
his patronage as a healer and miracle worker. But this was not the case. He
became a wanderer, a uagabond, and this placed eueryone on an equal basis in
terms of their access: it was Jesus who went to the people, and not uice-uersa.
I n terms 0 f Brokerage, therefore, we see Jesus denying that he is
important. I t is always God who has the power, who is the important one. The
disciples cannot then represent Jesus, as brokers for him, nor can Jesus be a
broker for a Patron God:
...Iest he himself be interpreted as simply the new broker of a new God, he moued on
constantly, settling down neither at Nazareth nor Capemaum. He was neither broker
nor mediator, but, somewhat paradoHically, the announcer that neither should eHist
between humanity and diuinity or between humanity and itself. Miracle and parable,
healing and eating were calculated to force il;ldiuiduals into unmediated physical and
spiritual contact with God and unmediated physical and spiritual contact with one
another. He announced, in other words, the brokerless kingdom of God (Ibid., 422).

The question here is not so much whether the miracles of Jesus and his
egalitarian lifestyle were at the heart of his message, but Whether this
conjunction did, indeed, find its symbolic point of reference in a panMediterranean understanding 0 f the patron-client system. The foundations for
claiming this symbolism as integral to the program of Jesus is found in Malina,
and picked up later in South Africa by uan Eck.

BrDKered Kingdom Theme:

Mallna and van ECK

Recording to Bruce Malina, the analogy of patron-client relationships, "as
practiced in the Mediterranean" region, is an appropriate one for understanding
the role of Jesus and the Jesus mouement in first century Palestine:
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God is a heauenly patron, allowing uertical dyadic alliances with his people Israel.
Jesus announces this arriuing patronage and its gathering clientele, thus setting
himself up as broker. He recruits a core group to facilitate his brokerage and enters
into conflict with riuals in the same profession. With his core group and new recruits,
Jesus founds a person-centered faction to compete for the limited resources bound up
with brokerage with the heauenly Patron. The uocabulary of grace, fauor, reward, and
gift all pertain to patronage. With the end of Jesus' brokerage career, his core group
emerges as a group-centered faction with features of its own. (Malina, 1988:2)
,

He claims that patron-client relations essentially entail giuing economic,
political or religious institutional arrangements an ouerarching quality 0 f
Icinship, therefore Jesus' use 0 f the term "Father" for God represented the
"lcin-ification" which he claims is typical patron-client behauior. The "Kingdom
of Heauen." therefore, was God's patronage and the clientele bound up in it; to
enter the Kingdom would be to become a client of the Patron God.
I n this analogy, the brolcerage of Jesus is in competition with the
political and religious establishment where the Temple is the official brolcer for
the Patron God. I n the message of Jesus (as well as John the Baptist), the
temple is no longer required and "clients can now approach the diuine Patron
without officialdom, and regardless of the clients' social standing" (Ibid•• 10).
This would seem to support Crossan's argument for a Brolcerless Icingdom. but
Malina claims that Jesus nonetheless acts as Brolcer himself, and brolcers power
to his disciples.
Specifically, Malina claims that the patron-client system in which Jesus
acts as brolcer can be understood best as the model of a social entrepreneur,
"Who, in some discernible form. initiates the manipulation of other persons and
resources in the pursuit 0 f personal benefits" (Ibid., 11). These other persons
include the Patron, as well as the clients, though in fact "both patrons and
brolcers are entrepreneurs" (Ibid.).
The benefit that accrues to the
entrepreneur includes "honor as well as material support" (Ibid., 13); therefore,
patron-client relations are rooted in the concept of reciprocity. "Patrons
prouide fauors to their clients, while clients ICnow and feel themselues in debt
to their patrons for whateuer the patron. might Wish, wheneuer the patron
might wish ... 1t is ... an accumulation 0 f debts 0 f gratitUde ... that serues as gain
for a patron" (Ibid.).
Following in Malina's footsteps, Uan Eclc's stated purpose is to show that
Jesus' baptism can be understood as a rite 0 f status transformation (status
reuersal), in which Jesus becomes Brolcer to the Patron God, for the Patron's
clients "including the so-called eHpendables of society" Wan Eclc, 1995: 2). He
insists that patron-client systems "in the first place do not intend to eHploit
people" (I bid., 18), building on Malina's insistence that the patron-client
relationship is synonymous with Icinship.
Howeuer, Jesus was a 'new kind 0 f broker'. He asked no reciprocity (e.g. M<. 5: 19), no
gratitude. Jesus also remoued the power aspect from the patron-client relationship in
that he wanted social relationships to function on the basis of an equal status before
God, in Which all are fictiue kin in God's household. I t was therefore a radical
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departure from a situation in which wealth, status and power determined social
relations...As such, Jesus undennined the 'accepted' and eHisting horizontal group
organization of and solidarity of clients to their preuious patrons/brokers. (Ibid., 19).

uan Eck ends by claiming that "Jesus is the Son of God. in that he is the
new broker 0 f God. the Patron.
Rlso. Jesus' baptism .•• inaugurates the
eschatological end-time. the present and auailable inclusiue kingdom 0 f God"
(Ibid.• 28). I n this way. uan Eck actually undermines Malina's entrepreneurial
eHplanation 0 f "Jesus' Job description" as broker working for his own gain. He
thusly creates what is either a bridge between the two eHtremes of the PatronClient analogy. or the first indications that the analogy does not hold.

General Critique of the Patron-Client Rnalogy
Rside from the fact that the description 0 f Jesus as an entrepreneurial
social broker is not logically consistent with the definition 0 f Jesus as
wandering Cynic philosopher (which uanEck and Crossan want to combine). like
the description 0 f Cynic. it is also inconsistent with the culture and ideological
position of the man Jesus.
For Malina. Crossan. and those scholars influenced by them. the definition
of Jesus as Broker is dependent upon an important assumption: That there is
only one eHpression 0 f the patron-client compleH. and that this eHpression is
unluersally practiced in all Mediterranean cultures. This assumption is flawed.
Malina. the author 0 f the idea (1981. 1988). has fallen prey to a habit that is
often attributed to anthropologists. that of generalizing from the particular.
Patron-client systems. like all other cultural manifestations. differ from
culture to culture (Wallace-Hadrill. 1989). One 0 f the problems consistent to
the arguments of Malina. [rossan and others is to assume that it is enough to
identify a category of cultural actiuity to justify its presence and/or
importance to a giuen culture or sUb-region. What is important about the
category. howeuer. is not that it eHists. but how it mayor may not differ in one
conteHt from an eHpression 0 f the same categorical concept in another conteHt.
For eHample. While many traditional cultures had economic actiuity. the
economic system and its underlying assumptions were unique to each culture.
This error is an easy one to make. The patron-client syste-in as described
by Malina was definitely a Roman phenomenon. and Romans were definitely
present In euery part 0 f the Mediterranean world. Ye tit would be an error to
assume that the Roman patron-client system was the only such system
practiced in the Mediterranean. Paul MilieU makes an eHcellent case for the
eHistence 0 f a patron-client system in Rthens. despite the effectiue steps that
were taken to minimize such as system because it was hostile to the ideals 0 f
political equality In that democratic ideology.
MilieU claims that where it did occur. efforts were made to disguise It or
conceal it. but that it was most preualent as a system of reciprocal eHchanges
between people 0 f similar status. I. e. th e wealthy elite (MilieU. 1989: 15-47).
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This would certainly differ from the usual claim that patrons and clients can
only be in a status of superior to inferior. One other point to be made here,
howeuer, is not the eHistence of a hidden patron-client system in Rthens, but
the fact that such as system would be considered a shame in an egalitarian, or
democratic, society, and could only openly eHist where it took place between
social equals.
I n Palestine, typical Roman patron-client relationships no doubt eHlsted
between the Roman appointees (and perhaps euen their retainers) and Rome.
The system could euen haue been reproduced to some eHtent within the urban
hierarchical structure of Judaism in its interactions with businessmen and
artisans in the city. But there is no euidence to suggest that any patron-client
system was an integral part of the Jewish peasant culture, and indeed, it is not
likely that I t would haue been, giuen the egalitarian nature of the enclaue
society that was foundational to the culture, and which still eHisted as the
"little tradition" manifest among the factions of opposition to foreign rule and
hierarchical oppression.
Recording to Wallace and Hadrill, the study of patronage of the poor in
the ancient Mediterranean region, and especially the rural poor, is a major area
of difficulty:
The relationship between peasant and big landowner may be seen as the archetypal
patron-client relationship, both in many anthropological studies..•and euenin the
classical sources. Yet though there can be little doubt of the importance of rural
patronage throughout the Roman Mediterranean, its stUdy proues surprisingly elusiue.
As Gamsey and Woolf reueal, the sources disdain to discuss it until in the fourth
century it becomes a focus of conflict, challenging the power basis of the urban elite.
(Wallace-Hadrill, 1989:6)

Garnsey and Woolf argue that the suruiual of the rural poor most likely
included other ways 0 f coping with insecurity and depriuation. They could haue
recourse to a number of strategies such as turning to kinsmen, nelghbors, and
fellow uillagers, for eHample. They also point out that dependency and
clientage are not the same thing, and that dependency relationships are not
entered into uoluntarily.
Neither is tenancy for the landless peasant
automatically a situation of clientage, "to the eHtent that his obligations are
limited to a range of economic payments directly related to their joint
eHploitation of that land."
They conclude that" I n the rural communities, it was least efficacious
where the patronal class was remote, caught up in the political, social and
~ulturallife 0 f the cities .. ~Patronage 0 f the poor became a topic 0 f debate only
In the conteHt of the late antique competition for power and economic
resources" (Garnsey C. Woolf, 1989: 153-78). We must relate this analysis to
What we see in Galilean peasantry.
By Malina's own definition, the patron-client relationship was a
relationship between the powerful and their inferiors, or between "unequals."
Such unequal relationships can only eHist within the framework 0 f a
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hierarchical or an indiuidualist culture, and the hierarchical sect that arose out
of the enclaue of the people of Israel constituted a uery small percentage of
the popUlation.
Jesus was not part of this hierarchical structure, or of its entrepreneurial
'indiuidualist bureaucracy, and so it is highly unlikely that he would haue euen
considered the possibility of defining himself as a entrepreneurial broker
within such a patronage system (see Douglas, 1993). Further, he would haue
undoubtedly perceiued the patron-client practice to be part of the temple
corruption that he finally challenged so spectacularly. Giuen the cultural
irreleuance 0 f Mallna and Crossan's assumptions, we haue reason to look
elsewhere to define Jesus' role in Palestinian society following his baptism.
There is, howeuer, one other important point that can be made. My
problem with Malina is not simply that the patron-client system may be
culturally inappropriate for the Jesus mouement, but that the use 0 f such a
"this-worldly" actiulty as patrons and clients to define God's relationship with
his people, and to support the Idea that this relationship could haue been
brokered in the manipulatlue political and economic sense within which
Malina's patron-client system arises, would haue uery likely been repugnant to
the enclauist and/or factional Jews. God "cannot come under human control.
He interuenes, but there is nothing automatic about his action ... 1t is uery much
disapproued 0 f for indluiduals to claim priuate access to the source 0 f sacred
power" (Douglas, 1993:32).
Most of all, howeuer, I belieue that this generalized cross-cultural
definition would haue uiolated the Jews understanding of their relationship to
their God as unique. "A description 0 f a religion needs to bring the ideal and the
actual into some coherent relation. For a reasonably uncontrouerslal discussion
of religious change, the main assumption has to be that the ideas are in some
way part 0 f the institutions. They work ineHtricably together in the process 0 f
making and resisting claims" (Ibid., pp. 50-51). The notion 0 f Jesus as Broker
for a Patron God does not qualify as a legitimate eHplanation, according to this
prerequisite. At best, it can only serue western inheritors 0 f a Aomanized
Christianity as a metaphor. but one which should not be stretched too far.

Conclusions
Despite the necessity for breuity in the presentation of the images we
haue reuiewed in this chapter, it is obuious that neither Theissen's nor
Crossan's historical Jesus enliuens the characteristics 0 f our Model 0 f
Leadership from Chapter Two.
Theissen's image is actually destructiue 0 f
community ualues, and empowers no one (with the possible eHception 0 f hi s
disciples, according to Theissen). He is ahistorical, acultural, and atypical. We
are uncertain 0 f his spirituality, or his intentions. Rccording to his creator
(Theis~en). he i~ a failu~e. Euen Theissen's "Shadow" image Is too uague, too
undefined. to fl t Into either the anthropological models we haue suggested In
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Chapters Three and Four, or the Model
Christian community workers.

0

f Leadership that would inspire today's

While Crossan's Jesus is a little more attached to the historical setting of
Galilee, he also is essentially ahistorical, acultural, and atypical. He Is no
community leader; rather, he is either a societal drop-out (cynic philosopher), or
he works within an indiuidualist, entrepreneurial setting (brokers and clients)
to refine the system. While Crossan attempts to create an image that embodies
both of these characters, I maintain that they are Incompatible. Rgain, we also
fail to see a spirituality in Crossan'sJesus that is rooted in either his God or his
culture, much less both.
One wonders how such "Images" could possibly haue founded a world
religion that has endured for two thousand years. But how are we to judge What
kind of image 0 f Jesus might haue inspired this enduring phenomenon? Bearing
in mind that we cannot possibly proue many "facts" about Jesus' behauior,
much less his intentions or his psychological state, I f scholars are going to
continue to attempt to reconstruct the historical Jesus who "might haue been,"
this Jesus must be represented by a personality and behauior Which is most
consistent With the cUlture, history, and socioeconomic political situation in
which we locate him. Rnything less escapes scholarship and becomes fantasy.
The images presented In this chapter clearly fail to eHhibit these
consistencies, whether or not they fi t into the specific anthropological models
and leadership roles we would measure them against for the purpose of this
thesis. I n the chapter to follow. we will reuiew images of Jesus selected
precisely because they are consistent with the history, culture, and situation of
Palestine in the first century.
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®
JESUS: PROPHET-LEADER, SOCIAL REFORMER,
AND SPIRIT MAN

I n this chapter. we finally come to the Image of the historical Jesus
about which this entire thesis has been written. I t Is this image. I contend,
that goes beyond being an intellectual ewercise and offers us a useful
understanding of the man Jesus. as reflected by our present understanding of
his society and 0 f the Jesus Mouement within that society. Yet In going beyond
being an intellectual ewercise. the author of the image has not abandoned
academic integrity (as I sometimes belieue Third Quest authors tend to do); we
find the image well founded upon logical and consistent analysis of the data at
hand, thus the imaginatlue "filling in of the gaps" does not offend the reader's
sensibilities.
I t is both Interesting and important that the aboue paragraph was
written to Introduce the author originally intended as the creator 0 f the Image
around which this chapter would be written, and I t is equally true of the author
whose image Will, In fact, predominate this chapter in its place. I n the draft
outline for the thesis, Richard Horsley's image 0 f Jesus as a Social Reformer was
to haue been the work upon which the chapter was based, with ewerpts from
Marcus Borg's "spirit man" and Jonathan Draper's peasant political leader
tacked on to complete a Model for Leadership in keeping with the demands of
Chapter Two. There were, howeuer, at least tlpo serious flaws in this approach.
The first problem uery nearly permanently derailed the thesis. I t was
neuer my intention to attempt to create a new Thjrd Quest image for this work;
as I stated In the beginning, the purpose of the thesis was to eWBJTline images
that haue already been created by New Testament scholars, seeing if they were
able to stand up to the challenge presented by community,y,lorJeers: "Giue us a
Model of Christian Leadership that works." When I attempted to write this
chapter based on Horsley's image, with the stated modifications, the image
became a composite; it appeared to be a "new" image. But I had not created a
new image, the image 0 f Jesus I was trying to reflect had already been part 0 f
my scholastic ewperience. This led naturally into the second problem.
While writing the original uersion of this chapter, I was encountering
what felt like monumental difficulties with the logic and flow of the concepts
.
'
whIch did not stem from any improbability of the image, but from building on
the wrong foundation--a result of my not being able to recognize the forest
because of the trees. I had already seen the image as a whole, and it did not
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come from Horsley plus bits and pieces of other work:s. I t had come through the
eHperlence of listening to the lectures on the historical Jesus as presented by
Jonathan Draper, by reading his papers on the subject, and from listening to the
hints about the spirituality 0 f the historical Jesus that entered "pre-thesis"
discussions In Professor Draper'S office.
I n short, the preceding chapters haue been leading up to my mentally held
image of the historical Jesus based, not on Richard Horsley's treatment of Jesus
as social reformer, but to Draper's inclusiue image of Jesus as a highly
motluated, well-organized political leader of a peasant mouement based on the
renewal of communities; a leadership acting not on the eHample 0 f King Dauid
the warrior, but on earlier models of Jewish prophet/military leader
combinations. Rs such, this Jesus had to also b~ some sort 0 f "spirit-man" as
Borg suggests, and as Draper hints.
Therefore, this chapter now begins with the centrality of the work of
Jonathan Draper, rather than ending with it as an "add-on." I n our eHamination
of Draper's image of the historical Jesus, we will turn to his major sources
(Horsley and Borg) in much the same manner as we looked at l!!J!ber in Theissen,
and Malina in Crossan in the preuious chapter--a necessity in this instance, as
we haue only brief papers from which to present Draper's image Instead of
whole book:s. The reader is ask:ed to bear in mind th1if some elements of the
work:s 0 f Draper, Horsley, and B.org haue already appeared in earlier chapters 0 f
this work, and will not be repea.le-d here.

------------

Perhaps, if the image 0 f the historical Jesus as presented in this chapter
does too much uiolence to Professor Draper's own understanding of his image of
Jesus, he will be moued to publish a correctiue to my interpretation; a possible
outcome that I, for one, would welcome.

"Wandering Radlcal/sm or Purposeful Rctlulty1I n the preuious chapter, I suggested that scholars who disagreed with
the conclusions drawn by Gerd Theissen that Jesus and his disciples were
"wan.l!!!rin9r-charismati~s"had abandoned the wrong part 0 f the conclusion,
k:eeping the wandering uagabond image, but denying the suggestion 0 f
charisma. Jonathan Draper has specifically chal~enggd the im~ge of wandering
radicals in his papers "Wandering Radicalism or Purposeful Rctiully? Jesus and
the Sending of Messengers in Mark 6:5-56" (1995b), and "Jesus and the Renewal
of Local Community in Galilee" (1993). I n this section, we will focus on the
subject of Itinerancy.
"There are uery few teHts indicating l!inerancy," Draper claims, "apart
from the sending 0 f the twelue/seuenty, which was a specific embassy and not
necessarily a general one. There is no indication that traueling was a
permanent condition" (1993:39). In a key statement, he affirms that:
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The Jesus mouement originated as a renewal mouement among the Galilean peasantry
in response to economic and social disintegration and threatened landlessness. I t was
an attempt to use the space created by the partial power uacuum in outlying Galilee
to renew local community in uillages and towns, to strengthen and renew family and
community relations and reuerse the downward spiral of uiolence (Ibid., 40).
The issue of community. and those specifically those communities of
Israel. is central to Draper's understanding of the Jesus Mouement and the
historical Jesus. He has little patience with the social uselessness of images of
Jesus which adhere to the wandering uagabond theories; Jesus was concerned
with the immediate oppressiue. dehumanized situation 0 f his fellow Israelites,
the Galileans in particular;=and' with their immediate future. "We are human
only in society; we attain full humanity only through a Iiberatiue. empowering
relationship with other human beings in community." Draper claims. pointing
out that "We can only begin to define the person 0 f Chris~ in terms 0 f Jesus as a
product and also as a shaper of community" (Ibid., 42~~
The community of which Draper speaks is not .simply a social entity
defined by coming together for meals and worship. but a "community of a
particular kind. namely affirming. Iib.eJ,:a.tlLU! and deuel.o.p.mental community"
(Ibid.• 41).
He summarizes further characteristics of this "redemptiue"
community as follows:
The family structure, traditionally patriarchal and authoritarian, now in danger 0 f
disintegration, is affirmed, but in a new egalitarian way. The role and rights of women
are protected by rejecting the di~law. The dignity and importance of children is
affirmed. But no one is to rely on the title father for status and importance. Kinship
ties are no longer eHclusiue and competitiue, for the in the Jesus mouement, whoeuer
belongs to Jesus is his mother, brother, sister. The promise of the renewal mouement
is houses, land, and family now, not in some eschatological age (Horsley 1989, edited
by Draper, 1993: 15).
Drawing from the works of Richard Horsley and Martin Borg (whose images
of Jesus we will reuiew below). Draper produces a powerful argument for
locating Jesus as a uital member 0 f a strong community, committed to the
healing and restoration 0 f other communities in I srael. I n his 1995b paper, he
goes on to present a fascinating and well-constructed original case against the
notion that the actiuities of the members of the Jesus mouement were lacking
in purpose.
~..
Opening his paper with critiques of the "Jewish Cynic" image (Betz,
1994:453-476; Stegemann 1984:148-168). he offers his own position that the
present scholarly debate has almost reached consensus that Jesus was a
pea~nt, but "does not really eHplore What it means to be a peasant and What
peasants actuall
y do and say" (Draper. 1995b:2). 0 f particular interest is What
......---:
peasants doand say in the conteHt of their oppression. and Draper eHplores the
works o_f James Scott (see, for eHample, 1985 and 1990) on public and hidden
transcripts to show that if Jesus was indeed a peasant in early first century
Galilee, we must accept the fact that he was not free to say or do whateuer he
Wished in public. "Rny breaches 0 f the public transcript-would be ruthlessly
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dealt with" (Draper, 1995b:S). He then raises the question: U I f Jesus did indeed
haue ••• a programmatic intention, how did it confront the pUblic transcript
without being eliminated at the outset" (Ibid.).
The discussions of uwanrlerin~"usually talee their reference
from the Mission of the Twelue, especially In Marle (as Draper has noted, this is
practically the onry~source which could, possibly, support their theory). Most of
the scholars, Draper reminds us, base their assumptions on this teHt on the
priority of Q, assuming that this represents the earliest authority on the
ministry of Jesus. Draper does not agree:
My own working hypothesis is that the Q material Is relatiuely late, and that it
emerges during and after the Jewish war, probably in Antioch. I haue argued (Draper
1991 :347-372; 1995[a):2B4-312) that the material Is first collected by refugees from
Palestine who gain admission to the Chrisli~~J!-;cnmlIlYIl!tles In Syria, and who are
prophets by ulrtue of their knowledge of and control of the Jesus tradition (Draper,
1995b:6).

The Implications of this later date, for Draper's present purposes, are
supported by Draper's illustration 0 f how the str,!cture 0 f the teHt seems to be
dominated by references to the EHOdus, and-seems to malee a connection
between the mission of the twelue and the Moses/EHodus/Passouer themes,
with a possible continuation seen In the Mount Of the Transfiguration and the
Passouer trip to Jerusalem (Ibid., 8). Using the symbolism 0 f the specific items
in the teHts, rather than trying to compare item for item With the Cynics,
Draper shows us the strong cultural meaning of the orders giuen, tying these
also to Jesus' eHpectations of the renewal of Israel.
I f indeed the mission of the twelue was not only a "one-time" specific
sending 0 f messengers for a specific purpose, but perhaps also a call to U a new
Passouer and a new EHOdus," as Draper claims, "then a Withdrawal to the desert
would be the logical neHt step;"

•

I s It not a distinct possibility that one of the messages sent abroad with the Twelue
was a call to meet Jesus in the desert? The miraCUlous feeding In the desert would be
a sign of Jesus purpose and a call to further action. So the impulse to force Jesus into

an open declaration of his pretensions to kingship recorded In John's Gospel may be
historical. It would be a natural response (Ibid., 12).

Draper returns to ScoU's theories of peasant resistance with hidden
transcripts at this point, asleing if then the action of the cleansing of the
temple, following this incident at a future date, was not the "first public
repUdiation by Jesus of the public transcript, and undeniable challenge to the
ruling elite" (Ibid., 13). I f things occurred In the order as we see them In Marle,
Including Marle's emp-h·a-si-s-orrthe secretiue nature 0 f the process, this would be
co"nsistent with our present understanding of peasant mouements.
The connection of the SYJ'!lbolism with the liberation euents of Passouer
causes us to see the actiuities of Jesus in an new light; not purposeless
uagabonds, wandering the earth, but a tightly-lenit mouement With specific
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(and culture-based) intention to renew and restore I srael. Once seen in this
light, it talces little Imagination for the reader to belieue that this renewal and
restoration would be best accomplished with Jesus as the restored "prophetmilitary leader" (King) in the manner 0 f the pre-monarchy prophets described by
Horsley and Hanson in Chapter 4.
Draper himself implies that this is a possibility; howeuer, giuen the
urgent necessity for secrecy and the perhaps Ineuitable outcome of Jesus'
challenge to the elite (the crucifhcion of Jesus), he cannot say with certainty
that this was so. But the implication of Draper's presentation of an Image of
Jesus as purposeful political leader and prophet is inescapable. He ends his
paper reminding us:
The Mission of the Twel!le should not be uiewed as the beginning of a process of
purposeless wandering or dropping out of the status quo. Rather it is purposeful
actiuity, carefully planned and eHecuted under dangerous and difficult circl:lmstances.
Rrrest allddeath were a possibility, euen a likelihood from the uery beginning of Jesus'
ministry. To be effectiue, Jesus had to make full use of the hidden transcript of the
peasantry and their means of resIstance, through disguise and euasion (I bid., 1Bl.

Jesus and Charisma
So far, we haue seen Draper's "Jesus" as a leader deeply rooted in the
immediate situation and needs 0 f his community, and in possession 0 f the
characteristics and skills to found a mouement intended to change that
situation beginning with the healing of souls and bodies a t the indiuidual leuel,
going to the renewal of communities founded on the best of the egalitarian and
God-centered principles 0 f Jewish tradition, and possibly leading to the
establishment 'of a renewed Israel, led by a combination spiritual
prophet/political-military leader. Such a man had to possess the kind 0 f
charismatic leadership described by Weber.
Draper further describes
this
.
charisma:
.

.

n leader arises from outside the normal channels of authority in a giuen society,
'considered eHtraordlnary and treated as endowed With supernatural, superhuman, or
at least specifically eHceptional powers or qualities' Which are not auailable to
ordinary people...He claims a special destiny and demands a unique ouerriding loyalty
of his of his followers, ualldated by signs and wonders, which attest that he is
Inuested with diuine power. (Draper, undated, 2)

.
"The~c~arismatic Is of~en a force for reuolutionary ch~nge in society in a
time of CriSIS," Draper continues. Therefore, both the leader and his select
group of disciples must be free of "ordinary worldly attachments and duties of
occupational and family life." Neuertheless, a mouement in its charismatic
formatil1e-period wlICno"tbe bound by the rules described by Theissen for his
"wandering charismatics," because charisma is by its uery nature opposed to
rules" (lbid, 5). Such ascetic withdrawal as Theissen sees, from social and
psychological ties with family, from possessions, and from political and
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economic actiuities, are more consistent with the "routinization" state of the
religious uirtuosi, as described in Chapter 5.
Clearly, Draper's understanding of the nature of Weber's description of
charisma allows us to differentiate the uarious stages from the ~
m.ouB.roent to the early Church. I t also helps us to see the nature of community
and social renewal from the standpoint of Jesus' ministry In a different light,
which we will eHamine further In the section to follow. I n our reuiew of
Horsley's Jesus as so~e.former we will see the charismatic nature 0 f Jesus'
leadership in terms of Its potential as a force for reuolutionary change in
greater detail. Following that section, howeuer, we will pick upon Draper's
continuous hints of the "magical" and spiritual nature of charisma with Marcus
80rg's "spirit man."
,/
~ Jesus,

Social Reformer:

Richard Horsley

"

Horsley has produced seueral books about the Jesus mouement and first
century Palestine, but the one which prouides the reader with the most
comprehensiue image 0 f Jesus Is Jesus and the Spiral 0 f Violence: Popular
Jewish Resistance in Roman Palestine (l987). The work eHamines the ministry
and actiulties of Jesus, locating them Within a historically sequential, fourstage, spiral of uiolence that occurs In situations of imperial and neocolonial
oppression of indigenous populations.
/' /
The first stage, that of Injustice, is described as structural uiolence. In
modern times, this can be seen in neocolonial situations where the ruling groups
of the society co-operate with First World g~uernments. multinational
corporations, and/or banks in order to benefit (politically and economically)
from the eHploitation of their own people and natural resources.
The second stage, that of protest and resistance, is often characterized
by mass demonstrations and euen riots. TradiJional societies typically resisted
by auoiding any dealings whatsoeuer with their eHploiters or rUlers, inasmuch
as this is possible. Another form of resistance In such situations Is social
banditry, and in modern times the most uiolent form of protest at this point of
the spiral is terrorism.
The third stage moues back to the rUlers, or oppressors, and is the stage
of repression. This may be relatiuely mild, as in personal intimidation, or in the
use of religious beliefs to conuince the uictims of injustice that their
misfortune is the result 0 f their own sinfulness. More actiuely punishing are
such practices as economic sanctions (loss of, or eHclusion from, ef!lployment,
destruction 0 f homes),
actiue persec~ution, and ha~assment. The most
physically brutal forms 0 f repression are selectiue orfures and killings.
inuasion.s-w.i-t-h-t.r-OjJj)~U-a·r-y--tank:s.A ll this is done in 'the SlmplisttcDelief
that uiolence and conflict can be stopped by repressiue means, but in fact, all
that this blatantly inhumane treatment produces is the driuing underground of
the conflict and resistance, resulting in forcing the spiral to the neHt stage.
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The fourth stage, returning In its reaction to the oppressed, Is that of
reuolt. This reuolt Is not necessarily uiolent, or may be minimally uiolent, but it
may also manifest itself In the massiuely uiolent outburst against the ruling
group: bloody reuolution. I t Is not difficult at all to see the recent history of
South Rfrica within this spiral of uiolence, where, Horsley eHplains, all four
stages may be operatiue at once or the stages may progress as listed. But is
this model equally descriptiue 0 f the situation in first century Palestine?
Horsley prouldes a compelling argument that it Is.
I n the Introduction to the book, Horsley has already prouided a narratiue
continuum of socioeconomic conditions In Palestine from the beginning of the
Second Temple period to the time of Jesus; a prouislon I found gratifying in
light 0 f my use of Mary Douglas' social typology of the earlier period I n order to
understand the later. He therefore moues easily into a descriptiue Spiral of
Uiolence for the time of Jesus. The first stage of institutionallZeaTnjListice we
haue already Introduced elseWhere, as it took place under Roman imperial rule
and the "neocolonial" oppression of local elites and the Herodians.
Horsley eHplalns that most 0 f the history 0 f first century Palestine
inuolued protest and resistance to the injustices described, illustrating the
second stage of the spiral of ulol!!nce. We haue ampleeuidence of popular
propheti
mou
ocial banditry, and millenarian mouements; all
phenomena associated with a society in crisis, and specifically with the crisis of
the second stage of the spiral. I n fact, the characteristics 0 f Jesus' message,
and the Jesus mouement, are uery consistent with those 0 f both millenarian
and/ or messlanic mouements as described by ~sle~ and Hanson (1985), Berger
(1973), B.R. Wilson (1973), and Turner (1969: 11 -

rm.

7

The celebration of Passouer in Jerusalem was understandably a time of
great tension, when second stage resistance was likely to achieue its greatest
leuel of uiolence. This is not surprising when we recall that Passouer is the
remembrance of the time of Iib,eJ:.a.tio.nrw.h-en-r--emembered in the situation of a
structural oppression that uiuidly Illustrated that the J;Ws were no longerfree,
the celebration had to take the form offantasy, oras was more often the case,
an eruption of uiolent protest.
Of interest here is Horsley's description of the way in Which the healings
and eHorcisms 0 f Jes~ werJL-~specific protest Which countered this injustice.
He points out how easy it was for Israel's ruling_class to use religion as a means
of psychological Q,JJpression, blaming the uictims for their misfortunes, sickness
a~d pouerty ~ecause 0 f their sin. ~o when ~.es~: I~~d sickness, and forgaue
Sin, he effectlUely "remoued the sting" from th
. de ~ession, rendering
it useless. His eHorcisms were equally reuolutionary:
Ht the leuel of the common people, the belief in and the reality of demonic possession
was a uiuid eHpression of distress. With a certain assumption of psychoanalytic
license, one might suggest that It would haue been dangerous for the people to focus
to.o directly o~ the actual political-economic cause of their distress. I n any case. their
misery and Its symptoms were not comprehensible without the belief that
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superhuman, demonic forces were at wort<. I n a sense such beliefs were also a
'protest against distress.' That is, it was unacceptable to the people to belieue that
the sole cause of their distress was their own sinning. Demonic agents were
responsible. Belief in demons at least allowed them not to blame only themselues.
(Horsley, 1987:32-33)
To relieue themselues 0 f the pain 0 f belieuing that they SUffered
because of their own sin by submitting to demon "possession," howeuer,
rendered the uictim useless as a member 0 fsociety. Jesus restored the selfesteem of these as well, not only eHorcising the demons, but returning the
indiuidual to community (as in the eHample of the Gaaarene demoniac).
~

Returning to the spiral of uiolence in Israel, Horsley illustrates the third
stage of the spiral by re~ULof the history of a brutal use ofu~:l1fe whereuer
RomaJl_rute_w_as_1hreafened. He cites an appalling 'record 0 f "destruction,
slau~a-u_e_m_ent, and mass crucifiHions" (Ibid., 44) utiliZedliy--- the
Romans with intent to terrify and SUbjugate the people they ruled. King Herod
was not the eHception to these practices, but rather intensified them.
Psychological oppression was effected by denying Jews the actiue eHercise
of their religion,
allowing them no form of eHpression beyond cultic
celebration, personal belief, and reinforcement of local social order.
Traditionally, social sciences see only these three stages of uiolence.
Occasionally, howeuer, in reality the spiral moues into the fourth stage of
reuolt, or reuolution. "Rncient reuolts," Horsley eHplains, "were almost always
the result of spontaneous actions on the part of t~antry in economically
deteriorating and politically uolatile situations" (Ibid., 49). Thus the peasantry'
of Israel society becomes a uery important focus for our understanding of the
times of Jesus, and Iik:e most contemporary scholars, this is precisely where
Horsley places the historical Jesus. Horsley's Jesus was a Jewish peasant social
actiuist, acting in and for the people of Israel.
Hauing preuiously shown that the Zealots as a mouement for uiolent
resistance to Roman rule did not eHist prior to 68-78RO (Horsley and Hanson,
1985), Horsley has also e.f-fectiuely remoued this group as a foil for those who
claim Jesus' position as a pacifist. I n fact, there is no euidence for any
sustained mouement of uiolent resistance to Roman rule at Jesus' time. We do
not k:now, howeuer, that Jesus aduocated nonuiolence. On the other hand, there
is also no eUidence that he aduocated uiolence, either, and Horsley claims that
in the society in which Jesus Iiued, to pose the question in this manner would be
inappropriate.
The historical situation of the life of Jesus was one permeated with crisis
and With uiolence, and Jesus did oppose, criticize and resist all forms of
uiolence while acting to mitigate the effects of such uiolence. He did not seek:
to auoid it, but entered into the situations of uiolence and euen, by his actions
and teachings, actiuely eHacerbated the conflict. Horsley thus concludes that
Jesus must be placed in a stage of resistance on the spiral of uiolence, and
giuen the degree of his OPposition, would most lik:ely bring about his own death
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as a result. This would put Jesus In the Second Stage, being acted upon by the
Third. On the other hand, his acti~rophecies,especially when directed
against the ruling elites of both gouernment and temple, also suggests a more
serious opposition than that of mere protest.

One eHample 0 f Jesus' response to foreign rule that I particularly
enjoyed, since it Is commonlye understood in quite a different way, is the story
of "Caesar's tribute" as Interpreted by Horsley. The releuant part of the story,
found in Mark 12: tJ-17, begins with Jesus being questioned by the ruling
authorities:MI sit lawful to pay taHes to Caesar or not?" This was a situation
of legal entrapment, because if Jesus said "No," he could haue been arrested
for encouraging people not to pay their taHes. On the other hand, had he said
"Yes," he would haue been subject to the disillusioned rejection of the crowd,
with whateuer results that implied for his leadership.
His response was not a cop-out, as some might fear, nor was it
capitulation to Roman rUle, but it Is all too often seen only for the statement in
the first half: "Render unto Caesar the things that are Caesar's .. " I t is indeed
the second portion of the statement Which carries the weight, and the truth, of
Jesus' position: "and to God the things that are God's." Bringing Horsley's
eHplanation to almost criminal breuity, the releuant point here is that in Israel,
euerything that eHists belongs to God! This was no capitulation to the rUlers,
but an Ingenious escape from the corner Into which they had attempted to place
him, while all the time affirming his opposition to imperialist rule.
I f we look further at Jesus' understanding of the kingdom of God as he
was teaching and liuing that phenomenon, we see that the idea of reuolution is
neuer out 0 f the question. "I n order to understand adequately What Jesus
[was] saying and doing, we must take seriously What [he] understood God to be
doing, for [he] understood [his] actiuities as part of God's action in history"
(Ibid., 322). Jesus was conuinced that God was doing his part in preparing a
reuolution that would=1ree the people of Isral!l and bring about an end to the
u~ce.

I n other words, God was effecting a political reuolution for liberation in,
first century I srael, and Jesus and his followers were responsible for bringing
about the necessary social reuolution that would result in a renewal of Israel.
This renewal required a transformation of social relations. I t was concerned
with persons, both Indiuidually and socially. "Preaching and manifesting the
kingdom of God thus also inuolued the restoration of the people, Israel... the
renewal 0 f the life 0 f the people meant renewal 0 f the fundamental socialpolitical form of traditional peasant life, the uillage" (Ibid., 324).

Within the local communities, howelier, in an apparent breal< With the traditional
patriarchal forms that had either brol<en down or become oppressiue, Jesus called for
new 'familial' but egalitarian relations. He also insisted on an egalitarian principle in
r~lations going beyond the local community as well--relations With authority
flgures...the people were to enter a new spirit of cooperation and mutual aSSistance,
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euen In relation to their local enemies, responding to one another's needs despite or
rather because of the economic pressures most of them faced. (Ibid., 324-25)

Social transformation, or deuelopment as we haue defined it earlier in
this worlc::, is reuolutionary when it is threatening to the ruling class within a
spiral of uiolence situation. Horsley's Jesus is in just such a potentially
threatening situation, and the spiral of uiolence response is his crucifiHion.
Horsley has allowed us to moue away from spiritualized forms 0 f understanding
Jesus, into a well-documented analysis of the concrete situation within which
Jesus liued, ministered, and died.
Horsley does not discuss the spiritual or charismatic nature 0 f Jesus, but
then, he is more interested in what Jesus does than in "who" Jesus was. On the
other hand, hauing been introduced to Horsley's Jesus, the reader can easily see
him as a uital eHpression 0 f Draper's image 0 f Jesus; hauing understood
Horsley's description 0 f Jesus' understanding of his role in the social reuolution
which was to complete God's political liberation of Israel, we haue little
difficUlty probing deeper into the spiritual motiuation for Jesus' commitment
to that role.

Jesus, Spirit Man:

Marcus Borg

I n this section we return to the issue of charisma which has been
abandoned by the scholars of chapter fiue, and downplayed to a considerable
eHtent (if not actually ignored) by Horsley. From the definition of charisma we
will here focus on the spiritual nature of the image, but first we will loolc::
briefly at Borg's understanding 0 f the non-eschatological nature of Jesus'
message. These two important features of Borg's image 0 f Jesus are inherent in
the image presented by Draper, and in my opinion, they are interdependent.
I n Chapter Three 0 f Jesus in Contemporf/ry Scholarship (1994:47-90), Borg
challenges the image of the "eschatological Jesus" held dear by contemporary
scholarship, defining that phrase as follows:
By it I mean an image or Gestalt of the historical Jesus which sees his mission and
message within the framework: of his expectation of the end of the world in his
generation, understood in an objectiue and not purely subjectiue sense..•The purpose
of the historical Jesus, according to this image, was to call his hearers to repent before
it was too late, to ground themselues in God because the world was soon to pass
away, indeed in that generation. (Ibid., 47).

Rccording to Borg, scholars haue based this understanding 0 f Jesus on
their interpretation of: (1) the "coming Son of man" sayings, which are now
commonly uiewed by scholars as not being part 0 f the original, authentic words
of Jesus; and (2) an understanding of the Ic::ingdom of God as the imminent end
of the world, the imminence hauing been imported from the coming Son 0 f man
teHts:
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I t is Important to realize how central the coming Son of man sayings are for this
position. Without them, there is uery little in the gospels which would lead us to think
that Jesus eHpected the end of the world soon. The notion that Jesus did proclaim the
end flows from the connection made In the teHts between the "coming Son of man"
and 'supernatural' end-time phenomena... 1f one did not think these sayings were
authentic, most of the eHegetical foundation for the eschatological Jesus would
disappear. (Ibid., 52).
On the other hand, Borg has no disagreement with the consensus that the
kingdom of God is central to both the message and mission of Jesus, but says
that "the association of imminence, end of the world, and kingdom is not
justified by the kingdom teHts themselues •.. lt is illegitimate uncritically to
transfer the imminence associated with the coming Son of man to the kingdom
of God sayings ...[which) by themselues do not haue the element of imminence in
them" (Ibid., 54). Building on the work of Perrin, Borg 'suggests that instead of
pointing to the end of the world, the phrase "kingdom of God" was a "symbol
which euoked Israel's myth (or story) of God's kingship ouer Israel and the
world" (Ibid., 55), which myth or symbol was In fact an eHample of "primordial
tradition," or root metaphor•
. The primordial tradition, he eHplains, is "a way 0 f 'imaging' reality that
appears in a multiplicity of cultural forms" and is almost a cultural uniuersal
(pg. 56). I t is a tradition with two parts: First, in addition to the material and
physical world which we access through our sense perceptions, there is another
dimension of reality which is the world of Spirit. ThUS, our reality is in fact
two-dimensional. The world of spirit Is the source 0 f "this" world, and in fact is
more real than our world of the senses.
Second, the "other world" is not simply an article of belief, but an element
of eHperience... grounded in the religious eHperience 0 f humanklnd ... 1t is not
merely 'belieued in,' but known" (Ibid., 56). I n JeWish tradition, this primordial
myth is affirmed In the euents of Israel's history, and in the spirit-filled
leadership 0 f prophets such as Moses.
The temple 0 f Jerusalem was,
traditionally," the nauel" of the earth, connecting "this" world to the world
Which was its source. The primordial tradition of Israel did not preclude the
notion of some future "coming" of the kingdom, howeuer:
Israel also affirmed that one day 'this world' and the 'other world' would be uisibly
reunited, Le., that the kingdom of God would come in some final sense. 'End of the
world' is thus one nuance of meaning, but only one. I n Israel's story of God's kingship,
the two worlds are related to each other at the beginning (creation), in the present
(the 'other world' can be known and eHperienced), and at the end (consummation).
(Ibid.)

.

Borg suggests that our difficulty in understanding the words of Jesus
Which pertain to the kingdom 0 f God is based in our "modern antipathy toward
taking seriously the reality ofa world of 'Spirit" (Ibid., 57), a problem Which in
fact also complicates our ability to see the "Spirit man" illustrated in the
baptism of Chapter 4, and In Borg's image to follow. Furtltercomplicating our
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"rational" dls-ability to understand spirituality, and the traditional eHperience
of the eHlstence of spirit-people, is the modern intellectual's ulew of anything
spiritual, which s/he defines (negatiuely) by the uerb "to spiritualize" in the
essentially "world to come" religious sense.
Rn eHample of such an "anti-spiritualizing" scholar has already been
introduced, earlier in this paper. You will recall our reporting that John Meler
claims to remoue elements of faith as well as things of a "spiritual" nature
from his multi-uolume work: R MargInal Jew. (1994, 1991; other uolume/s
pending). This, he claims, makes his analysis more authentically a work 0 f
research; the results more belieuably true to the possible reality of Jesus' life
in first century Palestine. He Is specifically critical and mistrustful of Borg's
non-eschatological Jesus (1994:9, 77, 398, and 455), or "Spirit Man," and I find
it most interesting that he nonetheless focuses on the baptism of Jesus to
disproue Borg's interpretation, for this is the uery poin.taround which my own-opposite--understandlng of the ministry of Jesus euolues in Chapter 4 of the
present work.
Meier, howeuer, becomes problematic on quite another leuel, and perhaps
it Is precisely his refusal to admit anything that cannot be quantified or
empirically accessed into his analysis that leads him to unquestioningly accept
the perspectiues of his authors as reflectiue of the reality of the first century.
I n this mindset, Meier can claim that there was no political upheaual during
Jesus' lifetime; there was relatiue peace in the land.
From the perspectiue of the hierarchical elites who prouide us with our
teHtual material, we can be certain that this was a desirable belief, whether or
not it was true. R more cross-sectional understanding 0 f the phenomena 0 f the
time suggest that It could not be so; that the situations and mouements that
abound during this period are clearly Indlcatiue of a society In crisis.
I t is this intense social crisis which produces the charismatic prophet; the
"spirit-man" who will effect social reuolution through both message and
lifestyle. This Is the subject 0 f Borg's latest work, MeetIng Jesus RGR IN for the
fIrst tIme (1994). Jesus as spirit-man is not new to Borg's work. but Is most
thoroughly eHplored in this book.
Unfortunately (or maybe not so unfortunately), this particular work is also
about "the heart of contemporary faith." which allows Borg plenty of room for
the "spiritualizing" that perhaps causes less outspoken and more careful
scholars of the spiritual nature of Jesus, like Draper and uan Eck, to minimize
the use of his work to support their Third Quest Images.
Master's stUdents, howeuer (and especially those with a penchant for
anthropological method), unlike established scholars with reputations to
maintain, are likely to rush In where angels may approach with far more
cauti~n. Borg's Jesus as "spirit man" can be eHamined in a positiue light herein,
not simply because the path has been cleared by Turner and our interpretation
of Jesus' baptism. or euen because Draper has left us an opening with his
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discussion of charisma, but also because our model of deueltJpment leadership
demands a mature and culture-specific spirituality.
Borg summarizes his Image 0 f the historical Jesus as "a spirit person,
subuerslue sage, social prophet, and mouement founder who inuited his
followers and hearers into a transforming relationship with the same Spirit that
he himself knew, and into a community whose social uision was shaped by the
core ualue of compassion" (Borg, 1994:119). He eHplains that this compassion
means "feeling With," although the word is usually translated "mercy" in the
teHts, lending a rather paternalistic, or superior-to-inferior, interpretation 0 f
Jesus' ministry and teachings.
This compassion, says Borg, "was more than a quality of God and an
indiuldual uirtue: it was a social paradigm, the core ualue for life in
community" (Ibid., 49). It is,.!n a phrase, "to feel as God feels and to act as God
acts: in a Iife-giuing and nourishing way" (Ibid.) He compares this "politic of
compassion" against the preuailing "politics of purity" in Israel, claiming that
the spirituality of Jesus led him to propose a reuolution of the society against
the latter, and instituting the alternatiue lifestyle of the former. This is also
our present day challenge in the church, he claims, as we struggle against the
legalisms of the "purity laws" which define Who may be inclUded in our little
"kingdoms of God," and call for the more compassionate "feeling with"
lifestyle he describes as coming from the eHample of the historical Jesus.
What manner of man was this Jesus? He was first of all, Borg claims,
thoroughly and authenticaily Jewish. He surmises that Jesus must haue
undergone a "conuersion eHperience:"
The conuersion, of course, was not from paganism to Judaism, for he grew up Jewish.
Rather, as [William] James defines it, conuersion need not refer to changing from one
religion to another, or from being nonreligious to being religious; it may also refer to a
process, whether sudden or gradual, whereby religious impulses and energies become
central to one's Iife... 1t is reasonable to su~pose that Jesus eHperienced such an
internal transformation, which led him to undertake the ministry that he did, and that
this probably had something to do with John the Baptizer; (Ibid., 27).

This conuersion eHperience, as I haue Illustrated in Chapter 4, was
important not only to Jesus' motiuation for his future ministry and lifestyle,
but to his internal understanding 0 f who he was and his place in that twodimensional reality of "this world" and the "spirit world." According to Borg,
"the most crucial fact about Jesus was that he was a 'spirit person,' a 'mediator
of the sacred,' one of those persons in human history to Whom the Spirit was an
eHperiential reality" (Ibid., 31-32). He was therefore, in Turner's words, a
liminal person--a "threshold" between two dimensions of reality.
Defining the term "spirit person," Borg eHplains that these kinds of people
are Identified cross-culturally, and are people Who haue "uiuid and. frequent
subJectiue eHperiences of another leuel or dimension of reaHty ...They share a
compelling sense of hauing eHperienced something 'real.' They feel strongly
that they know something they didn't know before. Their eHperiences are
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noetic. inuoluing not simply a feeling 0 f ecstasy. but a knowing. What such
persons know is the sacred" (Ibid.• 32-33). Sometimes. Borg states. such
persons become charismatic warriors or military leaders. Draper's image.
therefore. is not only not Inconsistent with Dorg's spirit man. but could actually
represent result of this eHperience in the life of Jesus.

a

Giuen that euen 28th century anthropological euidence reueals the
eHistence of such spirit persons (see Turner. as only one of many reporters). and
that the first century Jewish tradition Included both a history and presence of
such figures. Jesus was clearly a spirit person. He had uisions. including those
at his baptism and In the wilderness eHperience to follow. The latter. Borg
insists, any "cultural anthropologist would recognize Immediately as a
wilderness ordeal or uision quest, characteristic of spirit persons" (Ibid., 35).
He used spiritual practices such as contemplation or meditation, and addressed
God Intimately as "Rbba." as one who is both known and eHperienced.
He spoke with authority, and there is euidence in the Gospels that there
was a "palpable and contagious" presence around him that could be compared to
the spiritual presence or zone of liberation of such religious figures as Buddha
and st. Francis 0 f Rssisi. He was both healer and eHorcist, which he attributed
to the power of the Sprit working through him. Borg concludes that "all 0 f this
makes I t plausible to locate Jesus' own spirituality within What we know of
Jewish mysticism in his day" (Ibid., 36). He began his public ministry in Luke
With the words "The Spirit of the Lord is upon me," and from that point
continually gaue euidence that he was not simply one who believed in God, but
was one who knew God.
Dorg continues his work: by enlarging on the other aspects of Jesus, most
of which we haue eHplored in the images by Draper and Horsley--with one
notable eHception. He sees Jesus as a teacher of alternatiue wisdom, and
deuotes an entire chapter to the definition 0 f Jesus' wisdom teachings. This
leads him quite naturally into another chapter, deuoted to an eHploration of
Jesus as the Wisdom of God: "Sophia become f)esh." He eHplains that in JeWish
wisdom literature. wisdom is often described in the female form, and is a
feminine noun in both Hebrew and Greek:. I n the latter, the word is sophla,
which Borg prefers to the "neutered" sound of the word "Wisdom" in the English
language.
--

Borg traces Sophia--wisdom--from her presence with God in tQe beginning,
When she participated in God's creatiue work, to the Synoptics, where it could
be interpreted that the meaning of Jesus' kingdom language should be seen in
the conteHt of the wisdom tradition--the feminine, sophla tradition. This is, of
course, comparatiuely unresearched and quite speculatiue, according to Borg.
H~weuer, it is a perspectiue that cannot justifiably be rejected out of hand,
glUen the combination 0 f the Wisdom tradition and Jesus' own emphasis on the
inclusion of women as equals in all of life's situations.
I n summary, Dorg insists that not only was Jesus a "spirit person," but the
uery nature of his spirituality was tied to the charismatic, political nature of
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his ministry; these were inseparable elements 0 f the person Jesus and his life.
This has undeniable implications for the Church today, according to Borg:
Images of Jesus matter. The foundational claim of this book is that there is a strong
connection between Images of Jesus and images of the Christian life, between how
we think of Jesus and how we think of the Christian life. Our image of Jesus affects
our perception of the Christian life in two ways: It giues shape to the Christian life;
and...1t can make Christianity credible or incredible...The understanding of the Christian
life as a journey of transformation is grounded in [this) alternatiue Image of Jesus
(Ibid., 1-3).

I n the concluding chapter to follow, I will reuiew this image 0 f Jesus in light 0 f
the Model of Leadership for deuelopment from Chapter 2, eHploring some of the
ways in which there is, or could be, connections between this Image of Jesus
and our eHpression of our life together as Christians,' and as Christians in the
world.
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conclusions:
toward a model for the 21 st century

(j
CONCLUDING THOUGHTS AND IMPLICATIONS

I n this, the final chapter, the time has come to draw together all of the
concepts, images, and models presented in the preceding pages. Rlthough it
may seem in the lengthy and sometimes compleH interdisciplinary paths we
haue trauersed that we were headed in seueral directions at once, we haue in
fact found what may be a surprising cohesion and correlation between all of
these ideas.
R reminder is probably still in order at this point, that the purpose 0 f this
paper has not been to create a new "Third Quest" image of Jesus, nor to reuiew
and eualuate all of the Third Quest Material. The only intention has been to
establish a releuant Model for leadership from current deuelopment theory and
practice, and to measure probable Third Quest images of Jesus against that
model, in an effort to prouide a role model for Christian leadership in
deuelopment.
As we will obserue below, we find that the concept 0 f societal
transformation in the first century was not all that different from what we
haue laboriously arriued a t as a model for ttansformation a t the end 0 f the
twentieth. So the necessary summarization and consolidation of the diuerse
ideas from deuelopment theory and practice, from "sacred" psychology, from
symbolic anthropology, and from New Testament scholarst)ip may not be as
daunting as I t might haue appeared a t the start. Neuertheless, I will proceed
one step at a time.
First, we will reuiew Draper's image 0 f Jesus from Chapter SiH against the
anthropological models of Douglas and Turner, to checl< that the image is
consistent With the methodology of those models for the internal consistency
of this worl<. Second, we will checl< the accepted and implied actiuities of that
image against deuelopment theory and practice as described in Chapters One
and Two. Finally, we will challenge the image With the Model of leadership
from the conclusion of Chapter Two.
Should we find that the image holds together under all of these
challenges and tests, we will then suggest some of the implications of that
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conclusion for leadership and deuelopment practice, and finally for leadership
and the Church. Thus, we will haue come at least a short distance toward a
Model of Christian Leadership in deuelopment for the twenty-first century.

Challsnglng ths Imags from ths Rnthropologlcal Hods/.
The image under discussion is that of Jesus as a reuolutionary political
leader, a social reformer working forthe renewal of Israel, and a prophet in the
style of "spirit man,· or holy man. Before proceeding any further, It makes
sense to affirm that there is an Internal consistency in the image thus
presented; that these three aspects of the image are not contradictory. That is
perhaps the easiest task we haue attempted so far, because there are
precedents to which we may turn. EMamples of a combination political leader,
prophet, and social reformer are found throughout Jewish history: Moses, and
EIiJah, to name but two. Each leader uery likely possessed differing strengths
of the three aspects we haue outlined, but the tradition is uery strong.
The image is therefore well grounded in both the history and culture of
Israel; thisdesus is unique only in the same way that all indiuiduals are unique.
He is neither the product nor the champion of some tradition or teaching other
than that of his own community.
That community, as presented in the
sociopolitical and historic eHplanations giuen for the image, fits well the
definition of enclauist opposition to the hierarchical elites Who rule the
society; in Douglas' model, the eHistence 0 f imperial rule from Persia is easily
modified into the imperialist rule of Rome to account for further continuity in
the first century situation. The differing purity systems of the enclauists
(pollution comes from outside the community) and the hierarchists (pollution
from failure to keep the laws) haue become euen greater sources 0 f dissension,
particularly for the peasant (enclauist) communities. What we see in the work
of Draper, Horsley and Borg is fully consistent with where we would eHpect
Douglas' model from Numbers to fit in the first century.
The different ways in Which enclauists, hierarchists, and indiuidualists
understand the nature of eHclusion (see Chapter Three) helps us to understand
the depth of feeling behind Jesus' call for an egalitarian, non-patriarchal.
kinship-based and just society. These are, in fact. the ualues of an enclaue;
they are also traditional ualues of the peasantry of Galilee. ·1 t is equally easy·
to understand the failure of the hierarchy to understand the outrage of the
peasantry; their definition 0 f the purity/ualue system is based on their need
for structure and position, and the ualues of the enclaue are far too
threatening to comprehend. What we see in this situation comes close to
Turner's "structure-antistructure" situation, Which in healthy societies is kept
in tension; in times of crisis, it may escalate into Horsley's spiral of uiolence.
Mouing on to Turner and the symbolism of ritual, we find consistency
between the anthropology and the image as well. Borg's spirit man is a natural
result 0 f the interpretation that I haue presented for the baptism 0 f Jesus
based on Turner, and we find that Horsley and Draper are also inclined to eMplain
....... _,.-
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specific phenomena of Jesus' ministry in terms of the symbolic. By that
practice, they remain within the bounds of spirituality as we haiJe defined it in
Chapter Two, as well as being well within the parameters 0 f anthropological
interpretation outlined by Turner. Jesus as political leader, social reformer, or
spirit man Is motiuated by the oppression of Israel under foreign rule and by the
elitist hierarchy within the society; he is further motiuated by the symbolism
of his culture, most likely specifically by uisions at his baptism and during his
wilderness quest, to be the kind of leader that he become.
The image has thus passed our first challenge, and while it seems to haue
been easily accomplished, we must remember the failures of the images of
Chapter Flue to meet these standards. We may now attempt to merge the
concept 0 f this particular image of the Jesus of History with that 0 f twentiethcentury deuelopment theory and practice.

Jesus , Community, and Development

'I

Unlike the scholars who authored the images of Jesus found In Chapter
Flue, Draper, Horsley, and Borg all locate Jesus firmly and irreuocably with
community ualues, community renewal, and community support. Let us take a
few paragraphs to compare what we haue seen this image of Jesus doing, with
the summary of deuelopment at the end of Chapter Two.
First, we see that Jesus was often working within the parameters of
Fourth Generation responses to pouerty; the Jesus Mouement 0 f Draper's image
is definitely a people's mouement against oppression, pouerty, and other
injustices. We might haue some trouble with Horsle~ definition of Jesus as
workin for
. reuolution rat
~~~.1iJ!nbut I do not see
that description as inconsistent. Jesus fully eHpected political liberation for
I srael, and was working for the social liberation that would make political
liberation uiable.

•

I n other words, although he belieued that God would act in history once
again to saue Israel from her oppressors, he eHpected to perform his own role in
that liberation by preparing indiuiduals and communities.
(Macroleuel
deuelopment would therefore be dependent upon microleuel deuelopment,
despite its different perspectiues and actions.l Remember also that in
situations of oppression, human empowerment and transformation is always
reuolutionary; as SUCh, it is also always dangerous, as both Jesus and John the
Baptist eHperienced.
I t is important to take another moment here to distinguish the kind of
transformation we are discussing at this point from the "deuelopment" (or
"d~uelopmentism," as described by Latin Rmericans who rejected the process),
which only serues the status QUo. We described this in Chapter One as
deuelopment Which falls within the categories of responses based on the
understanding that pouerty is a result of people's needs, rather than the fact
that they are eHcluded from power and resources. This kind of deuelopment is
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only "making the cage more comfortable," as anti-apartheid actiuists in South
Africa haue described it. Deuelopment which prepares people for liberation is
that which empowers people to belieue in themselues, to belieue in their
culture and history, and to take control of their own lIues.
These changes are well within the parameters of the eHclusion theories of
deuelopment, and result in transformation of human beings, whether singly or
in groups. Therefore, we can say with confidence that Jesus was definitely
working for social reuolution as we understand the term today, within a
conteHt 0 f political reuolution; he eHpected Israel to be free as a direct result
of God's interuention.
I n terms of the spirituality of deuelopment, we couered this concept in
the section aboue regarding Turner and ritual; but it is further Illustrated by the
triple freedoms obtained on the inward, upward,. and outward journeys
described in Chapter Two. Jesus definitely makes these spiritual connections,
as we will describe further in the section on the Model for Leadership.
Most important, from our summary in Chapter TWO, is the understanding
that deuelopment is not something that can be done for or to the poor; nor is
it intended for the poor alone. We are all responsible for our collectiue
deuelopml!.nt, which includes the outward journey 0 f working for the
deuelopment and transformation of our societies. We see that Jesus does not
make the poor to be the sole responsible agents for their own condition, but
clearly and consistently demands that those who haue wealth and power accept
their responsibility for the oppression and misery 0 f the poor, Which has
occurred as a direct result of ti1eri1estyles of the rich. Nonetheless, he also
works to empower the poor by the kind of healing that restores their selfimage and dignity; he insists that they do for themselues what they are able to
do, whethermouing into the pool, or picking up their bedroll, or mouing the
stone from Lazarus' graue (to borrow from gospel images of Jesus).
I t is also true that we see Jesus prouiding food for the hungry, in a
typical Generation One response; but what we do not see is Jesus or his disciples
making an institution out of this practice. He only does it when that is the
necessary and humane response to an immediate need. What we also do not see
is Jesus acting as a broker between pouerty-stricken "clients" and rich
"patrons," as we might claim, tongue in cheek, that 20th century NGOs do on a
regular basis as "agents 0 f deuelopment." Aside from his teaching actiuities,
which could be interpreted as second generation seruices to the community, we
haue no real euidence of second generation actiuity in the Jesus mouement. The
work of Jesus appears to fall uery clearly in the third and fourth generations of
structural changes, prompted by a community-based people's mouement.

Jesus and the Model for Leadership
Now that we haue placed the image of Jesus within the parameters of
people-centered deuelopment principles, we may safely assume that the Image

V
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can be challenged by our Model of Leadership with some degree of
correspondence between Model and Image. Returning to the Model, we will
therefore take the requirements point by point. to see If there Is any euldence
of correspondence with the Image of Jesus from chapter SIH.
(1) The leader would haue fI well-Integrated, whollstlc spIrituality

and maturity. I n other words, .Ihe would be a community builder,
and an aduocate 0 f enulronmental stewardshIp. The leader would
haue attended to the three-fold Journey, In order to return hIs or
her power and s~"'s for the transformation of the community.
I belieue that Draper's Image of Jesus passes this requirement In Its
entirety. but some points may haue to be implied rather than illustrated. First.
in order to determine whether Jesus had a well-Integrated and wholistic
spirituality and maturity, there are seueral ways 0 f looking a t this
requirement.
Borg's definition of Jesus as Spirit Man, Which carries an
understanding of the Kingdom of God as a co-eHisting leuel of reality that can
be eHperienced. is one definition from which we might affirm the spirituality 0 f
Jesus. Rgain. the uisions 0 f Jesus' baptism and wilderness quest--indeed. the
fact that he made that wilderness quest--are additional points. Rs Borg states.
the behauior of Jesus was that of a spiritual person.
Horsley and Draper certainly haue prouided ample euidence that Jesus was
a community builder. and was working for the transformation. or renewal 0 f the
community. There Is less euidence. howeuer, that Jesus was enuironmentally
"aware" but we do know that the creation myth makes us stewards of the
earth; I t is not terribly unlikely that a spirit person as described by Borg. who
was also aware 0 f the creation mythology. would be enuironmentally conscious
within the constraints of first century understanding.
As to the question of spiritual maturity, we might look: at the parameters
described by Chris Langeueld, and see I f the Image measures up to them; In most
instances, howeuer, we can only say that we haue no tradition showing him
acting in ways other than those described. so this Is definitely not conclusiue In
all points:
(a) Rffective (emotional) conversion. This essentially may be inferred
from the lack 0 f euidence to the contrary. When we see Jesus reacting
in anger. it is always appropriate; the anger is directed at the source of
the problem (cursing the fig tree, ouerturning the tables in the temple.
etc.) His emotional status can otherwise be implied from his compassion
("feeling-with") and loue for the people With whom he Interacted.
(b) Intellectual conversion.
Rgain essentially Implied, from the
intellectual changes described by the sayings which follow the format
"I t is said ... but I say." We might also assume that the drastic changes
from rural peasant carpenter to prophet-leader and their attendant
spiritual demands enabled an Intellectual conuersion. as well.
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(c) Moral conversion. I belieue that this category almost speaks for
itself. Euerything that Jesus did. and especially his concerns for the
enclaue ualues of egalitarianism. justice. and commitment to God.
shows the depth and quality of his moral maturity.
(d) Sociopolitical conversion. RII three 0 f our sources (Draper. Horsley
and Borg) prouide well-researched and well Interpreted euldence of
Jesus' commitment to working for change and transformation of the
sociopolitical situation of the people of Israel. euen to the point of
risking his own life.
(e) Religious conversion. This most likely reached its most effectiue
strength at Jesus' baptism. and continued to mature thereafter.
(2) The leader would be motivated by his or her relationship

to God. rather than

by eHpectations of power or recognition for service.
Rccording to gospel tradition. It was Jesus himself who taught that
leaders should become seruants of the people; further. his sayings and actions
affirm his commitment to God. and to the belief that only God should be giuen
the credit for anything that Jesus did.
(3) The leader would understand. and act upon. the fact that economic growth

cannot be sustainable in the absence
development and freedom.

0

f sociopolitical and environmental

Jesus' understanding and behauior based upon this belief is discussed in
the section preceding this one.

The leader would be a skilled facilitator who would empower the
community to take control of their own lives. and the decisions that affect
them. S/he would identify and train others from within the community,
preparing them for their leadership positions. ~
(4)

That Jesus taught and trained his disciples for leadership is well known,
further. he accomplished this in the most effectlue manner by going out with
them in a "hands-on" approach to training. They learned from his teaching,
from his eHample. and from preaching and working miracles of healing and
eHorcism while he was nearby. I n other words. they did not sit in the classroom
learning theory. to be turned loose on an unsuspecting population With little or
no knowledge of how to apply that theory.
Jesus also empowered indiuiduals and communities by forgiuing sins,
healing sickness. and eHorcising demons. Horsley has described how this
empowerment took place. gluen the spiral 0 f uiolence and the repressiue use of
religion to make the poor belieue that their oppression was the result 0 f their
own sin. The psychological effects. if not the physical as well. were illnesses
and possession throughout the peasant population. Jesus. by remouing these.
returned people to a sense of worthiness, and dignity. He effectiuely restored
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people's self-esteem, then returned them to their communities as useful
participants. Present-day leaders may not be able to work miracles, but the
principles still apply.
The leader would recognize the difference between welfarist or service
activities which empower people, and those which disempower them.

(5)

We described this in the preuious section as well, showing how Jesus was
operating within the parameters of third and fourth generation deuelopment
practice. On the occasions when we do see him performing welfarist actiuities
such as feeding the hungry, he is responding appropriately to an immediate
situation, and not setting up a habit of prouiding charity. He also insisted that
those he assisted do what they could to help themselues,and he always sent
them back to their communities to be useful participants there.
(6) The leader would see community (microleve/) development as a necessary

but insufficient prerequisite to macrolevel development, and would mediate
between the two levels.

Rgain, we haue shown already that Jesus eHpected macroleuel liberation
and renewal for Israel; neuertheless, he worked a t the leuel 0 f indiuiduals and
~--communities in order to prepare Israel so that macroleuel changes would be
uiable.
The leader would understand the relationships between liberation and
development, and facilitate the community action appropriate to the given
situation. He or she would also understand the need for inner freedom and
freedom in the relationship with God to be in harmony with the outward
freedom of sociopolitical liberation.
(7)

This is tied in with all of our answers aboue.

•

I belieue that the match between Draper's image of Jesus and our Model
for leadership, giuen the paucity of historic material, is Quite satisfactory.
That being the case, can we then find this Model to be a role model for Christian
Community workers? I f the most recent euidence is any eHample, the answer is
"yes, definitely."
Two classes in the Master's Program in Leadership and Deuelopment at the
School 0 f Theology, Uniuersity 0 f Natal (1994 and 1995) were eHposed to
lectures and readings about the historical Jesus which included the material
presented herein. I n each 0 f these classes, students who had had some
eHperience working with depriued communities were the first to see this image
of Jesus as a role model for their own actiuities; generally, the image was well
receiued by all for its releuance to the conteHt of deuelopment and
transformation. One student in 1995 was heard to eHclaim "This Jesus is my
Role Model!"
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I n addition, I presented the background information and outlined this
Image for a class of 15 deuelopment field workers during a two week module on
"Church and Deuelopment" in Rugust, 1995. For the first time in fiue years,
eualuations of this module listed "Jesus and his life" as one of the three most
helpful features of the class, and the students usually listed I t as the number
one feature. The students were uery interested In this part of the class, and
reluctant to leaue the topic; howeuer, when we came to the section on the
modern church and how I t could operate "redemptluely" In community, it was
the students themselues who supplied information based on their
understanding of what Jesus had been doing. The students claimed that for the
first time, they understood how their faith was connected to their deuelopment
work.
I n May, 1995, I had the prluilege of leading a s.ection of a two-week
workshop for 25 Church Leaders from siH east Rfrican countries, in Nairobi.
Since these leaders could be described as "trained readers" 0 f the Bible, and all
held positions of authority, I did not attempt to teach them the Information
about the historical Jesus. Rather, in a participatory Bible Study designed as
described in the Introduction to this work, I asked them releuant questions and
sent them into group sessions. They returned to class hauing discouered much
of the entire "social reformer"
Image for themselues, and eHpressing
eHcitement for what this image implied for them In their leadership of
congregations and regional church organizations.
I haue seen the results of my student's hauing changed their
understanding 0 f deuelopment leadership, and instituting a releuant change in
their actions as a consequence. By the time I left South Rfrica, some of these
students had made a point 0 f coming indiuidually to my home to describe tome
the changes that had occurred already in their communities as a result of the
change in their leadership style. I was delighted to attend a celebration. where
one of my students was honored for his leadership in empowering the
community to achieue their own goals. I haue. in addition. on seueral occasions
picked up my telephone to hear an eHcited uoice announce "Hey. Ma. I tried it.
and it works!"
I t works. I f our reconstructed image of the historical Jesus Is anyWhere
near close to reality, it worked two thousand years ago in terms 0 f empowering
indiuiduals and communities. and it still works. We know from history that
Israel was not liberated for the Jews--at least, not until 1948. We also know
that many people haue fought their reuolutions and won, only to discouer that
they are once again in situations 0 f oppression. This is not necessarily the
failure of the liberation process; but we could ask the question if. perhaps in
some instances, doing the microleuel work we haue described. including the
three journeys of transformation. might haue made a difference.
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nature 0 f human beings to euentually react against that structured
enuironment when it concerns their spiritual or physical well-being. This is the
structure-antistructure of which Turner speak:s. The tension between the two
is ineuitable. Just as Indiuldual humans must always work: to maintain a healthy
tension between their own need for autonomy. and their need for social
Interdependence.
I n order to keep this tension healthy. the church as an organization would
haue to acknowledge the necessity of building into its actluities an effectiue
means by which those who are uoiceless can be heard. the wounded can be
brought to a safe place and healed of physical and psychic wounds. and the
powerless are able to 'realize their own power. This would mean mak:ing some
uery practical changes.
For eHample. pastors would be giuen practical training in community
organization and empowerment. They would not do all 0 f their learning in the
classroom. but would get out into congregations and communities large and
small. under the superuislon of established leaders. and eHperlence the realities
of the poor and oppressed. as well as those of the comfortable and euen the
wealthy. They would eHperience both the necessity for. and the dangers of.
speaking out against injustice and for empowering the powerless. and would
witness other leaders acting with courage and conuiction in such circumstances.
The local church Is probably the most effectiue agent for change in a
community. but if the church Is not a redemptiue community within its own
doors. it has little to offer the community. One of the most heartbreaking
things I haue euer eHperienced (and I haue eHperienced it entirely too often). is
the manner in which Christians act in the modern-day uersions of "purity laws"
to outcast and destroy their fellow Christians. The image 0 f Jesus we haue
seen here would most certainly be "ouerturning tables" in most of our churches
today. simply because of the way we treat each other. Rnd he would certainly
be "weeping ouer Jerusalem" with regard to the way in which we as Christians
contribute to the pouerty and oppression around us simply by ignoring it. and by
continuing to demand a standard of Iiuing far aboue that Which at least two
thirds of the world can neuer hope to reach.
Lik:e the implications for deuelopment. the implications for the Church in
using this Model of Leadership can only be touchei::l 'on in this thesis. Euen
mak:ing one releuant and positiue change could result in such.an effect for good.
it would be lik:e watching ripples spread from a small stone thrown into the
water. Jesus didn't tell the people he helped to go out Indiuidually and
accomplish amazing feats 0 f political and material restoration; he sent them
back: to their communities. restored physically and spiritually. and said they
should do the same for others.

j
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